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The Development Committee held its 46th meeting in Washington,
D.C., on May 1, 1993. This was one of a series of meetings about the
interactions between the policies of industrial and developing
countries. It was also a follow-up to the discussion of resource flows
and transfers to the developing countries at the Committee's meeting in
September 1992.

Ministers devoted most of their time to reviewing the prospects for
increasing flows of private resources and improving the access of
developing countries to the world markets for loan and equity capital.
They also focussed on the role of the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund in promoting and catalyzing private flows, and the extent
of any remaining obstacles placed by Member countries in the way of
private flows.

The Committee based its discussion on the joint paper by the World
Bank and the IMF, and on a series of supplementary papers provided by
Members of the Committee, other international organizations, and
independent experts.

Ministers also discussed a progress report presented to the
Committee on the implementation of the World Bank's strategy for the
Private Sector Development.

Ministers took note of the progress made on several issues, such as
international trade (including Uruguay Rour.d negotiations), debt
strategy and enviroment protection which were outlined in the report of
the President of the World Bank.

In view of the broad interest in these subjects, the presentation
made to this meeting of the Committee are made available (in three
languages--English, French and Spanish) for a wider audience.

Peter Mountfield
Executive Secretary

May 1993
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PAPIR BY THE CH&IXRN&N OF TME DKVELOPNEW? CONMIrT'EE
RICARDO HAUSKUNh MINISTER OF STATE AND HEUD OF CORDIPLA

Introductio

The main theme for our meeting is 'Developing Country Access to Private
Capital Flows". It is one of our regular reviews of the interactions
between the policies of industrial and developing countries; and it follows
naturally from our discussion in September 1992 of "The Transfer of Resour-
ces to Developing Countries". A subsidiary but related theme is the Prog-
ress Report on the World Bank Group's Private Sector Development Strategy; I
think this is a valuable paper and does not require further comment from me.

P^pers

The main paper before us is the Issues Paper prepared by the World Bank
and the IMF wDeveloping Country Access to Private Capital Flows" (DC/93-4).
This contains both a valuable analysis and a number of practical proposals
for further action by the three main groups of players: the industrial or
wsource" countries; the developing or "host" countries; and the interna-
tional financial organizations. I suggest that we follow this framework in
addressing the problems.

Further valuable analysis is contained in two recent reports to be
issued by the Bank and the Fund. The first of these, to be published on
April 19 but already available to Executive Directors, is the Bank's "Global
Economic Prospects", which this year concentrates on "External Finance in
the Nineties". The second is the latest in the IKF's series of annual re-
views of global capital markets to be published in May; advance copies will
be available for Fund EDs in late April.

In addition, I have (as the Committee agreed) invited supplementary
papers both from Members of the Committee and from independent experts. The
Executive Secretary has already, at my request, circulated a list of these
papers (DC/93-3). This list also includes a classified index of the main
suggestions made in the papers, including those of the staff, and each sug-
gestion has been given an individual number so as to simplify reference
during the meeting. Taken together, these papers will provide an impressive
mass of material to stimulate our discussions.

Issues

As I see it, the question before us is this. For "the first tierw of
developing countries, who have either never lost access to financial
markets, or have recently regained it. the prospects are good, provided they
can maintain their credit through the pursuit of sensible macroeconomic
policies. We shall want to discuss how this can best be done.
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Then there is a 'second tier of countries, mainly in the middle-income
bracket, who are now within sight of breaking into the markets; for them,
the question is what actions are needed, either by their own governments, by
those of the "source' countries, or by the IFIs, which might help to accel-
erate the process. I believe strongly that the market mechanism will solve
most of the problems of market access, once a 'host' country has the right
policies in place, provided that the industrial countries play their part.
But as these papers make clear, there are several obstacles in the way.
Hany of them are the result of imperfect information, or undeveloped insti-
tutions. We must consider whether any of these frictional impediments to
market finance can be removed through action by one or other of the parties
involved.

For the "third tier", consisting mainly of the countries in the RIDA-
eligible" category, the problem is different: few of them are in a position
to seek much private money, save for certain types of Foreign Direct Invest-
ment. We must certainly ask ourselves whether anything more can be done to
help these countries attract private investment. But it seems inevitable
that, for the next few years, their main external source of funds will be
Official Development Assistance. We must return to the question of ODA at
future meetings.

After reviewing all the suggestions made in both the staff and the
supplementary papers, it seems to me that the most useful areas for us to
discuss are these:

(a) Taxati It seems clear that investors are less worried by the level
of taxation on their profits than by uncertainty about future tax liabili-
ties. Professor Stiglitz proposes a voluntary cap on tax rates, reinforced
by Bank and Fund conditionality. Some bilateral tax treaties (double taxa-
tion agreements) incorporate such limits on profit taxes. Others give in-
vestors a degree of comfort by promising 'national treatment" which provides
protection against unfair discrimination. One major area of uncertainty
concerns the treatment of capital gains once an investor decides to liqui-
date his investment and move on; he does not always receive credit in his
"home" country for tax paid on capital gains in the "host" government. All
this suggests that both groups of governments need to review their tax
codes, with the object of removing obstacles to investment in developing
countries. The Bank and the Fund already provide valuable technical assis-
tance to developing countries in this area. The Committee might consider
inviting them to develop 'guidelines' for double taxation agreements, on the
lines of the 'Investment Guidelines" prepared by the Bank for our last meet-
ing. In particular, they might review existing model agreements, such as
that produced by OECD, to see what modifications (if any) might be recom-
mended to meet the special circumstances of developing countries.

(b) It is clear that the institutional investor market (specially in North
America and Europe) has not so far been a big source of funds for the devel-
oping countries. Mr. Qureshi reminds us of the scale of the funds at their
disposal; a very small change would greatly increase the pool of resources
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potentially available for profitable investment in developing countries. I
very much agree that existing regulatory systems sometimes place unnecessary
barriers in the way of such investment. This regulation can even be short-
sighted if it deprives the beneficiaries (insurance policy holders and pen-
sioners) of good investment opportunities; in any case many of the remaining
risks could be offset by suitable hedging. I suggest we invite industrial
country governments to look again at their regulatory regimes with a view to
permitting more investment in emerging markets.

Such investment would also be helped by making it easier to obtain
market ratings for investment in developing countries. Without an "invest-
ment-grade" rating by agencies like S&P or Moodys, most institutional inves-
tors will be reluctant to invest, even if the regulatory regime is relaxed.
There are at least two ways of helping. One (which has been discussed in
Latin America several times) is the creation of regional rating agencies.
This would compensate for the apparent reluctance of the existing agencies
to incur the high start-up costs of extending their operations to countries
with small domestic markets. It would also help to reduce the high cost to
the borrower of obtaining a rating from agencies not currently working in
his country. However, a new agency, specially if established in the public
sector, might not easily or quickly command the confidence of the markets.
Mr. Bock suggests an alternative approach, working through the existing
agencies, and using technical assistance from the World Bank to help devel-
oping countries design and present individual investment projects within a
friendly institutional and legal framework which the agencies can readily
understand, and thus to evaluate individual projects. He proposes estab-
lishing a special unit within the Bank to work closely with the rating agen-
cies in this field. He switches the emphasis away from 'country risk' to-
wards "project risk". Both options deserve study. Members may have other
proposals in this area. I suggest we ask the World Bank to review these
various "ratingw ideas and report to us again at a future meeting.

(c) The concept of risk insurance appears many times in the papers, with
references to national export-credit and investment-insurance schemes and to
MICA. Professor Stiglitz proposes new multilateral schemes to insure
against the terms-of-trade risks common to many developing countries, and
also against fluctuating exchange rates. (I return to his ideas about hedg-
ing lower down.) I suggest that there are two main categories of risk which
may not be fully covered by existing schemes at present: I would label them
"policy risk" and 'project risk".

A typical example of policy risk arises where a monopoly utility is
privatized, but remains subject to regulation (for example, of its tariff
structure) which may affect its future profitability. Clearly this can
present a disincentive to a potential investor. (And as SELA reminds us,
the purchaser of a privatized utility is an important source of subsequent
new investment.) The host govermnent can offer unilateral "policy guaran-
tees" about the extent to which it will intervene in such cases. Is it
possible to envisage any form of multilateral insurance, analogous to MICA,
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which could cover the risk that governments might not honor these policy
guarantees?

The second category of risk is that the project will not be as profit-
able as its sponsors hope. A system of investment rating, coupled perhaps
with the partial guarantees which Mr. Bock advocates, will deal with this
category of risk as far as loan capital is concerned. Equity capital is the
cushion which must absorb any losses. Considerations of moral hazard mean
that the equity shareholder cannot and must not be protected against all
risks. But it may be possible to mitigate some categories of risk, at least
in the early stages of a new venture. Some "source" governments already
provide investment guarantees, but I understand these normally cover only
"transfer" and "political" risks; this is also true of MIGA. Is there a
case for any limited bilateral or multilateral guarantee which would
increase the flow of risk capital into developing countries? If "source"
governments are able to accept a longer risk horizon than private investors,
would they be prepared to offer a limited "repurchase" or "takeout" facility
in cases where the private investor wishes to withdraw after (say) five
years? Should we ask the World Bank Group to study these possibilities for
us?

(d) Many types of risk can now be covered by hedging instruments. The
World Bank draws attention to this in the Issues Paper, and already provides
technical assistance in this area. At first sight this may not seem
directly relevant to the potential foreign investor, who is more concerned
with "project risk" as I have described it above, than with "systemic risk".
But he is exposed to two kinds of systemic risk: those inherent in the pro-
ject (for example, the impact of a global recession on its export earnings)
and those which affect the host country's economic prosperity and thus the
fiscal and regulatory environment within which he must operate. The inves-
tor can hedge himself against the first kind of risk in increasingly sophis-
ticated commodities markets. The host government can similarly secure
itself against many global risks (even the interest rate risks which
Professor Stiglitz mentions can often be covered by interest swaps); and one
by-product of its doing so is to provide a better climate for the foreign
investor. Developing country governments may wish to study the extent to
which they can further protect themselves in this way. I think the
Committee should return to She whole question of Commodity Prices at a
future meeting.

(e) Mr. Bock and others develop various proposals about mutual funds. The
IFC did much pioneering work in developing and marketing the concept of
"Country Funds", often providing a share of the initial capital. The advan-
tage of such risk-spreading devices is obvious, and the market for "Country
Funds" of the original pattern is now fairly mature, to the point where the
IFC can begin to withdraw. But is there a case for a 'second generation"?
Professor Stiglitz proposes mutual funds operating at regional rather than
country level, and drawing on the complementary expertise of a wider range
of fund managers. Do "source country" members consider that this idea would
be attractive to their investors? Can the Bank help in other ways than
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through the provision of technical assistance and occasional seed-corn
capital? For example, could it provide information about individual pro-
jects and sectors (with the agreement of host governments, of course) which
would allow specialist funds to develop, specializing in "blue chip" pro-
jects endorsed in some way by the Bank? Such endorsement would not amount
to a guarantee. It might be limited to projects in which the Bank was
already a lender (an informal sort of cofinancing); or it might (as Mr.
Qureshi suggests) takp the form of identifying key sector- like infrastruc-
ture and environment protection, consistent with the agreed country develop-
ment strategy and thus likely to prove of high priority to the "host"
government.

(f) Guaranteed Export Credit has historically been an important source of
development finance. As Mr. Stephens points out, several "source country"
agencies burnt their fingers badly in the early 1980s. We cannot blame them
for seeking now to price their insurance facilities at more realistic levels
which take account of perceived risk. (I don't think any of them are seek-
ing to recover past losses in this way.) However, Mr. Stephiens lists some
very useful small-scale adjustments which the ECAs could make, individually
or in the case of the OECD Consensus, collectively, to increase the flow of
funds. May I ask industrial country Members (and their constituents) to
take these ideas away and consider them carefully; I should like to review
action taken on them at a future meeting. Mr. StepheLs also draws attention
to the Bank's "negative pledge clause" which has just been reviewed by the
Executive Board. Perhaps the Bank would explain the decision to us at the
meeting.

Conclusion

I hope that our discussion of these themes and of other points which
Members may make during the meeting, will not end with the issue of our
Communique at the end of the meeting. I am anxious that the various players
should follow up the discussion, and I have indicated above some of the
points which might be considered in greater detail after the meeting. I
plan to leave sufficient time at our meeting in Septembe-r to review the
results of these further reflections.
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REPORT By LUWIS T. PRESOm
RXW8IDIN! OF TE WORLD BR=

I. Introduction

1. At its September 1992 meeting, the Development Committee
assessed the overall volume of capital flows to developing
countries and discussed a wide range of issues regarding their
provision and use. This meeting focuses on an increasingly
important aspect of that top_- -- developing-country acces3 to
private capital flows. Staffs of the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund have prepared an issues paper for the
Committee that surveys the recent dramatic increase in private
flows; assesses policies in source and host countries that might
further stimulate such flows; and discusses the role of
international financial institutions in this area. In addition,
the Committee will have before it a progress report on the
implementation of the World Bank Group's plan of action for
private sector development in developing countries.

2. This President's Report places private capital flows in the
context of the current global economic environment and the
priority development objectives of the developing countries. The
report also touches on some current issues relating to the Bank
Group.

II. Current International Challenges and The Global Economy:
lumlications for

DeveloDing Countries

3. While many developing countries continue to make remarkable
progress in both economic and social fields, there remain a
number of major development challenges. Severe drought still
plagues many countries in Southern and Eastern Africa,
exacerbating poverty and imperiling millions of people. Civil
and ethnic strife and political instability continue to undermine
development efforts in several countries. The new nations of the
former Soviet Union are experiencing extremely difficult problems
as they undertake the historic transformation to market-oriented
economies. The events in the former Yugoslavia are exacting a
heavy human toll and wreaking economic havoc. The substantial
reconstruction needs of the Middle East will need to be addressed
as that region makes progress on the difficult path to peace.
Many countries in Latin America have made great strides in
adjusting their economies to function in a competitive market-
oriented global system. These efforts need to continue to ensure
the sustainability of the new framework, and increased attention
must now be given to improving social services and addressing the
problems of urban and rural poverty. Despite recent improvements
in the policy framework and improving economic performance,
poverty remains a major challenge in South Asia. In East Asia
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President's Report to the Devejopment Committee

and the Pacific, the incidence of absolute poverty has declined
to 11 percent of the population, reflecting rapid economic growth
and progress in human resource development. But a number of
countries in this region face severe fiscal constraints, rising
concerns about environmental issues, and complex transitions from
centrally-planned to market economies. At the global level, the
growing problems associated with the environment, increasing
migration and refugees, the narcotics trade, and the scourge of
AIDS add to the roster of challenges. In short, the development
agenda is more than full.

A. Global Economic Prospects and Developing Countries

4. The ability of developing countries to tackle this full
range of contemporary development problems will be greatly
enhanced if economic growth for low- and middle-income countries
over the next decade (1992-2002) accelerates, as projected in a
recent World Bank staff reportY, to 4.7 percent per annum. This
would be a considerable improvement over the 2.7 percent attained
over the pass. decade (1982-1992), based on a substantial
turnaround in economic performance in Latin America, and, to a
lesser extent, in Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East. It
also assumes continued strong growth in East Asia and a
consolidation of the recent improved performance in South Asia.
The economies of Eastern Europe and of the nations of the former
Soviet Union, however, have experienced major declines in output,
and there remains great uncertainty on the timing and pace of
their recovery.

5. This projected acceleration in overall growth is to a great
extent predicated on the substantial improvement taking place in
the policy environment in many developing countries with
resultant higher domestic savings efforts, and the increased
productivity of capital and labor.

6. Higher growth is also predicated on a substantially improved
international environment in the 1990s. Such a favorable outcome
is, of course, subject to uncertainty. First, the baseline
projection assumes that the present economic recovery in the
United States spreads to Europe and Japan over the next twelve

i/ See 'Global Economic Prospects and the Developing Countrles, 1993,D
Report No. SecM93-207. World Bank, February 1993.
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months. Second, the projection assumes a stabilization of real
commodity prices, which have been declining for the past two
decades. If prices continue to decline, growth in Sub-Saharan
Africa and Latin America would be adversely affected. Third,
rapid growth in middle-income countries is based in part on the
remarkable resurgence of private capital flows in recent years.
But the sustainability of these flows is heavily dependent on the
continued pursuit of sound macroeconomic policies and a buoyant
investment climate.

B. International Trade and the UruMuay Round

7. Finally, and most importantly, assumptions concerning the
projected growth of world trade may turn out to be overly
optimistic. In this context, previous President's Reports to the
Development Committee have stressed the urgent necessity of
reaching a prompt and successful conclusion to the Uruguay Round
of multilateral trade negotiations. Unfortunately, however,
there has been scant progress since the Committee's last meeting
in September 1992. To the contrary: the increasing number of
pleas for issues previously thought settled to be renegotiated
under the Round is evidence of backsliding. Despite urgings from
many quarters, important negotiation deadlines have passed
unheeded in recent months, increasing the risk of the long-term
postponement of the Round.

8. We should not assume that an alternative to an early
multilateral agreement is a continuation of the status quo. In
the current context of recession and slow recovery in most OECD
countries, there is already a strong tendency for protectionist
pressures to increase and for a vicious circle to ensue in which
heightened protectionism only serves to impede recovery from
recession. Moreover, unilateral measures to manage trade and a
growing desire to protect domestic jobs in the industrial
countries would distort resource allocations and deny efficient
producers in developing countries the opportunity to exploit
their comparative advantage.

9. Failure to reach a successful conclusion to the Uruguay
Round this year would, therefore, have severe adverse negative
consequences for the global economy, and particularly for
developing countries, in the form of slower growth of world trade
in relation to GDP growth and the possible weakening in the
efforts of developing countries to liberalize their trade
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policies. Given the current fragile world situation, such an
economic shock would have significant political and social
implications, and it would be naive to assume that the industrial
countries can be insulated from a deterioration in the political
and social situation in the developing world. This is a time for
farsighted leadership and I would urge Ministers to treat this
matter as one of extreme urgency, and to lend the considerable
influence you enjoy in your capitals to ensure that the Uruguay
Round is steered to a prompt and successful conclusion.

C. Progress on Debt Reduction

10. The debt crisis that began over a decade ago is largely over
for commercial banks, and developing-country debt no longer poses
a systemic threat to the international banking system. The
crisis is also over for several middle-income borrowers, assisted
by debt-restructuring operations and lower interest rates, though
these countries remain vulnerable to adverse developments in
their external economic environment. External viability remains
elusive, however, for many low- and lower-middle-income
countries. The difficulties associated with transition from a
centrally-planned economy, including a reorientation of trade
arrangements,, also have included major debt problems in the
nations of the former Soviet Union and some East European
countries.

11. A number of recent developments related to debt reduction
merit attention. Particularly noteworthy is the recent (late
December 1992) agreement between Argentina and its commercial
banks, supported by World Bank loan commitments of $750 million,
which will help achieve commercial debt reduction of about $11
billion, or 37 percent of the face value of the eligible
principal debt and past due interest to the commercial banks. In
another significant development, the Philippines and its
commercial-bank creditors reached agreement in early December
1992 on the second phase of the commercial-bank part of its
overall external debt-reduction strategy. About $4.4 billion was
eliminated or converted. As the largest economy in Latin
America, we follow with interest the progress of Brazil's
agreement with commercial bank creditors. By March 15, 1993,
creditors representing 97 percent of Brazil's outstanding
commercial bank debt had decided to participate in its debt-
rescheduling program. Agreement on the financial instruments,
and on the required enhancement, is necessary for closing the
deal.

9



President's Report to the Development Committee

12. In this context, I am pleased to note that the Bank strategy
dealing with countries with protracted arrears has been
successfully implemented in the case of Peru. Three adjustment
loans totaling $1.15 billion were signed in December. Some $900
million were disbursed in March under these loans, after the
Government cleared its arrears with the Bank. 'The Bank has now
resumed its normal lending relationship with Peru.

13. Steady progress has also occurred under Paris Club auspices
with regard to a number of low-income countries. Since the
Committee last met, seven additional agreements involving
"enhanced Toronto terms" have been concluded -- with Ethiopia,
Guinea, Honduras, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique and Sierra Leone.

14. The IDA Debt Reduction Facility2/ has recently seen a sharp
increase in operations which have been cofinanced with a number
of bilateral donors. Four operations totaling about $35 million
have been completed (Guyana, Mozambique, Niger and Uganda). At
an average cost of US$0.12 per dollar of debt, these operations
have extinguished 89 percent of the commercial debt of these
countries. The Board has recently approved an operation in
Bolivia for $10 million and one for Nicaragua (for some $25
million) is under negotiation. A further five operations, all in
Sub-Saharan Africa, are in the preparatory stage. I, therefore,
plan to recommend to our Executive Directors that we replenish
this facility when we allocate our net income at the end of the
fiscal year to enable it to continue its debt-reduction
assistance to eligible countries.

15. A portion of IDA reflows has been used under the "fifth
dimension" program to provide supplementary adjustment credits to
countries that are currently IDA-only borrowers and that have
outstanding IBRD debt. Through annual allocations (in proportion
to interest payments due to the IBRD), the supplementary IDA
credits have helped ease the debt-service burden of eligible IDA-
only borrowers undertaking adjustment programs. Between FY89 and
FY92, some SDR 400 million were allocated for this purpose. For
the current fiscal year the Board has approved supplementary IDA

2/ The Facility was established In FY90 with a grant of $100 millIon
from the Bank's net Income to support operations to buy back or othervise
substantially reduce or eliminate the co werclal-bank debt of severely-
Indebted IDA-only countries which are adjusting and have comprehensive
plans to deal with their debt problems.
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credits totaling SDR 121 million, or 70 percent of interest
payments due to IBRD from the beneficiary countries. In
addition, a number of bilateral donors provide parallel financing
in support of the fifth dimension program.

16. These are all welcome developments. But additional measures
will be necessary for many low- and lower-middle-income countries
if they are to reduce significantly their currently unsustainable
debt burdens, and more far-reaching debt-reduction arrangements
are likely to be required for the most intractable cases among
the low-income group. In this respect, I would strongly
encourage all official creditors who have not already done so to
-- at the very least -- urgently adopt the concessional options
under the enhanced Toronto terms.

D. Capital Flows to DeveloDinM Countries

17. The third major external factor affecting the development
prospects of developing
countries is the adequacy of external capital flows. This Report
concentrates on some issues regarding official flows as a
supplement to the Committee's primary concern at this meeting,
which is developing-country access to private capital flows.

18. Private flows are crucial to the development efforts of
middle-income countries and are of growing importance in a number
of low-income countries as well. As discussed in the issues
paper, there has been a tremendous increase in flows of private
capital of all kinds to developing countries in recent years.
Foreign direct investment flows to developing countries reached
an estimated $37 billion in 1992, some 75 percent above the level
of 1990. Private portfolio flows, which averaged under $6
billion a year in the period between 1982-88, were estimated at
$34 billion in 1992. The composition of private flows has
changed markedly in recent years -- from debt to equity financing
and from bank to non-bank sources. Non-bank sources have
accounted for virtually all the recent growth in financial flows
to developing countries.

19. These highly welcome developments have benefitted countries
which are creditworthy. Some 10 countries received over 70
percent of foreign direct investment flows in 1991, and the
increase in private portfolio flows is highly concentrated in a
few countries in Latin America and East Asia. The numerous
middle- and lower-middle-income countries which continue to have
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limited creditworthiness will find their access to private
external finance dependent on continued progress with policy and
institutional reforms and the adequacy of their economic and
social infrastructure. Since these countries have limited access
to concessional funds, their demand for external capital must be
met in large part from official nonconcessional sources.

20. The outlook for concessional resource flows, which are vital
to the development prospects of low-income countries, remains
worrisome. Simply put, the situation is one of constrained
supply and increased demand. The constraints on supply emanate
from budgetary stringencies in a number of key donors and, in
some cases, weakening support for aid on the part of publics and
parliaments. The increased demand stems from both new challenges
which require concessional assistance to low-income countries,
including expanded efforts to protect the environment, and the
several "new claimants" on concessional resources.

21. Despite this increased demand for ODA, many bilateral donors
have cut back their aid programs in response to budgetary
pressures, causing a further shortfall from the target of ODA
flows of 0.7 percent of GNP re-endorsed at the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED). This is a
most unfortunate development, and one I would urge Ministers to
try to reverse at their earliest opportunity. It is important to
recognize that a failure to impart impetus to the development
process could well result in far larger claims on resources in
the long run by way of refugee relief, pressures for migration,
1>umanitarian aid, and peace-keeping efforts. Within tighter aid
b Igets, it becomes even more important to improve aid
effectiveness through well-designed programs, through a greater
focus on low-income countries in aid programs, and through the
untying of aid.

III. The Role of tho Bank and IDA

22. Let me now turn to some issues that dominate the Bank's
agenda as it attempts to
respond to these many challenges:
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A. Countries in Transition in the Former soviet Union and Eastern
and Central

Euro e and the World Bank's Role

23. My last report to the Committee for its September 1992
meeting pointed to the many risks ahead for the countries of the
former Soviet Union and Eastern and Central Europe. Some of
these risks are materializing. Countries with a historical
tradition of markets and legal institution- -- Hungary, Poland,
and the Czech and Slovak Republics -- have been able to cope
better, while others are finding it difficult to develop a
political consensus around the policies and programs needed to
manage the transition to market economies. Recorded output
continued to fall in 1992. In the nations of the former Soviet
Union output fell by 20 percent in 1992. In Eastern Europe, the
rate of decline has slowed down, with output falling by 6
percent. These averages mask significant variations, with
countries experiencing military conflicts and civil unrest seeing
sharper output declines (Armenia and Tajikistan). On the other
hand, Poland is showing signs of recovery and growth. On the
stabilization front, inflation has accelerated in the ruble zone
and in the Ukraine, while it has been substantially reduced in
Hungary, Poland, and the ex-Czechoslovakia.

24. The output decline in part reflects the disruption in supply
links of enterprises consequent upon the end of central planning
and the sharp reduction in inter-republic trade based on state
orders. An additional factor was the severe terms-of-trade shock
facing oil- importing countries in Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union -- as trade in oil began to take place at prices
closer to world market prices. Inter-republic trade was also
disrupted by the breakdown of payment clearance mechanisms. A
further cause of ou 4 ;put decline was the rapid shift in demand
away from heavy industrial and military goods which account for
a large share of the industrial base.

25. There are some encouraging signs, however, particularly at
the microeconomic and local level. Over 30,000 small enterprises
have already been privatized in the Russian Federation, and today
at least 10 percent of the labor force is employed in the
emerging private sector. Enterprises are working with local
governments to redefine responsibilities in the provision of
social services and public utilities. In Hungary, the number of
registered private companies rose more than fourfold since 1989
to 66,000. The private sector is also showing rapid growth in
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the Baltics, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and
Romania. To such recent developments should be added the long-
standing natural advantages possessed by the new nations -- they
are rich in human capital, technology, and natural resources.

26. Over the past year, the Bank has geared up to face these
challenges through additions to regional staff, including the
establishment of new resident missions. A broad agenda for
reform and Bank assistance has been developed in concert with the
Bank's new members from the region and in close coordination with
the IMF. It includes support to rationalize public finances;
encourage price liberalization and competition policy; further
privatization, financial sector reform and enterprise governance;
augment human resources, social protection, and safety nets;
create and rehabilitate infrastructure; expand the role of local
governments; and improve the environment. A major challenge for
the Bank is to design its interventions so that they support
viable reform efforts in key areas and encourage far-sighted
decision-making. Given the breadth of this reform agenda and the
severity of institutional constraints, close coordination with
other agencies and bilateral donors in meeting the region' s
massive technical assistance requirements is another sizeable
challenge.

27. The Bank is deploying its resources so as to maintain
maximum flexibility. Project preparation, as well as economic
and sector work, is designed to promote reform and to mobilize
resources rapidly in support of reform efforts. For instance, in
Poland we are accelerating preparation of adjustment operations
in the areas of agriculture ard financial sector and enterprise
reform. Financial sector adjustment operations are also under
preparation in Romania and Bulgaria and activities simultaneously
addressing enterprise and financial sector issues are underway in
the Russian Federation, Kyrghyzstan, Kazakhstan and in the Baltic
countries. An important lending program has been initiated in
Eastern Europe to support the system of social assistance and a
special "policy hub" has been established in Budapest to focus on
social safety net issues across countries. The Bank is preparing
large technical assistance loans for the Russian Federation,
including the financial sector, social sectors and agricultural
infrastructure, which could be expanded to possible adjustment
operations in these sectors if enough progress is made in the
overall adjustment program.
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28. The process of transition in the nations of the former
Soviet Union and Eastern and Central Europe is of truly historic
significance. While the primary responsibility for this process
rests with the governments and peoples of these new nations,
external support -- in the form of economic assistance and access
to markets remains crucial -- not only for the successful
transition to market-oriented economies in the new nations
themselves, but also for a thriving and integrated global
economy.

B. IDA Lendincy and the Tenth ReRlenishment of its Resources

29. Negotiations on the Tenth Replenishment of IDA's resources
commenced in
January 1992, and recent President's Reports have brought the
Committee up to date on their progress. The final meeting of the
IDA Deputies took place in Berne, Switzerland on December 14-15,
1992.

30. The negotiations were difficult and provided many insights
into the issues confronting concessional assistance. Two
important factors affecting the outcome of the negotiations were
the difficult budgetary constraints facing many donor countries
and the existing burden-sharing arrangements, which build in a
funding shortfall. This last issue in particular will need to be
addressed before the start of negotiations for the next
replenishment of IDA.

31. For the moment, however, I am pleased to report that 34
donor countries have reached agreement on an IDA-10 replenishment
totaling SDR 13 billion (approximately US$18 billion). This is
an amount about equal to the volume of IDA-9 in real terms.
Together with currently projected reflows, IDA' s total commitment
authority during the FY94-96 period will be about SDR 16 billion,
or about US$22 billion. This lending could be augmented further
by transfers from IBRD annual net income, if circumstances
permit. In the face of severe budgetary pressures in many donor
countries and numerous conflicting domestic and international
demands on scarce concessional resources, the agreement on IDA-10
is a significant achievement in international cooperation for
development. It is now necessary, however, to move forward with
timely ratification of the agreement so that there will be no
lapse in IDA's commitment authority. Necessary parliamentary and
other measures should be taken expeditiously to bring IDA-10 into
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effect. May I request Ministers to act promptly in this regard?
IDA must become effective this summer if its operations are not
to be disrupted.

32. During the course of the IDA-10 negotiations, donors
expressed strong endorsement of IDA's main programmatic
objectives, including those of poverty reduction and
environmental sustainability. Each of these areas has been
marked by several new initiatives covering both IDA and Bank
operations. This President's Report brings Members up to date on
recent developments.

C. Poverty Reduction

33. The Bank and IDA have continued to intensify their broad
array of activities designed to help borrowers more effectively
confront their poverty-reduction challenges along two key
dimensions: (i) explicitly incorporating poverty-reduction
objectives into country assistance strategies; and (ii)
increasing lending which concentrates on promoting br'-..d-based
growth, providing the poor with access to physical infrastructure
and basic social services, and eliminating polfcy distortions
that adversely affect the interests of the poor.!/ In addition,
greater support is being given to the design and establishment of
safety nets to protect the most vulnerable members of society
during adjustment and/or transitional phases of lending
operations.-V

34. Poverty assessments are essential to the formulation of
country assistance strategies that incorporate a greater concern
for poverty reduction. In many cases, their findings have been
useful in designing assistance strategies that support and
complement country efforts to promote efficient growth, expand
access to social services, and strengthen safety nets.
Considerable Bank/IDA staff resources have been devoted to the
preparation of such assessments in recent years, resulting in the
completion to date of 19 assessments. The pace at which they are

Y See, "Implementing the Bank's Poverty Reduction Strategy:
Progress and Challenges," Report No. R92-233, World Bank, December 30,
1992.

A/ The most common safety nets have been nutrition programs, labor-
intensive public works, and targeted food subsidies.
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being prepared is accelerating, and by the end of FY95, poverty
assessments are scheduled to be completed in 80 countries.

35. Progress can also be reported in lending directions. The
Bank's support for economic policy reforms is focussed on
encouraging economy-wide and sectoral policies that stimulate the
demand for rural and urban labor. Lending is also concentrating
more on human resource development and the extension of basic
social services, such as primary health care and primary
education, with special emphasis on the needs of women in both
income-generating and social sectors. Bank lending is supporting
both an enhanced focus on services for the poor as well as an
improvement in the quality of such services. Investment lending
for human resource development, for example, has increased almost
fivefold over the past decade -- from an annual average of about
$635 million in FY8O-82 to over $3 billion per annum in FY9O-92
or about 14 percent of total Bank/IDA lending. Another measure
of lending, the Program of Targeted Interventions, A included
52 projects in FY92 in a wide range of sectors: agriculture and
rural development; education; water supply and sewerage; and
population, health, and nutrition. The total value of these
interventions amounted to 14 percent of new Bank/IDA lending in
FY92. Neanwhile, an increasing share of Bank/IDA structural and
sectoral adjustment lending included an explicit poverty focus.
In FY92, eighteen adjustment loans supported the reorientation of
public expenditures, the establishment of safety nets, and/or the
elimination of distortions affecting the poor.

36. An integral part of the poverty-reduction agenda is an
intensified effort to enhance
the role of women in development (WID), and efforts are on-going
to integrate WID activities more fully into the full range of the
Bank's operations.-/

D. Environmental -Ativities Since UNCED and the World Bank's Role

5-1 Targeted Intervencions are Investment operations which include a
specific mechanism for reachlng the poor, and/or those operations in which
the participation of the poor exceeds the proportion of the poor in the
population as a whole.

£ WID activities will be discussed in more detail in a future
progress report to the Development Cond ttee.
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37. Another key aspect of IDA's programmatic emphases repeatedly
stressed during the course of the IDA-10 negotiations was its
support for environmentally sustainable development. Since the
historic UNCED meeting in Rio de Janeiro last June -- and despite
the lack of consensus on an Earth Increment for IDA-10 -- IDA and
IBRD have accelerated their activities designed to help
recipients meet their formidable environmental challenges. In so
doing, the World Bank is making significant contributions to the
follow-up work to UNCED in support of the recommendations
contained in its broad-ranging Agenda 21 plan of action. The
Bank's work has been facilitated by the recent internal
reorganization which included the establishment of a new Vice-
Presidency for Environmentally Sustainable Development. The
following are some highlights of recent Bank/IDA environmental
work:

The number of World Bank loans and credits promoting
environmental stewardshiD continues to rise, with notable
increases in lending for country-level institution-building and
for better management of critical natural resources.

T The Bank and IDA have also continued their policy support and
provision of technical assistance to member countries for
elaboration of their national mental action Dl=n. Every
effort is being made to assist IDA borrowers to complete such
plans by June 30, 1993, in response to the commitment made by the
Bank in the IDA-9 Agreement. The Bank also is giving priority to
incorporating the findings of such plans into country assistance
strategies. Ten IDA countries have completed environmental
action plans and another nineteen, including major borrowers such
as China and India, are expected to complete theirs by the end of
FY93. The bulk of the remainder, most of which are in Africa,
are now scheduled for completion in FY94. While this slippage,
which is due mostly to difficult country conditions, is
regrettable, it needs to be recognized that preparation of
environmental action plans must be country-driven and
participatory if environmental concerns are to be fully
integrated into borrowers' development strategies.

* Regional environmental Rlanning efforts are also underway in
the Caribbean, in Central and Eastern Europe, in the
Mediterranean region (in collaboration with the European
Investment Bank) and in South Asia. Related work in support of
sector-specific strategies is being undertaken in such areas as
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biodiversity (beginning with a regional strategy for Asia) and
coastal zone guidelines (pursuant to Chapter 17 of Agenda 21).

a Following a review of the first two years of the environental
assessment Drocess. increased priority is being given to help
borrowers strengthen local capacity to conduct environmental
assessments and implement mitigation measures. In addition,
technical assistance is being given to address potentially
adverse social impacts of Bank and IDA-supported projects,
particularly in resettlement.

* Environmental economics research in support of lending
operations is being expanded. For example, analytical techniques
are being developed to link economic activity more integrally
with the environment, and incentive systems for environmental
improvement are being developed. In addition, the Bank is
analyzing the links between the environment and adjustment
policies and trade policies, respectively, to ensure that
economic reforms are, to the extent possible, consistent with
environmental concerns.

38. The Global Environment Facility (GXF). The Global
Environment Facility't' was endorsed by UNCED (Chapter 33 of
Agenda 21) as an important instrument for integrating global
environmental concerns into the developmernt process. More
specifically, the Climate Change and Biodiversity Conventions
designated the Facility as the interim funding mechanism for
helping developing countries meet agreed incremental costs of
implementing the conventions. The Facility's pilot phase ends
late this year, by which time the resources originally
contributed (some $1.3 billion) will have been committed.

39. The Facility is currently being restructured, and
participating governments have endorsed the objective of
universal membership. Efforts are underway to establish
appropriate decision-making procedures and to articulate fully
the Facility's linkages to the international conventions.

Z/ Established in 1990 on a three-year pilot basis, the GEF is
jointly implemented by the Unlted Nations Development Programne, the United
Nations Environment Progranme, and the World Bank. GEF resources are
available for projects that address global warming, pollution of
international waters, destruction of biological diversity, and depletion of
the ozone layer.
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40. The Facility's replenishment process began early this year
and negotiations will run parallel with those on its
restructuring. Several countries have proposed that the new GEF
should increase significantly in size. It is essential that
adequate resources be made available for the successful
implementation of the conventions and that the GEF replenishment
be completed expeditiously, following an evaluation of the pilot
phase.

41. Institutional Developments. Highly cognizant of UNCED's
call for nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to be recognized as
partners in the implementation of Agenda 21, the Bank and IDA
continue to increase their cooperation with them, particularly at
the local level. A $5 million grant window for NGOs,
administered by UNDP, has been established under the GEF to
support NGO initiatives in biodiversity. We have also consulted
a number of external organizations, including NGOs, on ongoing
reviews of Bank policy relating to forestry, energy conservation,
and power and water-resources management.

42. To improve cross-sectoral, interagency cooperation at the
country level and around specific programs and policies, the Bank
will play an active role in the newly-formed Interagency
Committee on Sustainable Development of the UN's Administrative
Committee on Coordination and expects to collaborate closely with
the new Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable
Development in the UN Secretariat.

E. Portfolio Management Task Force and the Ouality of Bank/IDA
Lending

43. Lending in support of priority development objectives --
whether from IBRD, IDA or other sources both private and official
-- is important. Many developing countries will have great
difficulty in attaining sustained growth, reducing poverty, and
protecting the environment without the crucial supplement to
domestic savings and investment provided by foreign capital. The
quality and effectiveness of external assistance are also
crucial, however. Effectiveness has always been a prime concern;
in an era of financial constraints, it clearly takes on even
greater importance.

44. Shortly after assuming the Presidency of the Bank in
September 1991, 1 reviewed its main policies and priorities and
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concluded that they were basically sound and on the right track.
There were questions, however, about how the effectiveness with
which they were being implemented could be heightened. Clearly,
it is incumbent upon the Bank to ensure continuously that its
loans actually produce the benefits for its borrowers that are
anticipated at the time they are approved by the Board of
Executive Directors.

45. With this in mind, in February 1992 I asked Mr. Willi
Wapenhans, a senior manager of the Bank with many years of
operational experience, to lead a Task Force on Portfolio
Management to examine the quality of the Bank's portfolio and
make recommendations, where required, on measures needed to
improve it further. After extensive analysis of extant
materials, examination of best practices in the Bank's
operational complex, and three international workshops with
borrowers, cofinanciers and contractors, the Task Force issued a
comprehensive report that was transmitted to Executive Directors
in October 1992. Because of its importance, I want to give you
a brief overview of the main conclusions of the portfolio
management report and the efforts under way to improve the
quality and effectiveness of the Bank's portfolio and its future
lending operations.

46. The Bank measures its portfolio performance through two main
instruments. First, it maintains a system of ratings during
project execution. The Task Force found on the basis of these
ratings that more than 75 percent of Bank-financed projects
demonstrate good performance during implementation. An average
20-25 percent incidence of projects in difficulty is not
particularly high for a development institution like the Bank.
As the report notes, a lower incidence might suggest that we were
not taking enough risks in what is fundamentally a high-risk
business. Moreover, ratings during implementation are designed
as a warning signal to prompt corrective action. Projects
frequently move from being "problem projects" to "good" ones,
following such corrective action; and vice versa, when
implementation deteriorates. Moreover, many "problem" projects
achieve a large proportion of their physical and institutional
objectives.

47. Second, the Bank measures portfolio performance at project
completion, when the actual rate of return in real terms (or its
qualitative equivalent) is compared with the estimated rate of
return at the time of Board approval. The Bank sets itself
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rather high standards in this regard, requiring of all projects
that enter the portfolio a minimum 10 percent rate of return in
real terms (or its equivalent in qualitative terms when
quantification is not feasible). In the most recent Annual
Review of Evallaption Results by the Operations Evaluation
Department (OED)R/, the average re-estimated economic rate of
return (ERR) at project completion (for 120 operations in sectors
in which ERRs are normally used), weighted by actual project cost
to indicate the return on total investment, was an impressive 16
percent. Most ex-post rates of return for projects reviewed by
OED in the 1991 evaluation were in the 10-20 percent range.

48. Nevertheless, there has been a decline in the quality of the
portfolio by both measures. The share of projects with "major
problems" during implementation rose from 11 percent in FY81 to
18 percent in FY92, while the proportion of projects judged
satisfactory by OED in its annual evaluation fell from 85 percent
in FY81 to 63 percent in FY91. The decline in performance is
apparent across a number of sectors and countries. The Task
Force notes that the most important elements contributing to the
deterioration in the quality of the portfolio were the
international economy and country-specific factors. At the
international level, declining terms of trade, rising global
interest rates, and high world inflation eroded project
viability. At the country level, macroeconomic conditions and
policies, changes in development priorities, deficient incentive
and regulatory environments, and weak or declining institutions
contributed to project performance. Most of the deterioration in
project performance since the early 1980s can be accounted for by
developments in the external environment and country growth rates
(which slowed down for many countries).

49. Other factors are more specific to Bank operations, however.
One is the strong attention paid by the Bank and its member
governments to new lending commitments -- and, on the other hand,
insufficient attention to the effective implementation of the
programs and projects that the Bank finances. This is reflected
in the need to simplify projects and enhance their quality at
the time of their entry into the portfolio, including more
emphasis on assessing the risks that an operation may face, and
the need to ensure that borrowers "own" the projects and are
committed to their effective implementation. Evidence that this

Iv Report No. 11062, World Bank, August 21, 1992.
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is not always the case is that the covenants included in loan
agreements with borrowers -- provisions intended to ensure
effective implementation -- too often are not met.

50. The Task Force's fundamental conclusion -- with which I
concur fully -- is that the Bank needs to modify some of its key
institutional values that shape its approach to all facets of its
lending operations. The Bank's "culture" should become more
attuned to the on-the-ground net benefits as the measure of
success and not just the volume of lending, important as that is.
It concludes -- and again I agree -- that the status of the
Bank's portfolio can be improved and its services to its
borrowers strengthened through a wide array of changes in project
preparation and appraisal, loan processing, procurement,
supervision, and evaluation. Solutions to the problems
identified by the report will require collaborative effort by
shareholders, particularly in their capacity as borrowers;
cofinanciers; and the Bank.

51. The Bank's Executive Directors have endorsed the general
thrust of the Task Force's analysis, conclusions, and
recommendations. Taken together, the Task Force's findings and
suggestions provide highly useful guidance for how all providers
of external resources for development might better ensure their
effective deployment.

52. The task ahead is to incorporate the report's
recommendations into the on-going business practices and
processes of the Bank. Much has already been done. In recent
years, various actions have been taken by the Bank's regional
departments to improve performance, including portfolio
restructuring, greater use of disbursement suspensions, country
strategy and implementation reviews, and increases in resources
for portfolio management. In FY92, for example, country
implementation reviews for 20 of the 39 large-country portfolios
were conducted. Restructuring of country portfolios was
intensified in all regions in FY92, especially in those with a
high incidence of problem projects. All regions have
strengthened their efforts to deal with some of the most common
implementation problems, particularly procurement and audits.

53. Considerably more needs to be done, however. The Bank's
Board has met several times to discuss the report's findings and
recommendations, and a document entitled "Portfolio Management:
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Next Steps"2/ has been circulated to the Bank's Board for its
consideration. This entails changes in numerous operational
practices -- such as more systematic consideration of portfolio
performance in business practices, including in the formulation
of country assistance strategies; monitoring project performance
beyond the disbursement stage; greater emphasis on participation
by those affected in the design and implementation of Bank-
financed projects; and the development of methodologies to better
assess project risks at the time of entry into the portfolio and
to better measure the development impact of projects in the
portfolio. I am confident that our members will support the
efforts to enhance further the effectiveness of Bank lending.

IV. Conclusion

54. The challenges confronting developing countries are numerous
and complex. In
meeting them, the single most important short-term response would
be an early and successful conclusion to the Uruguay Round.
Adequate volumes of external finance are equally essential; and
so are greater efforts to improve the effectiveness with which
they are used. If access to markets improves, private flows
continue their recent increase, and if official flows --
especially of a concessional nature -- can be augmented and their
quality enhanced, the international community can look forward to
solid progress in sustaining growth, reducing poverty, and
protecting the environment in the remainder of this decade. Of
course, such resource flows can only supplement the efforts of
the developing countries themselves -- efforts which the World
Bank Group will continue to support with all the resources,
financial and nonfinancial, at its disposal.

2/ Report No. R93-62, World Bank, April 5, 1993.
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THE WORLD ECONOMIC SITUATION AND ECONOMIC TRENDS rN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
STATEMENT BY MHgEL CAMDESSUS

MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY F-UND

World Economic Ouclook

1. Notwithstanding the current weakness of activity in Japan and
Europe, the external economic environment for most developing countries is
expected gradually to improve during the period ahead (see table).
Industrial country activity and the growth of world trade are expected to
strengthen. and non-oil commodiry prices are likely to recover. While U.S.
dollar interest rates are likely to rLse as economic recovery takes hold--
but not to levels prevailing in 1990-91--European interest rates are
expected to decline. Oil prices are expected to fall in 1993, reducing
costs for most deveLoping countries but adversely affecting fuel-exporting
countries. The outlook for world growth and trade reflects a pickup in
industrial countries and assumes sound financial and structural reform
policies in developing councries. The projections also assume that
increased protection will be avoided through efforts to achieve a more open
multilateral trading system.

2. World economic activitv in 1992 was weaker than anticipated as
real output increased by only 1 3/4 percent. In the industrial countries,
the United States and Canada experienced a moderate recovery from recession,
but growth weakened significaanly in Japan and Europe. In the developing
countries. output expanded signLficantly in the Middle East in 1992 and
growth remained high in Asia. Among the countries in transition, the sharp
contraction of output ended in a number of central European countries in
1992, alchough in the former Soviet Union there were larger declines in
economic activity.

3. In 1993 world output is projected to expand 2 1/4 percent as
higher growth in Canada, the Uniced Scates, and the United Kingdom, and a
less severe decline in output in the countries in transicion, is expected to
more than offset somewhat slower growth in the developing countries and many
industrial countries. The recent stimulus package in Japan is expected to
sustain growth in 1993, albeit at a relacively modest pace of 1 1/4 percent.
Output in Europe is expected to be stagnanc in 1993, and in West Germany
alone it is expected to fall by 2 percent. However, as the business cycle
turns around, the growth of world output is expected to strengthen further
in 1994 to 3 1/2 percent as activity rebounds in Japan and Europe and the
contraction of output in the countries in transition abates.

4. The volume of world tEade rose by 4 percent in 1992, folLowing a
2 1/4 percene increase in 1991. This increase was spurred by the continued
expansion of intraregional trade among Asian countries and by somewhat
higher import growth in the induscrial countries. The growrh of world trade
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is projected to rise to 5 percent in 1993 and 5 3/4 percent in 1994 as
activity recovers further in the industrial countries.

5. The aggregate terms of trade of developing countries declined
3 3/4 percent in 1991 and fell by a further 1 1/2 percent in 1992. The
deterioration in the terms of trade in 1992 was most severe in Africa and
the Middle East and Europe, reflecting higher import prices and the
continued declines in some primary commodity prices (which, for some are at
the lowest nominal levels since the 1970s). The terms of trade of
developing countries are expected to decline by 1 percent in 1993 and remain
unchanged in 1994. Lower oil prices in 1993 are projected to be reflected
in a drop of 2 1/4 percent in the terms of trade of fuel exporters, bringing
the cumulative decline since 1991 to about 20 percent. The projected terms
of trade for exporters of nonfuel primary products are expected to remain
roughly constant in 1993 and improve marginally in 1994.

6. Both short- and long-term interest rates--abstracting from the
immediate effects of the exchange-rate turmoil in Europe--have tended to
decline in 1992, owing to weak growth in industrial countries, declining
inflation, and strengthened commitments to fiscal consolidation in several
industrial countries. During 1993 short-term interest rates are expected to
decline significantly in Europe and Canada, to remain close to current
levels in Japan, and to begin to firm in the United States.

7. Notwithstanding the continued economic difficulties in many
countries, there is considerable potential for improvement in the global
outlook in the second half of the 1990s. Realizing the full potential of
these medium-term opportunities will require broadly based cooperative
efforts emphasizing control of fiscal deficits, a continued commitment to
low inflation, further liberalization of trade, and removal of obstacles to
higher investment--both domestic and foreign--and to efficient resource
allocation. Determined pursuit of such policies would lay the foundation
for sustainable increases in growth and living standards worldwide.
Conversely, a failure to take advantage of these opportunities would risk
exacerbating the continued sluggishness of growth in the industrial
countries in the short run and would markedly weaken the medium-term
outlook.

Economic trends in the develoving countries

8. Growth in the developing countries strengthened in 1992 to
6 percent, led by buoyant activity in Asia and a strong pickup in the Middle
East, reflecting reconstruction and a recovery of oil production following
the 1990-91 regional crisis. Output growth is expected to moderate to about
5 percent in 1993-94 as activity in the Middle Eastern countries returns to
more normal levels. Increases in output are projected to remain high in
Asia in 1993-94, assuming the current slowdown in Japan does not seriously
affect export growth in the region. The projections also assume that
structural reforms that have been implemented recently in Bangladesh, India,
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and Pakistan spur growth in these countries. Activity is expected to
strengthen in Africa in 1993-94, on the assumption of continued reforms and
sound financial policies in countries that are using the IMF structural
adjustment facility (SAF) or enhanced structural adjustment facility (ESAF),
and assuming normal rainfall in southern Africa. In the developing
countries of the Western Hemisphere, growth is expected to remain
comparatively low, largely because of weak activity in Brazil associated
with difficulties in implementing sound macroeconomic policies. However,
other countries in the region that have implemented stabilization and
structural reform efforts are expected to continue to grow at more
satisfactory rates.

9. The aggregates for developing countries mask substantially
differing growth rates within regions. Divergences in growth among
developing countries have tended to widen in recent years, as many countries
have failed to register meaningful improvement in economic conditions. The
stronger performers share a number of essential characteristics. Compared
with the slow-growing countries, the successful countries have markedly
higher saving rates; higher investment rates, including investment in human
capital; and more efficient investment and higher overall productivity
growth. They also typically finance a larger proportion of investment from
domestic saving; when they have recourse to external saving, it is often in
the form of foreign direct investment and equity capital rather than debt-
creating capital inflows. Finally, these countries are generally more
outward-oriented--as characterized by the maintenance of competitive
exchange rates and liberal trade and payments systems--than the low-growth
countries. Many developing country exporters have weathered the current
sluggishness of growth in the industrial world by expanding their trade with
other developing countries.

10. Average inflation in the developing countries was halved to about
37 percent in 1991-92 and is projected to decline further to about
34 percent in 1993; the more representative median inflation rate has
declined steadily over the past four years and is expected to be 5 percent
in 1994, the lowest in over two decades. In Africa, inflation is expected
to decline significantly due to the reduction in fiscal deficits in several
of the large countries. Inflation in Asia remains at relatively low levels,
although there is a risk of overheating in some countries. In the Western
Hemisphere, inflation is expected to decline in most countries, but to
remain very high in Brazil due to difficulties in implementing a
macroeconomic stabilization program.

11. After rising by 7 3/4 percent in 1991, the volume of developing
country exports increased nearly 8 1/2 percent in 1992 spurred by the
continued expansion of intraregional trade in Asia and somewhat stronger
import demand in the industrial countries. High export volume growth is
projected to continue in 1993-94 as growth in the industrial countries
strengthens. Exporters of manufactures are likely to see growth of over
10 percent for the third consecutive year, implying an increase in their
market shares. In countries that export mainly nonfuel primary products,
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export volume growth is expected to increase from 2 1/4 percent in 1992 to
6 1/4 percent in 1993-94, reflecting primarily a pickup of activity; export
volumes for fuel exporters are expected to increase about 6 1/2 percent in
1993-94.

12. The aggregate current account deficit of the developing countries
narrowed somewhat to $78 billion in 1992 due primarily to the substantial
reduction of the current account deficit in the Middle East. Current
account deficits widened, however, in Asia and the Western Hemisphere
reflecting relatively strong demand growth, strong foreign direct
investment, and significant trade liberalization in several countries. Many
of these countries are experiencing a renewal of market access and
significant capital repatriation. The current account deficit widened in
Africa due to adverse terms of trade movements and an increase in imports
following the drought in 1991. The aggregate current account deficit for
all developing countries is expected to narrow marginally in 1993-94 as
industrial countries' import demand strengthens.

13. The total external debt in terms of U.S. dollars of developing
countries rose by only 2 percent in 1992. The aggregate debt to export
ratio fell 7 percentage points, to 120 percent, in 1992. A further drop of
15 percentage points is expected by 1994, reflecting in part an increase in
exports; the aggregate debt-export ratio will then be about the same as it
was in 1982. Aggregate debt in the Western Hemisphere rose only slightly in
1992, owing mainly to a number of debt-reduction operations. The debt-
export ratio in the region fell 8 1/2 percentage points, to about
250 percent. Debt-export ratios also improved in Asian developing
countries, where continued strong export performance was combined with
modest borrowing. Africa's debt-export ratio fell only slightly, to
229 percent, mainly due to continued official lending to sub-Saharan
countries.

14. Significant debt-restructuring agreements were completed in 1992,
involving restructuring of commercial bank debt totaling $35 billion and a
net reduction of arrears of $15 billion, concentrated largely in the Western
Hemisphere. Major agreements included a debt-restructuring package with the
Philippines and an agreement to restructure Argentina's foreign debt. These
agreements are financed in part by the allocation of about $1 billion from
the IMF. Brazil reached agreement on a term sheet for a comprehensive bank
debt package which was recently presented to creditors. In addition,
progress has been made to complete buybacks for low-income countries,
including Bolivia, Guyana, and Uganda, while several agreements were
concluded with official creditors in the context of the Paris Club offering
debt relief under enhanced concessional terms for several low-income
developing countries.

* * *
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The IMF staff has adopted a new set of weights for aggregation of
output across countries based on estimates of purchasing power parity (PPP).
An important difference compared with the previous weights, which were based
on market exchange rates, is that the developing countries' share of world
output increases significantly. Because of this change, world and regional
aggregates reported in this note are not directly comparable with those
shown in earlier notes. The rationale for and implications of introducing
PPP-based weights are discussed in Annex IV of the forthcoming World
Economic Outlook.
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Major tconomic Indicators

( mual chanse in percent. oxcet wher note d)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

World

Reml GDP growth 2.0 0.6 1.8 2.2 3.4
Trade volue 4.4 2.3 4.1 5.2 5.6
Trade Prices
Fuel 23.2 -17.0 -0.5 -3.0 2.6
Uonfuel primary codities 2/ -7.7 -4.5 -0.1 1.3 3.1
Manufactures 9.0 -0.5 3.7 -3.0 2.0

Six-moth dollar L31 (percent) 8.4 6.1 3.9 3.8 5.3

Industrial countrios

ReaL GNP growth 2.1 0.2 1.5 1.7 2.9
Inflation 5.2 4.5 3.2 3.0 3.0
Iwort Volune growth 4.6 2.5 4.0 3.9 4.7

wlelonint countries

ReaL GDP growth 3.7 4.2 6.1 5.1 5.1
InfLation 65.4 35.7 38.7 33.6 20.0
nfl-ation (cdian) 10.4 10.0 9.0 6.0 5.0

Current account (in billions of U.S. dollarg) -23.3 -81.9 -78.4 -74.4 -75.6
Current account Cin percent of ezports) -2.1 -7.7 -6.8 -5.9 -5.4
Export volume growth 6.0 7.7 8.4 9.7 8.8
Imort volamm growth 7.3 9.1 10.2 8.6 8.3
Teom of trade 2.1 -3.8 -1.4 -1.0 -0.1
Export unit value 6.8 -2.1 1.3 0.5 2.1
Imort unit value 4.6 1.8 2.8 1.6 23
Debt (in billions of U.S. dollars) 1276 1355 1386 1424 1477
Debt (in percent of exports) 126.9 126.8 119.9 112.3 105.5
Debt service (in percent of exports) 14.2 14.4 14.8 14.2 13.0

Bv ,region

Africa

Real GDP growth 1.9 1.5 0.9 2.7 3.9
Inflation 16.9 32.2 40.2 16.8 9.9
Current account (in percent of exports) -2.3 -4.0 -8.0 -6.7 -8.3
Export volte growth 6.5 1.6 1.4 4.0 3.1
Imort volume growth 2.8 -3.0 3.3 2.2 4.6
Terms of trade 3.0 -5.5 -5.5 -2.8 -0.8
Debt (in percet of eports) 219.6 230.4 229.1 226.7 226.3

Real GDP growth 5.7 5.8 7.9 6.7 6.6
Inflation 7.6 8.5 7.4 7.4 6.5
Current account (in percent of exports) -1.2 -1.1 -3.2 -3.7 -2.7
Export volue growth 8.2 11.8 11.1 11.8 11.1
Import volome growth 8.3 11.2 12.0 11.9 9.9
Tezm of trade -1.4 -0.7 -0.4 -0.9 -0.3
Debt (in percent of exports) 69.8 69.3 64.7 61.4 57.7

Midde East and Eurone

Real GDP growth 3.9 2.1 9.9 5.0 3.5
InfLation 23.8 23.8 20.6 25.0 21.5
Current account (in percent of exports) -2.6 -25.5 -7.3 -3.0 -3.1
Export volwe growth 1.1 2.2 6.1 8.3 5.7
import volne growth 6.5 3.8 1.8 3.1 5.5

Te of trade 14.1 -11.1 -3.3 -1.1 0.1
Debt (it percent of xports) 124.4 134.6 132.8 225.6 117.6
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MaJor Economic Indicators (Concluded)

(Annual chanmse In Percent. except where noted)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Western aemispbere

Real GDP growth 0.4 3.1 2.3 2.3 2.6
Inflation 478.9 135.9 169.9 150.8 68.1
Current account (in percent of exports) -4.1 -10.8 -18.7 -17.2 -17.3
Export volume growth 4.4 4.2 4.3 6.0 5.7
Import volume growth 7.8 16.5 18.0 4.4 6.0
Terms of trade -0.6 -4.0 -0.6 -0.2 0.8
Debt (in percent of exports) 250.9 257.9 249.7 231.3 220.6

Bv analytic criteria

Countries with recent debt-servicint difficulties

Real GDP growth 0.3 1.9 2.4 2.8 3.1
Inflation 226.6 92.4 111.2 92.1 46.2
Current account (in percent of exports) -7.3 -10.3 -15.4 -13.8 -14.3
Export volume growth -0.1 -0.8 4.3 8.0 6.4
Terms of trade 1.4 -5.6 -2.2 -0.6 0.4

Countries without recent debt-servicing difficulties

Real GDP growth 5.7 5.4 7.7 6.3 6.4
Inflation 9.8 11.0 10.7 9.5 8.3
Current account (in percent of exports) -2.9 -2.3 -2.9 -3.2 -3.1
Export volume growth 8.2 10.6 11.6 11.7 11.0
Terms of trade -- -0.2 -0.3 -1.0 -0.3

Fuel exporters

Real GDP growth 4.0 3.9 7.1 4.2 4.0
Inflation 17.1 16.9 16.0 14.2 10.2
Current account (in percent of exports) -1.5 -25.7 -16.8 -12.2 -11.4
Export volume growth 4.0 4.3 4.9 7.7 5.9
Terms of trade 15.7 -12.4 -3.2 -2.3 --

Exporters of nonfuel primary products

Real GDP growth 2.0 3.0 3.9 4.3 4.6
Inflation 183.5 87.9 44.4 23.9 15.1
Current account (in percent of exports) -13.1 -16.4 -24.1 -21.7 -20.8
Export volume growth 11.0 3.6 2.3 6.9 5.5
Terms of trade -6.3 -3.0 -1.1 0.1 0.7

Exporters of manufactures

Real GDP growth 4.1 4.9 7.2 5.9 5.8
Inflation 94.2 43.1 59.0 55.0 30.0
Current account (in percent of exports) 02 1.1 -0.5 -1.3 -1.0
Export volume growth 5.7 10.9 11.1 11.3 10.7
Terms of trade -2.1 -- -0.4 -0.8 -0.3

1/ In U.S. dolLars. Averages weighted by 1979-81 commodity shares in exports of developing countries
or groups of countries.
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STATEMENT By-TH CHARPMAN OF TME XNTERGOVERNMENTAL
GROUP OF TWENTY FOUR ON IXTERNATIONML MONETARY APFAIRS
NOEAUMED XNADY. MINISTER QF ECONOMY AND TRADE OF SYRIA

It is a distinct privilege and high honor for me to address
this meeting of the Development Committee on behalf of the
Intergovernmental Group of Twenty-Four on International Monetary
Affairs.

Mr. Chairman,

The Group of Twenty-Four concentrated their deliberations on
the main issue on your agenda today -- developing country access to
private capital flows. In view of the worldwide interest of policy
makers in private sector development, this undoubtedly is a timely
and welcome discussion.

On the format of the discussion, we particularly commend your
initiative, Mr. Chairman, to solicit practical suggestions from
outside experts. We have always urged that this Committee assume
a truly action-oriented program. We hope that in future occasions,
this practice will utilize the input of the business and financial
community in developing countries.

on the substance of our discussion, let me say that we share
the view that the encouraging improvement in the flow of direct and
portfolio investments in the past two years has been concentrated
in few countries and remain vulnerable to changes in the external
environment. The bulk of developing world, especially the poorer
countries, have not managed to attract private flows despite the
reform programs put in place by a large number of these countries.
This situation is not likely to change much any time soon;
certainly not without proactive action by the international
community. Our discussion at the Group of Twenty-Four identified
two major areas where action needs to be intensified if we were to
build a solid foundation for future private capital flows.

The first is in the area of official development assistance.
These flows have unfortunately been stagnating and not much
improvement can be expected especially if attention now shifts to
private capital flows. Yet, for the bulk of low and lower-middle
income countries, ODA is critical for their efforts to continue
reform programs, build their infrastructure, and improve their
human resource base. Without progress in these fields, it is not
easy to envisage any meaningful inflow of private capital.

The Group of Twenty-Four has, therefore, underscored the need
for donor countries to enhance their commitment to development
assistance. Particular attention was drawn to achieving the
following objectives:
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- the 0.7 percent ODA target
- ratifying the IDA Tenth Replenishment
- providing concessional assistance for environmental programs
- and, funding of the Global Environment Facility.

The second major area where action needs to be intensified is
the liberalization of international trade, particularly the
successful conclusion of the stalled Uruguay Round. The
documentation before you clearly demonstrates the relevance of an
open trading system to promoting private capital investment. More
generally, both Mr. Camdessus and Mr. Preston have pointed the dire
consequences of a slide towards protectionism. We strongly share
Mr. Preston's call on ministers to lend their considerable
influence in their capitals to ensuring that the Uruguay Round is
concluded successfully and promptly. I also share Mr. Dunkel' s
statement that we cannot believe that the world leaders will allow
this prize to slip from their grasp. Let us hope that the recent
efforts he told us about will lead to better news.

In turning to specific issues, Mr. Chairman, let me say first
that the Group of Twenty-Four has followed the framework you
suggested for discussing private capital flows to developing
countries; namely to focus on action by the three main groups of
players: the host countries, the source countries and the
international financial institutions. The analysis we have
received has indeed indicated that if action is taken by each of
the main players we stand a much better chance of achieving good
results.

The Group of Twenty-Four has noted the wide range of measures
taken by the developing "host" countries to promote private sector
development and attract private capital flows. We stressed that
developing countries should pursue clearly defined ztrategies and
adopt appropriate measures in cooperation with source countries and
international financial institutions. We particularly pointed that
a healthy domestic private sector in host countries is an essential
requirement for accelerated private capital flows. We expressed
interest in the suggestions of outside expert and called for expert
studies to identify practical and feasible actions that may be
submitted for future Development Committee conside.-dtion. On a
more specific issue, we cautioned that the pace and manner of
privatization should not be subject to undue pressures that might
undermine the viability of the process.

On the role of industrial "source" countries, we pointed out
that the documentation before us has indeed demonstrated that
private capital flows can be facilitated substantially by
industrial country measures. Apart from the obvious contribution
that the reduction in fiscal imbalances and the increase in private
savings can make to capital flows, a number of specific actions
have been indicated. These include:
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- easing the provisioning requirements on commercial banks
- more differential capital adequacy standards
- the elimination of discriminatory regulations and implicit tax

disincentives.

We hope our industrial country colleagues will be able to put
more effort in addressing these issues.

The role of international financial institutions in promoting
private capital flows has been underscored, particularly with
respect to assistance to low and lower-middle income countries, --
the "third tier" in your category, Mr. Chairman. We have commended
the efforts so far undertaken by these institutions and pointed out
to the new suggestions submitted to the Committee. Particular
reference was made to suggestions:

- to expand World Bank guarantees, without impairing its lending
capacity;

- establishing regional mutual funds
- help create an agency for private company rating in developing

countries, and
- promoting the use of hedging mechanisms

on a broader issue, we have also drawn attention to the
principles incorporated in the draft Code of Conduct for foreign
investors undertaken by the UN. Taking these principles into
account by foreign investors should help avoid unnecessary
conflicts and insure that foreign investors respect the values and
priorities of host countr_ps.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I look forward to an active follow-up
of these matters by the Bank and the Fund, our Executive Directors
and, of course, by future meetings of the Development Committee.
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JOXNT ISSUES PAPER
DEVELOPING COUNTRY ACCEBS TO PRIVATE CAPITAL FLOWS

The attached paper, which has been prepared jointly by the
staffs of the Bank and the Fund, discusses policies which could
promote private capital flows to developing countries. It
underscores the importance of sustained implementation of
appropriate macroeconomic policies and market reforms in
developing countries, while emphasizing the need for induistrial
countries to increase savings, notably by reducing fiscal
imbalances, so as to assure better availability of resources to
markets generally and developing countries in particular.
Drawing on the attached paper, this covering note suggests some
issues for discussion by the Ministers.

ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION

(i) A stable and prudent macroeconomic regime and an open
trading environment are important in attracting foreign direct
investment (FDI). Furthermore, freedom to remit dividends and
repatriate capital, well-structured legal and regulatory
frameworks, nondistortionary and transparent tax regimes, and
efficient administrative and institutional arrangements are
desirable to promote FDI. Ministers may wish to suggest
specific actions that they have found productive in
facilitating FDI in developing countries.

(ii) International portfolio investors may be deterred
from investing in emerging markets in developing countries by
risks related to illiquidity, lack of investor protection, and
the limited availability of information. While progress has
been made in a number of countries to address such
difficulties, developing countries need to persevere with
financial reforms aimed at increaelqg market efficiency and
transparency, consistent with their stage of economic
development. Ministers may wish to discuss where they see the
priorities in raising regulatory and institutional standards in
developing countries into line with those prevailing
internationally.

(iii) The regulatory authorities in several creditor
countries have responded to the improved situation of a number
of developing countries by revising provisioning standards
against bank exposure to those countries. It may be
appropriate for other creditor countries to review the
provisioning framework to avoid the existence of impediments to
new bank lending while maintaining appropriate prudential
standards. Consideration could also be given to establishing
a more graduated risk-weighting system under the Basle capital
adequacy guidelines, although such an exercise would raise
difficult technical and po' itical issues. Ministers may wish
to discuss the scope for such revisions and what impact their
implementation might have on commercial bank lending.
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(iv) Developing country access to international
securities markets may also be affected by regulatory policies
and practices in industrial countries. Consideration may be
given to reviewing regulatory provisions, including (i) quality
restrictions applied to domestic markets; (ii) regulatory
guidance provided to institutional investors on holdings of
foreign assets; and (iii) restrictions on private placements,
particularly for investor groups that are relatively
sophisticated, and other measures that may help facilitate
entry into international markets for less established
borrowers. Any revisions to regulatory standards would have to
be sensitive to the need to protect the small investor and
maintain necessary prudential standards. Ministers may wish to
comment on where they see regulatory impediments on portfolio
flows to developing countries and on the feasibility of
instituting changes without jeopardizing prudential standards.

(v) The international financial institutions' (IFIs) role
in catalyzing private investment depends mainly on the
importance that commercial lenders attach to such factors as
the IFIs' knowledge and assessment of prospects for developing
countries, the IFIs' capacity for project appraisal, and the
degree of comfort that commercial banks may draw from
cofinancing instruments (e.g., guarantees, sharing clauses, and
lender-of-record arrangements). The effectiveness of such
financing depends on its successful application to influence
creditor perceptions of country risk in developing countries
actively seeking to regain market access. Ministers may wish
to express their views on the appropriateness and risks of
current cofinancing and guarantee activities by the IFIs.

(vi) A number of developing countries are experiencing
strong capital inflows which, besides implying a rapid build-up
in external liabilities, can complicate economic management.
In responding to these inflows, policy makers have a range of
instruments available. The most flexible response to possible
over-heating of the economy as a result of transitory inflows
would be a tightening of monetary policy. However, this may be
costly and eventually counterproductive. Fiscal adjustment is
likely to be more effective at restraining domestic demand,
although there may be practical limits to fine-tuning. If a
lasting improvement in the efficiency of the traded goods
sector of the economy has taken place, and improved market
access is considered permanent in nature, a real appreciation
of the exchange rate may be an equilibrating response. Direct
controls to slow capital inflows are likely to be effective
only temporarily (if at all) and may involve a cost by
introducing distortions in the market. In practice, countries
have faced difficult choices in balancing the trade-offs among
these alternatives, especially given the uncertainties about
the underlying causes and the permanence of the increased
capital inflows. Ministers may wish to discuss the reasons for
heavy capital inflows and the actions that developing countries
may find appropriate in response.
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(vii) The recent experience of private capital flows to
developing countries has demonstrated the critical importance
of the sustained implementation of appropriate macroeconomic
and structural policies. Nevertheless, many countries in the
low-income bracket--even those that have followed ambitious
reform programs over a number of years--have not a..tracted
substantial private flows, and the immediate prospects for such
flows remains poor. Ministers may wish to comment on what, if
anything, could realistically be done to improve these
countries' access to private capital flows, and, more
generally, on the need for concessional flows to support these
countries' development efforts.

This paper was prepared by Charles Collyns, Shogo Ishii, and
Susan C. Prowse, Program Development and Review Department,
IMF; and Ronald L. Johannes and Kwang W. Jun, International
Economics Department, World Bank.
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DZmLOPING COMNTRY ACCEPS TO PRIVATZ CAPITAL FLOWS

(Prepared jointly by the staffs of the International Monetary
Fund

and the World Bank)

I. INTRODUCTIXON

1. This paper explores issues related to developing country
access to private capital flows that were raised in the paper
on "Resource Flows to Developing Countries," discussed at the
September 1992 meeting of the Development Committee. I/ The
paper first reviews the experience of developing countries with
private capital flows in recent years. It then considers
policies in developing and industrial countries to facilitate
such flows, including to countries that have yet to gain (or
regain) market access. The paper also examines the role of
international financial institutions in this connection. The
last section of the paper discusses prospects for private
capital flows to developing countries. 2/

II. RECENT EXPERIENCE

2. After declining sharply following the 1982 debt crisis,
private capital flows to developing countries began a steady
recovery in the late 1980s, and have recently accounted for a
rising share of total financial flows to these countries. 3/
Nuch of the recent increase in private capital flows has
occurred through the international securities markets. Total
bond issues in international markets by developing countries
increased from an average of US$5 billion per year in 1987-90
to US$12 billion in 1991 and US$23 billion in 1992 (Table 1).
Placements by developing country companies in international
equity markets also grew rapidly, with funds raised by these
companies increasing from US$1 billion in 1990 to US$5 billion

I/ The term 'developing country' as used in this paper refers to all
low- and middle-income countries according to the World Bank
classification.

2/ For further Information, see "Private Market Financing for
Developing Countries," IMF, December 1992, and 'Global Economic Prospects
and t5e Developing Countries, 1993," World Bank, February 25, 1993
(SecM93-207).

I/ The Development Commalttee paper on 'Resource Flows to Developlng
Countries' (September 1992) provides a broad perspective on erternal
finance for developing countries, including Information on official and
concessional flows which are outside the scope of the present paper.
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Developing Country Access to Private Capital Flows

in 1991 and US$7 billion in 1992 (Table 2). if Although
comprehensive statistics are not available, fragmentary
information indicates that portfolio investment directly in
local developing country markets--including short-term govern-
ment paper as well as equity--also increased substantially
during this period.

3. Recent portfolio flows have been concentrated in a small
group of countries. Four Latin-American countries (Argentina,
Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela), which had lost market access in
the aftermath of the debt crisis, accounted for over half of
recorded portfolio flows to developing countries in 1991-92.
China, Hungary, Korea, and Turkey accounted for a substantial
share of funds raised by Asian and European countries.
Low-income countries outside Asia, lower middle-income
countries with unresolved debt problems, and most Eastern
European and FSU countries in the early stages of transition
have had virtually no access to international securities
markets.

4. Although comprehensive information is not available on the
investor composition of portfolio investment to developing
countries, market participants report that such flows have
mainly come from a limited range of investors. In the early
stages of the market re-entry process, the largest source of
capital flows to Latin American countries was reported to be
returning flight capital. Over time, an increased role has
been played by global investment funds and individual investors
(particularly in the United States) attracted by high yields.
By contrast, mainstream institutional investors, such as
pension funds and insurance companies, still place only a small
fraction of their portfolios in developing country securities,
mainly in the largest Asian and Latin American markets.

5. Foreign direct investment (FDI) in developing countries has
also increased sharply, from an average of US$17 billion (net)
per year in 1987-90 to US$29 billion in 1991 and an estimated
US$37 billion in 1992 (Table 3). While a wider range of
countries has attracted such flows, the bulk of the increase
has been directed toward Latin American market re-entrants as
well as some Asian and European countries. Some economies in
transition, notably the former Czechoslovakia and Hungary, that
have made significant progress toward market reform, have begun
to attract sizable FDI flows.

6. In contrast to portfolio and FDI flows, commercial bank
lending to developing countries has remained largely stagnant
in recent years. A large share of recent bank credit
commitments is accounted for by Asian countries with good debt
servicing records (Table 4). Bank lending to other developing

A/ Many of these placements have been in the form of depositary
receipts traded on industrial country stock exchanges.
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countries, particularly those that had experienced or are
experiencing debt servicing difficulties, has been limited,
mainly confined to short-term trade financing and project
financing.

III. POLICIES IN DEvELOPING COUNTRES

7. A host country's policies are the main determinant of the
amount and character of private capital flows that it receives.
In this respect, consistent and stable macroeconomic policies
are fundamental for establishing creditworthiness and fostering
a private sector conducive to investment and attracting foreign
capital in the form of both debt and equity. Particularly
important are ensuring sustained growth of domestic savings, a
low rate of inflation, a stable and realistic exchange rate,
and the avoidance of relative price distortions. The recent
experience of Latin America (e.g., Argentina and Mexico)
suggests that markets can recognize and reward improvements in
creditworthiness quickly. For a number of those countries,
market-related restructuring of commercial bank debt has
facilitated re-entry to international capital markets, while
contributing to an environment in which strong policies were
easier to sustain.

8. It is also important that the foreign exchange regime
ensure ready access to foreign currency for imported inputs and
freedom to remit dividends and profits and to repatriate
capital. Foreign exchange controls remain, albeit to varying
degrees, in a number of developing countries.Recent experience
in Chile, Korea, and Pakistan has shown that the removal of
such controls generates increased investor confidence and spurs
investment inflows.

9. Appropriate macroeconomic policies and an open foreign
exchange regime alone may not be sufficient for developing
countries to sustain large private capital inflows. Equity
flows in particular, whether portfolio or FDI, also depend on
a healthy private sector which demands an adequate legal
framework, transparent tax codes, and modern and cost-effective
transportation and telecommunications. In some cases, regional
integration conforming with multilateral standards can help to
promote private sector development through creation of larger
domestic markets and the coordination of infrastructure
initiatives. In Asian and Latin American economies, well-
established corporate sectors and extensive privatization
programs have provided attractive investment opportunities. l/

0,/ It is estimted tat roughly a quarter of total privatization
proceeds, which amount to more than US$50 bililon over the 1988-92
period, was financed by external capital flows, with the balance
accounted for by debt/equity conversions and local financing.
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By contrast, the lack of international investors' interest in
some Eastern European and FSU economies has reflected in part
the still rudimentary character of the corporate and financial
sectors. In countries with a generally low level of economic
development, private capital inflows have also been limited.

10. In a number of countries (e.g., Egypt, Hungary, and
Venezuela), improved legal frameworks and investment codes have
contributed to the growth of investment inflows. A clear
definition of and protection for private property rights is
particularly important. The recent guidelines on the legal
treatment of FDI issued by the Development Committee i/
advocate open admission policies, subject to certain clearly
defined and permissible restrictions (e.g., national security);
recommend national treatment (foreign and domestic investor to
be treated equally as a general principle); and provide for the
free transfer of profits, dividends, and interest payments, and
for the repatriation of capital.

11. A clear and non-distortionary tax regime is an important
consideration for foreign investment, whether portfolio or
direct. The absence of a double taxation treaty increases the
cost of foreign investment and thus deters foreign interest.
A number of developing countries impose a capital gains tax
that cannot be set off against source country liabilities, thus
raising the cost to equity investors, particularly when the tax
is not adjusted for inflation. Furthermore, the capital gains
tax base is often not clearly defined and measured.

12. For foreign direct investment, weak institutions and
obtrusive regulations discourage flows. Institutional problems
are found in areas such as over-stringent bureaucracy and the
involvement of too many institutions. In a number of countries
(e.g., former Czechoslovakia, Mexico, and Thailand), the
streamlining of inter-agency procedures and the creation of a
single investment enabling agency have facilitated increased
FDI, and similar arrangements could be considered elsewhere.
In addition, inefficient regulatory structures for FDI often
create distortions in the economy. Foreign interest can also
be discouraged by high-cost public sector monopolies that raise
the price of basic services, by limits on entry into certain
sectors of the host economy, and by excessive restrictions on
the freedom to employ expatriates. It is important for
developing countries to sustain efforts to establish a
transparent regulatory framework that is internationally
competitive and does not discriminate between domestic and
foreign investors.

LI See the Development ComlDttee paper, 'Legal Framework for the
Treatment of Foreign Investment,"
September 1992 (DC/92-13).
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13. International portfolio investors are concerned about the
risks inherent in emerging market transactions, especially
those related to high volatility in prices, low liquidity and
poor information. These factors have sometimes led to swings
in portfolio flows, even while the underlying macroeconomic
situation has remained fundamentally sound, as demonstrated by
experience in a number of Asian stock markets. Despite a
tremendous growth in recent years, developing country stock
markets remain relatively small (e.g., few listed firms,
limited market capitalization, and low turnover), and prices
volatile. Efforts should be made to encourage market
development by removing tax biases against public share
offerings; improving trading systems (in particular, through
lower commissions and reduced barriers to entry); and enhancing
the reliability of clearance and settlement procedures. It
also needs to be emphasized that a basic prerequisite for the
development of efficient capital markets is a sound and
competitive banking system, including the avoidance of interest
controls that keep the cost of local bank borrowing
artificially low.

14. Further risks to international portfolio investors arise
because securities laws and investor protection laws in
developing countries generally fall short of internationally
acceptable standards; they are often either rudimentary or not
rigorously enforced. Z/ National regulators in developing
countries need to enforce contracts more strictly and to
establish credible policing of insider trading. It is also
important to strengthen accounting and disclosure standards to
ensure the quality of information available to investors.
Prudential regulations in the form of capital adequacy
requirements for securities firms and margin requirements on
trading also need to be strengthened to safeguard the integrity
of the markets.

15. Terms of entry and exit may also affec. the inflow of
portfolio capital. In recent years, several developing
countries--notably Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Korea,
Malaysia, and Pakistan--have liberalized registration
procedures, and foreign investors can purchase listed stocks
freely, albeit sometimes subject to a ceiling. Liberalization
has been followed by considerable inflows. For example, in
Korea net inflows amounted to over US$2 billion in 1992.
Nevertheless, in many countries izportant barriers to entry
into and exit from emerging recurities markets remain.

Z/ A recent IFC study shows that out of the 22 emerging markets, only
six countries--Brazil, Chile, India, Korea, Malaysia, and Mexico--have
investor protection laws of internationally acceptable quality. A few
emerging market countries do not even have an agency for regulu2ting stock
market activities. See IFC Emer-Ing Markets Factbook 1992.
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16. Developing country borrowers looking to raise project
financing--which inevitably requires relatively long commitment
periods--have been faced with particularly severe lender
concerns with credit risk. In some instances, these concerns
have been addressed through carefully structured financing
operations involving safeguards such as the channeling of
export receipts into escrow accounts for future debt service
payments. Such mechanisms have facilitated funding for private
borrowers. For public projects, however, if the escrow account
arrangements are not transparent and linked to the incremental
revenues associated with the investment, their use may raise
issues regarding the subordination of other creditors and the
flexible management of foreign exchange by the borrowing
countries.

17. Against this background, some developing countries have
shown growing interest in non-recourse project finance. Under
this arrangement, investors and creditors have recourse only to
the security of the project, not to general public assets,
although such projects may carry additional assurances from the
host government (e.g., an undertaking on pricing in the power
sector). A particular non-traditional type of project finance
is the so-called BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) scheme, which has
been implemented in infrastructure projects--often in
connection with privatization of public entities--in a number
of countries, including Malaysia, the Philippines, Turkey, and
Venezuela. A/ However, the small number of completed projects
suggests that interested external creditors find it difficult
to overcome the complexities of country risk (representing not
only sovereign risk but also a variety of specific local
factors). There is also a concern on the part of host
countries that BOT projects might bias incentives against
longer-term economic benefits by shortening the project
horizon. Countries--especially those that face a heavy public
sector debt service burden--may want to consider how this type
of financing may be structured, with possible support from the
international financial ins-titutions, so as to meet these
concerns.

A/ The BOT, which was first developed in the 1970s, is a non-recourse
project financing scheme under which one or more sponsors from the
private sector form a special company to undertake a project. The
sponsors typically include a major international engineering or
construction firm, and one or more equipment suppliers. The project
company raises the bulk of the financing required for the project from
commercial lenders, including export credit agencies, and possibly
bilateral and multilateral financial institutions. The essential feature
of these agreements is that an attempt is made to separate project risk
from country risk: lenders advance money against the cash flow of the
project rather than the government's sovereign guarantee. The equity
contribution of the consortium members might typically range between 10-
30 percent of the total project cost.
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IV. POLICIES IN INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

18. At a global level, the potential availability and cost of
financing for developing countries depends on the balance
between savings and investment in the industrial economies.
The resurgence of private flows to developing countries in
1991-92 coincided with a period of weak demand in the main
industrial economies and lower international interest rates.
In the period ahead, these conditions are likely to be reversed
as the global recovery gathers momentum. Policies that reduce
fiscal imbalances and promote private savings in industrial
economies will thus be important in determining whether
adequate financing is available to developing countries.

19. The profitability of investment in developing countries is
influenced by these countries' access to industrial country
markets. Steps to promote an cpen international trading
system, including through removal of import barriers,
subsidies, and other market distortions, would help to foster
an international environment conducive to capital flows to
developing countries. A successful conclusion to the current
Uruguay Round tracde negotiations would be a critical step
towards this objective.

20. As well as general macroeconomic conditions, private
capital flows to the developing countries are also affected by
financial market developments and policies in the industrial
countries. The continued caution of international banks
towards developing countries has reflected the difficult
financial situations of many major banks and their efforts to
adjust their balance sheets to meet the Basle capital adequacy
standards, as well as concerns that, as in the 1980s, unsecured
bank debt would be treated as a junior claim if countries
encountered debt servicing difficulties in the future. In
addition, provisioning requirements against exposure to
countries that have experienced debt servicing difficulties
increase the overall cost of funding new loans to these
countries, and thus may hinder the resumption of bank lending.

21. Over the past year or so, regulatory authorities in a
number of industrial countries have removed several countries--
such as Chile and Mexico--from provisioning requirements and
permitted lower provisions on others in response to their
improved performance and prospects. Moreover, in other
regulatory regimes, where greater reliance is placed on banks
themselves to judge the appropriate level of provisions,
provisioning has tended to decline against exposure to
countries where creditworthiness has improved. Nevertheless,
in some creditor countries further review of regulatory
standards may be appropriate, to allow increased responsiveness
to sustained good performance, while maintaining prudential
standards. There may also be scope in some regimes to allow
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greater differentiation between types of claim to reflect the
varying degree of risk involved.

22. Concerns have been expressed that the international bank
capital adequacy standards established under the Basle accord
may discriminate against creditworthy developing country
borrowers. Under the accord, a risk weight of zero is applied
to claims on government borrowers in OECD/GAB countries,
compared to a 100 percent risk weight on such borrowers in
other countries. i/ The higher risk weighting applied to
these other borrowing countries tends to raise interest rate
spreads and may generally deter new lending to these borrowers
as banks look to increase their risk-weighted capital ratios.
For that reason, suggestions have been made to refine the
system of risk weights to provide risk categories that more
closely reflect variations in creditworthiness. However,
seeking such a modification would require reopening the Basle
Accord and raise difficult issues of how to ensure adequate
timeliness, reliability and coverage in credit risk
assessments. Moreover, in view of the various factors that
affect bank lending, the impact that such changes would have on
lending to developing countries is uncertain.

23. Developing country access to international securities
markets has been facilitated by the continuing trend toward
international portfolio diversification, the introduction of
sophisticated financial techniques for risk management, and the
liberalization of market restrictions. Notably, the relaxation
of restrictions on the private placement market in the United
States introduced by the Security and Exchange Commission's
Rule 144a has facilitated access by developing country
borrowers to this market where information requirements are
less rigorolus than the stringent listing standards for public
issues in industrial countries. 0j/ Developing country
access to the private placement market can help companies gain
exposure to international institutional investors and pave the
way for eventual public registration. Similar measures to
remove restrictions on private placements should be considered
in other countries, especially for investor groups that are

2/ GAB refers to the Fund's General Arrangements to Borrow. Detailed
Information on the Basle Accord was provided to the Development Committee
In Spring 1992. See the Annex to the 'Implementation of the Debt
Strategy--Progress Report" April 1992 (DC/92-7).

LQ/ Public registration in some Industrial countries requires up to
five years of financial data on the borrower, which may be difficult to
compile in a country with a history of hlgh Inflation. Rule 144a serves
to make private placements more attractive to Investors by permitting
qualified institutional buyers to trade privately placed securities
immedlately wlthout waiting the stipulated two-year holding period that
would otherwise apply.
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relatively sophisticated and where access to off-shore markets
is limited.

24. Recent steps to liberalize quality restrictions on
international securities issues have also helped to facilitate
access for developing countries. For example, in 1991 the
Japanese authorities lowered the minimum credit rating for
sovereign borrowers in the "Samurai" market, which has
permitted continued access to this market for some developing
countries. More generally, institutional investors are
typically subject to regulatory guidance on holdings of foreign
assets as well as sub-investment grade paper, while limits are
placed in some countries on the sale to retail investors of
paper issued on non-approved exchanges. Regulations governing
institutional and retail investors should be reviewed to
identify possible unnecessary impediments to developing country
access. In reviewing such regulations, however, it is
important to pay due regard to the protection of small
investors and the maintenance of sound prudential standards.

25. FDI may also be facilitated by appropriate tax and
regulatory policies in source countries. II/ Bilateral
investment treaties between host and source countries can help
to ensure that tax policies do not distort investor decisions
to unduly discourage FDI. A number of industrial countries
provide incentives for outward FDI. While this has encouraged
direct investment from these countries, it may also
discriminate against host country investors and other foreign
investors who do not have access to subsidies. Industrial
countries have worked to develop general rules against
subsidizing foreign investment as well as guidelines for
foreign investors aimed at increasing the responsiveness of FDI
to host country development objectives. 12/

V. ROLE OF INTERNATIONRL FIDNNCIIL INSTITUTIONS

26. International financial institutions (IFIs) encourage
private investment flows to developing countries through the
provision of policy advice and the financing of policy reforms
in host countries; the financing of physical and social
infrastructure; direct operations that deal with the private
sector or catalyze private flows; technical assistance; and the
dissemination of information.

II/ A detailed review of policy measures to facilitate foreign direct
investment flows to developing countries was provided to the Development
Committee in Spring 1991. See Section III of 'The Role of Foreign Direct
Investment in Development" (DC/91-5), April 1991.

jl/ OECD, Declaration on International Investment and Multinational
Enterprises, Paris, 1976.
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27. Policy advice and financing from the IFIs help to
provide support for stabilization and reform programs in host
countries that establish an environment conducive to private
capital flows. j3/ IMF support helps countries to implement
macroeconomic adjustment and structural reforms aimed at
achieving sustainable growth and external balance, without
recourse to counter-productive trade or exchange restrictions,
and typically contains provisions for further liberalization of
these regimes. The World Bank and regional development banks
provide financial sector adjustment loans to support the
liberalization of financial markets and the development of
local capital markets, while access to imported inputs and to
export markets has been enhanced by Bank-supported trade
reforms. Project lending by the World Bank and regional
development banks has contributed directly to strengther ing
physical infrastructure and human resource development (for
instance, in education and health) that improve productivity
and cost efficiency. Where the overall policy framework is
appropriate, both the Bank and Fund provide financing in
support of commercial bank debt and debt service reduction
operations.

28. Direct external financing of the private sector in
developing countries by the IFIs is typically accomplished
through private sector affiliates, such as the World Banks's
IFC. Nearly half of the IFC's operations have been jr.nt
ventures between foreign and local partners, which has
facilitated the transfer of technology and managerial and
marketing know-how. The IFC is looking to increase its support
in Africa--through, for example, the Africa Project Development
Facility and the Africa Enterprise Fund--and in Eastern Europe.
Like the IFC, the private sector affiliates of regional
development banks undertake loan and equity investments in
private enterprises in developing countries and facilitate and
participate in foreign joint ventures. ig/

3 Private sector development has become an increasing concern of
IFIs' adjustment and investment operations. For example, typically two
out of every three World Bank operations include specific components that
support the private sector. A background paper entitled "Private Sector
Development: A Progress Report" is being sent at the same time to the
Development Committee.

j4/ These affiliates include the Asian Finance and Investment
Corporation (AFIC) founded in 1989 on the initiative of the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), and the Inter-American Investment Corporation
(IIC) established by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) in 1985.
The ADB also directly undertakes nongovernment guaranteed loan and equity
investments in private enterprises. The African Development Bank (AfDB),
often in cooperation with other IFIs including the Islamic Development
Bank (IsDB), has also provided support to African countries. The
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) has no private

(continued...)
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29. The World Bank has undertaken cofinancing with private
investors through parallel financing arrangements, as well as
export credit cofinancing, which is normally private commercial
financing with insurance or guarantee coverage from export
credit agencies of industrial countries. jU/ Under the
expanded cofinancing operation (ECO) program, the Bank also has
authorization to provide partial guarantees to catalyze private
sector financing, although to date utilization of this program
has been limited. The limited use of Bank guarantees under the
ECO program may reflect in part the fact that this program has
been in effect restricted to countries that have not
restructured their debt in the previous five years, and that it
has been targeted primarily at commercial banks precisely at a
time when they were withdrawing from international
investment.With expanded risk cover and more flexible
operational guidelines introduced in 1992, _L/ ECO programs
are expected to be more actively used. Particularly strong
interest has been shown by governments and the market in
arranging financing for large, limited recourse infrastructure
projects. Looking ahead, the effectiveness of cofinancing and
guarantees will depend on the degree to which they can be
successfully applied to influence creditor perceptions of
country risk in countries actively seeking to regain market
access.

30. The IFC plays a particularly important role in mobilizing
additional project funding from private investors and lenders,
either in the form of cofinan-ing or through loan
syndications. 11/ Private participation in infrastructure
investments and operations has been encouraged by IFIs through
innovative financing mechanisms that allow joint private
consortia of domestic and foreign contractors (e.g., BOT
agreements). The IFC's ability to catalyze commercial bank
resources for projects in the developing world is enhanced in
syndications where it is the lender of record (meaning that in
effect the debtor country cannot differentiate between debt
service payments to the IFC and to other participating
commercial institutions). The IFC and private sector

W4/ ( ... continued)
sector affiliate but directly carries out equity investment and lending
programs to promote the private sector in Eastern Europe and the FSU.

D5f Over the last five years, the cofinancing through parallel
financing arrangements has averaged around US$1 billion per year and
export credit cofinancing about US$2 billion per year.

WJ "Review of the Expanded Cofinancing Operations Program," World
Bank, April 27, 1992 (R92-73).

IV Loan syndications approved by the IFC reached a record
Us$1.4 billion for 39 projects in FY92.
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affiliates of other IFIs have also undertaken underwriting
activities that have brought private corporations to market.

31. Regional banks have also been active in cofinancing,
particularly the ADB. Under its Complementary Financing
Scheme, the ADB is the lender of record for commercial bank
syndications which it prearranges in parallel with its own
loans. Often such cofinancing is combined with a late-maturity
guarantee. 1_8 The scheme, which is comparable to IFC
guarantees and syndications in the degree of comfort afforded
to commercial lenders, has been successful in attracting new
nonbank lenders (e.g., insurance companies) to participate.

32. Insurance of FDI against. long-term noncommercial risk is
offered by the Multilateral Inavestment Guarantee Agency (MIGA).
Risks covered are currency transfer, expropriation, war and
civil disturbance, and breach of contract. While activity
under this program was initially limited, the number of
guarantees issued increased to 21 in FY92 and 22 during the
first nine months of FY93. The cumulative maximum contingent
liability of MIGA under 56 outstanding guarantee contracts
totalled US$760 million as of April 1, 1993. The total value
of the projects in which NIGA's guarantee program has
participated, alone or together with other insurers, is close
to US$5 billion, mainly in Latin America, Europe and Asia.

33. Each of the IFIs has an extensive technical assistance
program relevant for creating an economic setting conducive to
private flows. The IMF and the World Bank provide assistance
to promote transparent and non-distortionary tax systems,
appropriate public expenditure priorities, regulatory reforms
to reduce barriers to entry for private firms, and exchange
system liberalization. Moreover, the IFIs have assisted
banking system reform and capital market development, including
to establish stock markets and to improve institutional
structures and regulatory frameworks in a number of countries.
Specialist technical advice has also been provided on debt
restructuring, privatization, investment codes, and external
debt management. The IFC has been particularly active in
support of equity portfolio flows to developing countries: for
instance, the IFC pioneered the introduction of country funds
targeted at emerging stock markets. 12/ Finally, the World
Bank has recently expandad its technical assistance programs in
risk management involving the use of swaps, options, and
futures contracts in several countries (e.g., Chile, Costa
Rica, and Turkey) to improve developing countries' hedging
capacity, including hedging by the private sector.

LV The scheme has mobilized more than US$500 million for some
30 projects since its introduction in 1984.

IV A total of around US$7.5 billion has been channeled to developing
countries through such funds, mainly to Asia and Latin America.
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34. The IFIs provide a wide range of promotional and advisory
services. MIGA, for example, organizes investment promotion
conferences and investment campaigns, -bringing together foreign
investors with host government officials and business
executives for possible joint ventures. A number of training
programs for business executives have also been conducted by
MIGA and other IFIs. The Foreign Investment Advisory Service
(FIAS)--a joint venture of IFC, NIGA and the Bank, specializing
in FDI-related advisory functions--has been actively engaged in
providing advice to host developing countries on policy and
institutional changes necessary to overcome impediments to
direct investment.

35. The efficient dissemination of information is important in
reducing perceived risks inherent in foreign investment. The
IFIs--most importantly the Bank and the Fund--publish extensive
data and analytical reports, reviewing the latest developments
in the economic and regulatory environment affecting
international capital flows and are now working with developing
countries toward improving the monitoring of portfolio flows to
these countries. The IFC maintains an extensive database on
emerging stock markets, providing timely price information and
benchmark indexes to portfolio investors.

VI PROSPECTS

36. The history of private capital flows to developing
countries has included repeated episodes of surges in flows,
followed by a market correction, debt servicing difficulties,
and a curtailment of access. Market corrections have been
triggered by a range of factors, including economic
mismanagement, adverse movements in commodity prices, and a
tightening of external financial conditions, and have usually
involved a fundamental reappraisal of the risks involved in
such financing. Accordingly, the issue arises of whether the
recent access to private flows can be maintained and extended
to countries that have yet to gain market access.

37. Based on recent experience, countries that already have
access to a relatively broad investor base are likely to
continue to attract private flows, provided that they continue
to pursue sound policies. This expectation is supported by the
fact that a number of Asian and European economies have
maintained or even expanded market access over the last decade,
notwithstanding shifts in external conditions and a curtailment
of access of other developing countries. Moreover, the general
trends in the international financial system that have
facilitated flows to developing countries--including the
globalization of markets and the diversification of investor
portfolios--are likely to be irreversible.
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38. For the recent market re-entrants, the investor base is
still relatively narrow. To maintain the scale of flows to
these countries, this base must be expanded. In this
connection, the consolidation of economic and political
stability is obviously critical, not least because it would
lead to investment grade credit ratings that would facilitate
access to institutional investors, which have represented a
growing share of industrial country savings. In addition, the
diversification of the investor base requires adequate
protection against the risks of operating in a less
sophisticated financial system, including through reforms to
deepen local capital markets, to enhance financial regulation
and supervision, and to bolster accounting and disclosure
standards.

39. Prospects for private flows to developing countries with
limited market access are divergent. Some may be able to
attract significant private resources by sustaining progress
toward creditworthiness and developing corporate and financial
sectors with appropriate tax, regulatory, and legal frameworks.
Moreover, for countries with heavy external indebtedness and
significant arrears, debt restructuring operations and the
normalization of creditor relations can be expected to improve
the scope for access to international capital markets.
International financial institutions have an important role to
play to facilitate private capital flows to these countries,
mainly through the provision of financial support (including
for debt operations) and policy advice, as well as the
diffusion of information about borrowing countries.

40. For many developing countries, however, the scope for
private capital inflows is likely to remain tightly
constrained. This would seem particularly so for low-income
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa with poor resource endowments
and locations remote from major markets as well as in regions
of political instability. To date, medium- and long-term
private financing for these countries has been mainly confined
to enclave-type oil and mining projects. Moreover, for
countries at a relatively low level of development, it will not
be feasible to establish a fully fledged domestic capital
market conducive to portfolio inflows quickly. More generally,
many low-income countries will need to continue building up
their physical and social infrastructure, supported by domestic
savings and concessional external finance, before there will be
realistic prospects of accessing private capital markets on a
significant scale.

41. As an increasing range of countries has gained access to
private capital inflows, it needs to be emphasized that even
with improved economic performance and increasingly
sophisticated markets, such flows (particularly portfolio
flows) are potentially volatile. Integration into inter-
national capital markets brings benefits but also increases
exposure to shifts in global financial conditions. Moreover,
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domestic or international events may lead to shifts in investor
sentiment, as occurred in the second half of 1992 in the wake
of sharp declines in domestic stock markets and the turbulence
in world foreign exchange markets in September. Thus, there
should be sufficient resilience in the economic systems of host
countries to ensure that shifts in investor sentiment can be
met without loss of market access.

42. To cope with volatile flows, developing countries need to
sustain appropriate macroeconomic and structural policies and
be prepared to take additional adjustment measures as needed,
supported where appropriate by Fund and World Bank advice and
financial assistance. It will also be relevant for countries
to pay attention to the structure and use of external financing
and the balance between obligations falling due and potential
variations in foreign exchange earnings. In this respect,
excessive reliance on short-term financing should be avoided,
while increasing the role of equity as opposed to debt
financing enhances the flexibility of response to adverse
events.In addition, there may be a role for the use of hedging
techniques to reduce vulnerability to swings in external
conditions.

43. As well as implying a possibly unstable build-up in
external liabilities, heavy capital inflows may complicate
economic management by threatening to undermine stabilization
programs--either through excessive monetary growth or an
exchange rate appreciation that may imply a loss of external
competitiveness. 2_/ Concerns about the destabilizing effect
of inflows would be most acute where the inflows stemmed from
reversible external developments or a tightening of domestic
credit policies, rather than a fundamental improvement in the
investment climate. In choosing among alternative policy
responses, countries have faced difficult issues of finding an
appropriate balance, especially given the uncertainties about
the underlying causes and permanence of the inflows. The most
flexible response to possible over-heating from transitory
inflows may be a tightening of monetary policy to offset their
effect. However, such a sterilization of inflows may be costly
and eventually counter-productive, because the resulting higher
domestic interest rates can fuel further capital inflows and
intensify pressures on the exchange rate. Fiscal adjustment is
likely to be more effective in restraining demand, although
there would be practical limits on the ability of the
government to fine-tune tax and spending policies in response
to capital inflows, as well as trade-offs against long-term tax
and spending objectives.

WQ/ For a more extensive discussion of these issues, see the
forthcoming Fund staff paper on 'Recent Experience with Surges in Capital
Inflows."
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44. In a number of countries, the authorities have adopted more
direct means to slow capital inflows, including setting minimum
quality restrictions on issuers, introducing queuing systems,
tightening prudential standards on banking activity, setting
reserve requirements on foreign borrowing, and imposing
withholding taxes. However, these steps can impose costs by
distorting economic decisions. Moreover, given the incentives
for evasion, it is questionable whether such controls can be
effective for long in a relatively open economy. In any event,
in countries where there has been a long-term improvement in
the efficiency of the traded goods sector of the economy and
access to international capital markets has been regained on a
durable basis, the attempt to suppress a movement in the real
exchange rate may not be sustainable. In this situation, a
real appreciation of the exchange rate may be an equilibrating
response.
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Table 1. International Bond rThuse by Developing Countrie&V

(rn Million. f .. olas

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Developing countries 3,676 6i418 4L470 5,994 122L60 22938

Africa 92 471L aLt 12£
Algeria 49 433 159 90 - -
South Africa - 38 - - 236 725

Asia 2i411 2,632 1,308 1 459 3L337 5 686
China 1,415 912 -- - 115 1,359

India 377 715 450 274 227 --
Indonesia S0 221 175 80 369 494
Korea 332 130 258 1,105 2,609 3,177
Malaysia 216 361 425 - - -
Nauru - 32 - - - -

Pakistan 21 - - -

Thailand 261 - - 17 656

Europe 2,438 2L17i 1 856 1,960 4,562
Bulgaria - 101 - - -

Former Czechoslovakia - 130 - 375 277 129
Former Soviet Union - 333 - - - -

Hungary 555 816 879 888 1,186 1,242
Turkey 311 1,159 1,190 593 497 3,191

Western Hemisphere m 1LU LU 2 589 6 721 19i i6
Argentina 195 - - 21 795 1,570
Barbados - 4 3- - -

BraiL1 - - - - I,731 3,415

Chile - - - 200 -

Colombia 50 - - - - -

Maeic - 570 2,306 3,373 5,848
Panama - _ - 50 -

Trinidad & Tobago 105 79 - - - 100
Uruguay - - - - 100
Venezuela 758 263 262 578 932

Memorandun itms:
Global issues in

international
bond markts 177,292 227,143 252,132 226,059 301,342 343,617

Share of developing
countries in
global isuance 2 .1% 2.8% 1.8% 2.6% 4.1% 6.7%

Sources: IMP and World Bank staff estimates based on reports in Ruromoney Bondwars;
Euroweek; Financial Statistics Monthly; Financial TimSi; InternatLonal Financing Review;
and OECD.

' Inchmadag ote in= aidu B prqgrmz. IIwiJr 1W w.d Mare bared xOCD dame md w. ,w ma*4 cmpyrbk to Am

Pr 199-.92. owin so Aprowm1 in 5q



Table 2 International Zquity zs-ues by Developlng Country CompanLes " 3

(In mIlLono of U.S. dollars)

1990 1991 1992

DevelopLng countries 1,047 5,037 7,256

Afrlca - 143 270

South Afrlca - 143 270

AsLa 825 683 2,708
China -- 11 1,049
India - - 240

Indoneola - 633 168 262
Korea 40 200 150
malaygia -- - 382
Pakistan -- 11 48

- -Philippines 53 99 432
Thailand 99 194 145

Europe 124 91 67
Hungary 68 91 33
Turkey 56 - 34

Western sHemsphere 98 4,120 4,211
Argentina - 356 504
Brazl -- 150
Chile 98 - 129
Mexico - 3,764 3,058

Panama - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~88
Venezuela 282

Global issues ln international
equity markets 8,152 15,546 22,632

Share of developLng countries
Ln global issuanc 12.8% 32.4% 32.1%

Sources: IMF and World Bank staff estimates based on reports in Euromoney
Bondwars; Zuroweek; Financial Times; XYC; International Financing Rewiew;
and Lipper AnalytLcal Servlces.

bwdade dpsioy rucawiumd 'lu. "Djhea. u &dmdu drug eqay pwdm byjfrip Luvmoi Ludlocal*
NWkm. iwExg by ww cm..yj1md_

KNew counyor7rel. ia.drfiosjr dawlapig ca.wy sack30kwarcesognaued ehaw raahe- Wu3m7 milon U

LM MWM millox a rA VWIBS MM=on 1n8At- U1352JM in 19s9 UW 67 miliu..:190; UM.M
adWMio n 1991:- ad UW,164 mom. in 199
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Table 3. Not Foreign DLrect Investment Flows to DevelopLng Countries !

(In billions of U.S. dollaro)

Intimate

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Developing councrces 10.0 1L2 19.6 20.9 28.6 36.8

Africa 1.0 1.3 3.3 1.5 1.4 1.7
Algeria -0.1 -- -- -- -0. --
lotwaus -0. 1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1
Camroo __ -- -_ -- -- 0.1
Cabon 0.3 0.2 -- -0.1 -0.2 -0.1
lMorocco 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6
Nlgeria 0.6 0.4 2.4 0.6 0.6 0.5
Sen-gal 0.1 , 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Tuninia 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
Other -- 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2

AseLa 4.7 7.3 8.6 9.8 11.2 14.3
Chin, 1.7 2.3 2.6 2.7 3.7 5.6
-.Zd.a 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4
Indoneala 0.3 0.6 0.7 1.2 1.5 1.7
Korea 0.4 0.7 0.5 -0 .1 -0.2 -0.3
lauymia 1.0 1.1 1.6 3.0 3.0 3.6

Paki1tma 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7
Papua NewvGuia 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 O.Z
Philippine 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.s 0.7 1.0
Sri Lanka 0.1 -- -- -- -- --
ThAland 0.2 0.9 1.4 1.6 1.2 1.0
Ocher 0.1 0.1 -- 0.3 0.4 0.2

Europe -- 0.9 1.4 -0.2 0.7 2.9 4.4
Toner Czcholakla -- - 0.3 0.2 0.6 1.1
1uazy -- -- 0.2 0.3 1.5 1.4
Polad -- -- __ 0.1 0.3
Rlaisla -- -- -- -- -- 0.1
Foer Savit Unico -1.0 1.0 -1.3 -0.7 -0.2 0.3
Turkey 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.6 1.1
Pomzr Iugoalavla -- -- -- 0.2 0.1 0.1

Latin America 4.0 6.6 6.2 7.2 11.7 14.5
rgeutla -- 1.1 1.0 2.0 2.4 2.4
Irail 1.1 2.9 0.7 0.3 0.6 3.0
Chil 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.5
Colombia 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6
Costa Rica 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Dominican lApublc 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
Ecuador 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Guatemala 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Jamaica 0.1 -- 0.1 0.1 -- --
maico 1.8 1.7 2.6 2.5 4.8 6.0
Patn__ -- -_ __ 0.1 --

Trinidad & Tobago 0.1 -- 0. 0.1 0.1 0.2
Venezuela -- 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.9 0.7
Other 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6

Middle ea1 t 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.8
ZEpt 1.1 1.1 1.2 0.7 0.4 0.3
aman -- 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
Saudi Azb - - -- 0.1 0.1 0.2
Teman Arab Repabl.c -- -0.3 -0.4 -- -- --
Other 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.5 1.1

Source: M 10 data ban (.bznazy 1993 update).

JVWN of FDI abroagL For sea' mMddI4a-faa comuvia, (&g.aryt ad San AruWb,im4Lam or mnarw aaaibesr reflaa j4w#kw
.#aiwrd FDl Fer ce fl a .1 w 5
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Table 4. kn Credit Comeit_ents to DevLoping Countries

(In bil(ions of U.S. dollars)

1957 1982 16 1990 1991 199Z

Dewloping countrins ild i l 1A &I! iQl
Africa 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.6
ALgeris 0.4 0.4 0.2 -- 0.1 --
AngoLa -- -- -- -- -- 0.3
CMte d'lvoire -- -- -- -- -- --
Gha -- -' - 0.1 0.1 0.1
Morocco -- 0.1 -- 0.1 -- --
migria _. .. __ __ ._ .
South Africa -- -0 - -- '- --
Tunisia .- -- -- -- -- 0.1
Zibswe -- -- 0.1 -- 0.1 -
Other 0.3 -- 0.2 0.4 -- 0.1

Asia 6.5 7.8 6.2 12.0 12.9 9.7
Chin 3.3 2.7 16 1.5 2.3 2.7
Irdis 1.8 1.6 1.4 0.7 0.2
Indonesia 1.6 0.5 2.3 3.9 5.0 1.8
Korea - 0.9 1.2 0.7 2.0 3.5 1.8
llcaysir 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.2 1.2

Pakistan 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 -
Papu NeW Guinea - -- 0.1 0.3 -
PhiLippines -. 0 -- -- 7
ThaiL 0.3 .8a 0. 1.3 1.6 2.0
Viet mm -. -. .. -. --

Other 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 -- --

Euro 5.4 4.4 4.1 4.9 1.9 2.1
u Lgerfa 0.3 0.1 0.3 -- -- --

Formr CzechoLovakia 0.2 0.2 0.3 -- --
lwigry 1.4 0.2 0.6 -- 0.1 0.2
Turkey 2.6 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.8
Forer U.S.S.R. 0.8 2.2 0.9 3.0 -- --
Other 0.1 -- 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1

Middle Eat 0.3 0.3 2.0 0.2 4.8 2.9
Egypt - 0.5 -
Jordan 0.2 0.2 -- -- -- --
Saudi Arabia -- 0.7 0.1 4.5 2.9
Other 0.1 -- 0.7 0.1 0.3 --

trn Maisphe 10.1 6.5 1.9 3.3 1.0 0.9
Argentin 2.1 -- - - -- --
razfl -- 5.2 0.1 -- -- 0.2
Chile -- 0.2 -- 0.3 -- 0.4
CoLtabia 0.1 1.0 1.6 -- 0.2 --
Mexico 7.7 -- 0.2 1.6 0.6 0.2
Uruguay - * -- 0.1 --
Venzela .1 1.4 -- 0.2
other 0.2 -- ,_ - 0.1 --

bmradi. itm_:

Cffshore bwnking center 0.3 0.4 3.5 3.7 1.5 1.6

Totel internmtfont bank
credit cea itmort 91.4 125.6 121.1 124.3 116.0 117.9

Shrer of detopigr coitrims
in total 27m 16% 14" 172 182 14X

Sources: Org nizatIon for Eoono ic Cooperation and Dvelump nt, Finncial Statistics Nonthly.

Y 7xqchades q-m hauin cauw
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PROGRMSS RBPORT
PRITE BECTOR DEVEWOPMENT

EXECUTIVE SMMARY

(i) Governments tilted increasingly toward competitive-market
economic policies during the period under review. Private
investment in a sample of developing countries climbed to 13
percent of GDP in 1991, near the peak of the late 1970s. However,
the persistent absence of a private investment response in some
low-income countries undergoing adjustment suggested that relative
price reform and macroeconomic stabilization are not sufficient
conditions for restoring efficient private sector growth.

(ii) The World Bank Group's (WBG's) strategy for supporting
private sector development (PSD) reflects a move toward a "second
generation" of PSD efforts which integrate institutional changes
with policy reforms. The approach aims to help countries overcome
legal and institutional obstacles affecting the business
environment and relax constraints to firms at the day-to-day
operating level. It also confronts new challenges in areas such as
privatization and financial sector reform. The WBG's PSD strategy
has three themes: (i) improving the business environment involves
support for procedural, regulatory and legal reforms; (ii) public
sector restructuring involves reorienting public spending to
achieve more efficient use of private and public resources; (iii)
financial sector development involves support for the development
of efficient financial systems that mobilize savings and channel
them to the most productive end uses.

IMPROVING THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

(iii) Progress was made in helping policy makers understand and
address key constraints affecting private firms. Private Sector
Assessments (PSAs), which help the WBG and client governments gain
a clearer view of the business environment, were initiated jointly
by the World Bank and the IFC in 19 countries.

(iv) The next step, to build an environment supportive of PSD,
will be long and difficult. In Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union (FSU), for example, the challenge is to create a
modern private sector virtually from scratch. Technical assistance
provided to some nations of the FSU laid the basis for upcoming WBG
operations dealing with the business environment, as well as
privatization and financial sector development.

PUBLIC SECTOR RESTRUCTURING

(v) Upgradinng Public Administration Capacitv. Work in this
area increasingly reflects recognition that trimming public sectors
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through privatization must be complemented with enhanced capacity
in public agencies that are critical to development. To better
meet the needs of a market economy, governments, with WBG support,
are upgrading administrative functions in areas such as the tax and
judicial systems, investment promotion and public procurement.
Evidence from high-performing economies also points to a critical
role for public promotion of an educated, healthy and trained
workforce.

(vi) Privatization is another area where, as experience with
privatization has deepened, a second generation of program design
issues has come to the fore: the importance of transparency, of
dealing with the potential direct social costs of privatization,
and of establishing a post-privatization environment which
stimulates competition, promotes equity and inhibits economic
concentration. Between January 1991 and June 30, 1992, the World
Bank approved 59 investment operations and 42 adjustment operations
with components addressing privatization or restructuring of public
enterprises. The IFC, which has made privatization a central and
expanding element of its investment program, undertook 11
privatization transactions in FY92. It also devoted substantial
resources to privatization advisory work in Russia, Eastern Europe,
and in other regions.

(vii) Private Provision of Infrastructure. Governments,
particularly in Latin America and Asia, are increasingly allowing
and encouraging private operators to provide infrastructure
services normally handled by public agencies. Leveraging of WBG
support to attract private resources for infrastructure is an area
of increasing demand from client countries, and where innovative
approaches are being attempted. Success can be difficult because
of the lumpiness of most infrastructure investments, and the
deterrent effect on prospective investors of country risks, and
regulatory constraints and uncertainties. But the potential payoff
is great in terms of increasing the pool of resources available for
basic infrastructure.

FININCrTL SECTOR REFORM

(viii) Increasing effort is being devoted to a second generation
of reforms in this area as well. Appropriate legal, regulatory and
supervisory structures for the financial sector, including
prudential regulation, are vital to ensure a sound financial
system. Recent work has focused on achieving a balance between, on
the one hand, promoting competition to ensure efficiency, and, on
the other hand, avoiding excessive competition that can undermine
the stability of the banking system. The WBG's operational
approach in support of financial intermediaries has been revised,
with greater emphasis now put on (a) the need for sector policy
reform to be combined with macroeconomic reform and (b)
improvements in financial infrastructure and strengthening of
specific financial institutions.
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CONCLUSION

(ix) While there have been considerable advances in PSD in
1991/92, challenges remain. In a number of developing countries
private investment response remains sluggish -- in many cases
despite intensive adjustment etforts. In Central and Eastern
Europe, the process of privatization, the sine qua non for the
transformation from command to market-based economies, is moving
more slowly than anticipated as the authorities come to grips with
the complexities of transferring ownership in the context of
economic transition.

(x) Institutional strengthening, and the development of an
institutional culture supportive of PSD, are long and difficult
processes, highly susceptible to failure and heavily dependent on
unwavering government commitment. The WBG has made progress in
this area as it continues to learn from experience. Indeed, the
Bank Group finds itself continually confronting unforeseen problems
and complexities in PSD.

(xi) The WBG must help accelerate the process that has led
from "first generation" adjustment measures -- which focus on
creating a stable macroeconomic framework and an efficient price
regime -- to "second generation" measures aimed directly at
improving the day-to-day environment in which firms operate. In
doing so, it must look for new ways to (i) understand the dynamics
of the environment affecting PSD; (ii) forge linkages between the
various local institutions critical to PSD; (iii) learn from
successful country experiences in implementing PSD reforms. The
World Bank's newly established Vice Presidency for Finance and
Private Sector Development, working in collaboration with World
Bank operational units and CFS, as well as the IFC, MIGA, and FIAS
will be giving a high priority to these issues.

This report was prepared by Mark J. Schacter, Private Sector
Development Department, World Bank.
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PRiVK!U SECTOR DEmLOPNENTs a Progress Report

(Prepared by World Bank staff)

A. Trends in Private Sector Development

1. The climate for private sector development (PSD) warmed
considerably during the period under review as governments tilted
increasingly toward competitive-market solutions to boost economic
growth, generate employment and redistribute wealth. Dramatic
events in the former socialist economies, which accelerated their
efforts to move towards market-based economies, influenced a
fundamental shift in the way many countries viewed their options
for economic development. as state-owned assets in the transition
economies of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union were
transferred to private hands, and as legal, regulatory and
financial reforms began to take hold, enterprises by the thousands
entered the economic mainstream. For example, the number of
formally registered small private businesses in Romania reached
195,000 by September 1991, two years after private entrepreneurship
was legalized, and then doubled by the end of 1992 to 386,000. In
Poland, in the wake of a sweeping reform program, 1991 saw the
number of private enterprises grow to 1.5 million from 1.2 million
the previous year, an increase of 25 percent, while the Polish
private sector's share of industrial production expanded from 17
percent to an estimated 24 percent of GDP. Latin America too
continued to make important progress in privatization and in other
areas related to creating a more favorable environment for the
private sector. This progress was reflected in increased inflows
of private investment to the region.

2. Overall, private investment in a sample of 47 developing
countries reached an averaqe of 13 percent of GDP in 1991, up from
12 percent the previous year and from the trough of 10 percent
recorded in 1985 and 1986.A/ Private investment levels are now
approaching their peak of the late 1970s, and in a number of larger
developing countries have surpassed this peak.

3. Foreign direct investment (FDI) -- a resource which entails
important benefits related to technology transfer, management know-
how and access to export markets -- has also shown a positive
trend. Although global flows of FDI declined since 1989, flows to
developing countries increased by over 75 percent between 1990 and
1992, reflecting improved macroeconomic performance (particularly
in some Latin American countries, following debt reduction

1/ Guy P. Pfeffermam and Andrea Hadarassy, TreZds In Private Investment in
Develoging CountrIes 1993, IFC Discussion Paper 16. Washington: The World Bank,
1992.
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agreements), more welcoming regulatory regimes (e.g.pD Thailand)
and active privatization and debt reduction programs.17

B. The Challenge of Private Sector Development

4. The generally positive global trends disguise regional
disparities. In Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, private
investment remained at low levels, at or below 10 percent of GDP
(compared with 22 percent for East Asia and 12 percent for Latin
America). These trends, juxtaposed against a growing body of
operational experience, research and analytical work in PSD,
suggest that private sector supply response is conditioned by an
interplay of macroeconomic stabilization and reform on the one
hand, and a series of institutional factors that shape the day-to-
day business environment on the other hand. Indeed, the persistent
absence of a pronounced investment response in a number of low-
income countries undergoing adjustment programs suggests that
relative price reform and macroeconomic stabilization are not
sufficient conditions for restoring (or launching) e.-ficient
private sector growth. Although attention to prices and
stabilization must normally be given highest priority in a reform
program, work in these areas must be followed by complementary
measures to address other important constraints to PSD such as weak
and poorly administered legal and regulatory systems, poorly
functioning institutions and markets, inadequate physical
infrastructure and a weak human capital base. A similar picture is
emerging in terms of creating an environment attractive to FDI:
macroeconomic issues, such as a liberal foreign exchange regime,
matter, but so do institutional issues such as a transparent and
non-discriminatory legal and regulatory framework and a stable and
predictable administrative and commercial environment.)-

C. Responding to the Challenge: The World Bank Group's POD
Strategy

5. The World Bank Group's (WBG's) support for private sector
development as a means to alleviate poverty and promote growth has
substantially evolved since its inception. Early project lending
often focused on creating the infrastructural base to complement
industrial and agricultural development. Adjustment lending of the
1980s expanded this focus by working to establish a macroeconomic

2/ Global Economic Prospects and the Develoging Countr1es. 1993. Washington:
The World Bank, International Economics Department, 1993. Draft.

T/ 7he issue of foreign direct investment is discussed fully in the World Bank-
IMF Issues Paper, entitled "Developing Country Access to Private Capital Flows,"
which is being presented concurrently to the Development Committee.
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framework f or PSD of stability and appropriate relative prices.
During the 1980s, the Bank moved increasingly to target its
interventions on specific obstacles to PSD while continuing to
stress the need for adequate infrastructure and supportive
policies. As adjustment efforts continued into the 1990s, the
WBG's strategy for promoting PSD reflected the earlier experience,
placing emphasis on what might be called a second generation of PSD
efforts. The new strategy has become more focused on an integrated
set of policy reforms, derived from a careful understanding of the
day--to-day operating constraints confronted by entrepreneurs. The
strategy emphasizes the need to attend to PSD problems beyond the
provision of macroeconomic stability. In addition, it confronts
new challenges such as the design of privatization programs to
mitigate their social costs and ensure the transparency of
transactions, and support for new areas of private sector
involvement such as the financing and provision of infrastructure.
Formally adopted in 1989, the WBG's "Private Sector Development
Action Program," has three principal themes:

6 Improving the Business Environment

P Public Sector Restructuring

F Financial Sector Development

6. The strategy has been fully discussed in previous documents
prepared for the Development Committee and the BoardV, and will
only be reviewed briefly here:

7. Improving the Business Environment. The WBG supports
policy, regulatory and legal reforms directed at improving the
environment for PSD. Work may focus on, among other things,
removing barriers to entry and exit, changing labor laws to reduce
rigidities in labor markets, simplifying and improving the tax
system to make it more transparent and less distortionary,
streamlining systems for establishing property rights,
rationalizing procedures for the licensing and registration of
businesses, or removing or modifying trade restrictions that stifle
business activity. The WBG also works with countries to reform

A/ (1) Private Sector Development Action Program, January 11, 1989 (R89-9); (2)
Progress Report on the Private Sector Development Action Program, March 13, 1990;
(3) The Contribution of the Private Sector to Development and the Roles of the
Bank Group and the Fund, March 15, 1990 (SecM90-321); (4) Review of the
Implementation of the Bank's Action Plan for Private Sector Development and
Progress in the Discussion of the IFC's Capital Adeguac , August 2, 1990 (SecM90-
1032); (5) Private Sector Development: Strengthening the Bank Group Effort,
April 26, 1991 (R91-79); (6) Strengthening the World Bank Group Effort on Private
Sector Development -- A Supplemental Paper, June 10, 1991 (R91-139).
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features of their business environment which may create barriers to
potential foreign investors.

8. Public Sector Restructuring. The WBG is helping governments
reassess public spending priorities and prune unmanageable or
peripheral activities, thereby allowing for a more efficient use of
both public and private skills and resources. This may mean
shrinking the direct involvement of the state in the economy
through divestiture or liquidation of state-owned enterprises. It
may also mean enhancing government regulatory capacity, and
strengthening procurement and contracting functions so that the
state can use the private sector in traditional public sector
functions such as infrastructure and social service provision. An
important related goal is to strengthen the role of the state by
working to build capacity in public institutions that play a key
role in PSD.

9. Financial Sector Reform. The WBG supports the development
of efficient financial systems that mobilize savings and channel
them to their most productive end uses. Work has focused both on
policy reform, e.g. deregulation of interest rates, and on
addressing rigidities and inadequacies within financial sector
institutions. A second generation of operations integrates
institutional reform with a concern for the policy environment in
which it takes place, emphasizing such factors as prudential
regulation and bank supervision. The IFC is actively involved in
addressing the scarcity of equity capital in many developing
countries by promoting the development of capital markets through
advice, investments, and the introduction of new financial
institutions and instruments.

10. The WBG has also undertaken internal organizational changes
in order to better equip itself to respond to the challenges of
PSD. These developments are summarized in Box 1. IFC and Bank

BOX - .I -D-,Box-, -. -,. :,.;,,,
.-,-,Wor:d B'a'nk -Group Organtizational Changes to Support PSD

1::-..,--'The. .orld =Bak. A new:Vice Presidency for Finance and Private

staff will continue to work together on key issues facing the
private sector. The recent reorganization in the Bank and the
creation of a Central Vice Presidency ensures a more focused
approach to the broad policy issues in this area and provides an
improved framework for intellectual leadership and dissemination of
best practices. At the country level the IFC will continue to play
its leading role in specific transactions across the broad range of
its capacities. It will also more actively participate in Bank
country assistance strategy discussions so that its policy and
institutional concerns are better addressed and to minimize
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duplication of efforts. The Bank's comparative advantage will
remain at the policy level. However, there will be instances where
direct project cooperation or work on a specific policy issue will
make sense and be pursued.

D. Progress in Promoting Private Sector Development

11. This section reviews progress made in the WBG's client
countries in promoting PSD over a period extending from,
approximately, January 1, 1991 through December 30, 1992. The
discussion will highlight the WBG's involvement, but broader
developments at the country level will also be cited. Annex 1
provides statistical data on the World Bank's PSD activity via
adjustment and investment lending.

(i) Improving the Business Environment

12. The business environment is shaped by a complex interaction
of formal policies and laws, informal practices, institutions and
infrastructure. The critical challenge facing policy makers in
setting priorities for improving the business environment is to
distinguish real from apparent obstacles, and gain a clear view of
binding constraints that actually affect entrepreneurs. To this
end, the WBG has made gains over the past two years. Private
Sector Assessments (PSAs), which analyze the structure of, and
constraints to, the private sector in given countries, and which
lay out steps to advance PSD, have provided a sharper focus for
analytical work at the country level. Collaborative efforts of the
World Bank and the IFC, with inputs frozIMIGA and FIAS, PSAs have
so far been initiated in 19 countries.a/ Nany PSAs include in-
depth interviews with entrepreneurs and firm-level surveys, which
have provided insights into how entrepreneurs themselves --
including small operators who normally lack a voice in the policy
process -- see the day-to-day world in which they operate. This
input complements information gathered from more traditional
sources (see Box 2).

13. The private sector's response to business environment
reforms is often complex and may be difficult to gauge over the
shurt term. A key variable is business confidence,2/ a factor
which can be influenced by discrete interventions, but which

5- Four PSAs have been completed to date, and a further nine are expected to be
finished by the end of FY93. An additional 10 PSAs are currently expected to be
completed in FY94.

i Luis Serven and Andres Solimano, Private Investment and Macroeconomic
Adjustment: A Surver, World Bank Research Observer, Vol. 7, No. 1.
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-Dire,ct from the~ Sourcg :n h from Entrepreneur--::

--Private,Se.ctor Assessm'ents :(PSAs) use direct consultation with entrepreneurs-
th:o'h 'inter'iews ari-d irm -level surveys to break t itatio

of offical. conacts -.and frmnal- i 'oMation souces Re-cen PAs and
.-.-re,at1dstudiesaveyielded findi witha et impi ecat: ons

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ad- and c.. dit... ... 

,-:'- ;',. '-The ::Zimbiabwan PSA-identified limifted access -to l-and.nd credit,
::-.inadequate skills ::a'nd infrastructure,- and governmentpolicies
favoring la:.' industry a- costrai ts of 

.,.,..,.,,....,,.. .,..,... , ,, .,.; ....r.. ... .....

i"* " Te Poland - pS described how th fin"''requ rementso some
2,000 'oor=lypeforming induPtrialnstate-owned enterprises.are
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f .: , :Th e BUruuay PSA s -enterprise- srey:- found tht eprtes f:wer
1s,,-ffheavilyh .burdened - - compared to ente-pris,e Rgene.raslly:-f- by:perits:

: andBusiness licenses. Exporters-ein aJruguay requirenearlysevren
.,.-tme a,S,.,,.,' '.:s mny perts .as ote firs ' ea fa grae annua'
---- ,-.-:.:... os'ts-. -and devote 38 percent more:.-time -to .re.gul!ator compliance.---
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ultimately is a long-termo result of political stability arnd policy
consistency. In Latin America, for example, preliminary results
from PSAs suggest that when rules change, potential new investors
first try to ascertain how permanent is the new business
environment, a degree of caution understandable in a region that
lacks a tradition of political and economic stability. A sustained
period of consistent government actions aimed at creating a
"market- friendly" business environlment is required to build
sufficient confidence among private investors.

14. The depth and breadth of the effort required to create a
business environment supportive of PSD is evident in Sub-Saharan
Africa, where only recently have many goven ments moved from
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controlling private entrepreneurship to promoting it as an engine
of growth, and where institutions and infrastructure important to
PSD are often critically weak. The WBG has provided support to
this necessarily long and difficult process of building up
institutional capacity. Between January 1991 and June of 1992, the
World Bank undertook 42 projects to improve the business
environment in 24 countries of Sub-Saharan Africa. A case in point
is Mali, 'rhere, in the period 1968-88, the only really successful
firms were small and in areas of minimal interest to the public
sector (e.g. bakeries and restaurants) or in the informal sector.
Prior to the late 1980s, the Malian government treated the private
sector with suspicion, tightly regulating most prices and requiring
that workers be recruited through the government's employment
office. Bank credit went mainly to the public enterprise sector,
leaving little for most private enterprises. Business services
were virtually unavailable. A recently approved World Bank project
supports the government's program to create a comprehensive
framework to support PSD, ranging from regulatory and policy reform
to infrastructure to financial intermediation.

15. The countries of South Asia are also taking substantial
strides towards improving the environment for private enterprise,
with Bank Group support. Between January of 1991 and June of 1992,
14 projects containing business environment components were
launched in four of the seven South Asian nations where the World
Bank is active. India is rapidly replacing its policies of public
sector expansion and intervention in markets with budget restraint,
trade and investment policy reform, and the systematic reduction of
administrative controls over firms' entry, expansion and
diversification.

16. The countries of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union
(FSU) present the extremely difficult challenge of creating a
modern private sector virtually from scratch. In Russia,
fundamental business environment features taken for granted in
modern market economies and even in many developing countries
simply do not exist. A stable and known set of rules governing
central issues such as investment, taxation and land ownership is
only beginning to emerge, while the underlying legal framework is
an anachronism, unsuited to the needs of a market economy. Nor is
there an institutional heritage or an administrative "culture"
geared to creating and maintaining a legal and regulatory
environment supportive of PSD. Issues related to property rights
provide but one example of the types of obstacles to be overcome.
A survey of Russian private firms identified limited access to
business premises as one of the most important constraints facing
enterprises. Russia has no functioning commercial real estate
market; desirable properties are typically controlled by local
authorities and state-owned enterprises. Even when leases on land
are secured, tenants have no assurance that they will be honored
because most jurisdictions lack a centralized register of title.
A second major constraint emerging from the firm survey, further
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reflecting the general climate of uncertainty in which firms are
operating, was a lack of basic information related to business
start-up and operations, such as facts on regulations as well as on
input and output markets.

17. The obstacles affecting PSD in these economies are deep-
seated and not susceptible to "quick fixes." Progress will be
slow, but important first steps have been taken. Support for
economic transition in some of the nations of the FSU was provided
under the 1991 Technical Cooperation Agreement, which qr,eated a
technical assistance trust fund executed by the WBG.-u Work
financed from the trust fund laid the basis for dialogue with FSU
governments and for operations dealing with the business
environment (as well as privatization and financial sector
development). A component of the World Bank's privatization
project in Russia will support the provision of business services
to small enterprises.

(ii) Public Sector Restructuring and Privatization

18. Promotion of PSD through public sector restructuring has
tended to focus on trinming overextended public sectors. The
emergence, especially since the early 1970s of bloated, inefficient
public agencies in many developing countries discouraged private
investment and had a negative effect on economic growth. The
reaction to this trend, in the wake of the debt crisis of the early
1980s, was typically to support measures such as privatization of
state-owned enterprises and private-sector delivery of public
services. But more recently the balance has been shifting to a
view that restructuring the public sector through privatization is
not a sufficient strategy for supporting PSD-/. Rather,
privatization must be complemented by emphasis on refocusing and
upgrading public administrative capacities which have the potential
to profoundly affect the growth and efficiency of the private
sector, in areas such as tax and customs administration,
regulation, trade and investment promotion, enterprise support
services, court administration and infrastructure planning and
provision. Moreover, evidence from high-performing economies
points to the critical role of public promotion of an educated,
trained and healthy workforce, and of an environment conducive to
learning and the spread of innovative ideas and technologies. To

WX Work under the Technical Cooperation Agreement was carried out in Russia,
Kazahkstan, Kyrghyzstan and Belaras.

N/ Nor is it always a necessary strategy. Countries such as China and South
Korea, for example, have dramatically increased the relative share of the private
sector in the economy without privatization by encouraging rapid private sector
growth.
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an important extent, renewed interest in the role of the state in
PSD has been sparked by the outstanding performance of a number of
the East Asian economies, jIere governments have been active in
managing and promoting PSD. 

19. Tpgrading Public Administration Capacity. A number of
governments, in order to better meet the needs of a market economy,
are focusing on reforming core functions of public administration
in areas such as the tax and judicial systems. In Bangladesh, for
example, courts used to take up to 15 years to process suits
brought by financial institutions against defaulting borrowers.
With assistance from the WBG, Bangladesh enacted legislation
establishing special commercial courts to handle expeditiously
actions brought by financial institutions against defaultins
borrowers. Similarly, in C6te d'Ivoire, reforms are underway to
speed up judicial decision-making and ensure rapid execution of
judgements. Confusion and inefficiency arising from tax
administration often surfaee in firm surveys as significant
obstacles to entrepreneurs.JW In Argentina, where modifications
to tax codes occurred with bewildering frequency, firms found it
difficult to keep up to date with their obligations. Well over 300
laws, decrees or resolutions affecting tax administration were
passed in Argentina between 1986 and 1990. Recently, a process of
reform was begun to simplify the legal framework for tax
administration. The Argentine government's tax administration
project, supported by the WBG, includes a component to continue
this work, as well as to upgrade taxpayer services in areas such as
information on tax obligations, improved service in local offices,
and direct access by taxpayers to their account data.

20. Governments are also working on strengthening the capacity
of public agencies that provide direct services to the private
sector. In the Philippines, for example, the Board of Investments
has responsibility for promoting foreign direct (as well as
domestic) investment, but its corporate culture has led it to focus
on regulatory and control functions. FIAS provided the government
with an action plan for institutional and policy changes designed
to shift BOI's focus from regulation towards promotion of
investment. The government has indicated that it plans to
incorporate the recommendations in a restructuring of BOI. Public
procurement is another key facet of direct public/private sector
interaction. Because government is a potentially huge customer for

2/ The World Bank Is now completing a major study of the East Asian high-growth
economies which will evaluate the extent to which their rate and pattern of
growth Is attributable to public policy, and the degree to which East Asia's
successes may be replicable elsewhere.

IV/ This is to be distinguished from tax levels, which, not unexpectedly, are
also a common source of complaint.
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the private sector, the quality of public procurement
administration can have an important impact on private sector
profitability. But the procurement process is often tainted by
rent-seeking, lack of transparency and procedural incompetence. In
one country where the World Bank recently conducted a Private
Sector Assessment, it was found to be common practice for
government agents to demand that firms make illegal front-end
payments of 10 to 20 percent of the projected contract value in
order to secure government business. Firms must therefore allocate
significant resources to such payments and to cultivating public
officials. Many developing country governments have reformed
procurement practices to eliminate rent-seeking and promote
transparency. Often, however, there is a need to take the
additional step of ensuring that public agencies responsible for
procurement have the capacity and incentive to apply the new rules.
To this end, the WBG is supporting efforts in Burkina Faso to train
procurement staff and develop management systems to control illegal
and negligent practices.

21. Making the public sector better able to respond to the needs
of the private sector also involves building a framework for
collaboration between the public and private sectors. This was the
rationale behind the Ghanaian government's decision to establish,
in the context of a World Bank adjustment operation, an advisory
group consisting of public and private sector representatives.
This innovative arrangement is described in Box 3.

22. Working With NGOs. Any discussion of the "private sector"
must of course include references to organizations commonly known
as non-governmental organizations, or NGOs, which operate in the
not-for-profit private sector. Increased interaction between NGOs
and the public sector is an important trend in the evolving
relationship between the public and private sectors. Relations
between developing country governments and NGOs have long been
characterized by mutual distrust. Governments in countries with a
history of political instability have often seen NGOs as havens for
political resistance; NGOs, in turn, have feared that involvement
with government would compromise their independence. But these
attitudes have softened as governments have come increasingly to
appreciate the capacity of NGOs to complement or substitute
provision of services traditionally provided by public agencies.
The WBG has been systematically strengthening its efforts to expand
NGo involvement in operations that it finances. Particular
attention is paid to encouraging greater involvement of locally-
based NGOs. Approximately one third of World Bank projects
approved in FY92 involved NGOs, most notably in projects related to
agriculture and rural development, and the population, health and
nutrition sectors. The World Bank is also making progress in
involving NGOs in the critical early stages of the project cycle --
project identification and design. A recent study of the role of
NGOs in 39 World Bank-supported projects Asia found that in more
than half of those projects, NGOs were involved in identification
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Box. 3
'Putting Heads Together: Public/Private Consultation in Ghana

Since:launching a comprehensive economic reform program in 1983, Ghana has
enjoyed considerable progress in stabilizing the economy and sharpening its
market orientation. -The anticipated supply response from the domestic
formal priv&ite sector failed to materialize, however, due- among other things
to apparent ambiguities in government attitudes toward. the private sector
and an inadequate understanding of private sector views on policy, legal and
regulatory issues.

.The:'failure -of policy reform alone to spur-private-sector activity led the
---.'government,-iln'g1991, -to take: a-more proactive-stance. It'established the
Private Sector Advisory Group (PSAG), consisting .of Ghanaian private;-sector
-and governmentrepresentatives;.Designed as -a -fo'rum -forxpublic/private
:'cooperation, the PSAG: provided a channell for theprivate sector to make
.kn-own to governmentAits views on major:constraints-to operations and growth.

,e,-consult.ative-, processimplicit bintPSAGbuit sense of owne
-...comitment whin., the pri'vatesector to the-.- goverents -.-PS agen rly-'
: iresul,ts ar'e.,'-.enco,uraging'..: PSAG :quickly identified -impediments -to private
sector,gowth,recomme n d ways -of eliminating -the , 'andotlined-priorities

* forregulatory:.a-id"legislative reform. In response, the government gamended
or repealed laws -onprice-controls:, labor---rlIce lingandinveatment;.#. cn n

!: {es' ",n'"t. ..... ... . .. .' :.' " : '' :''-. : ..-- -'

Ke essons --.,emerginxg .from the still yugPSAGicnutainprcs.- m~~~v.i. S ons-f

are - -- --- --- -

. .. .Caref... -. cho of private- sector: rep:resentatio* iscritical;
*. *e perso chosento participate in the PSAG had to hav a d high egree-

: '-f, ff ':Y orf: .ersonal standing in the business community -and a.sound
und,,,'-Stf5''-l'''>'erstanding of:both: dOmestic and.global i s su;. . ....

''5*' :""'.S*''"'- in-if ti'al s'ta'ges"-.of the' process are frai a:;nhd- eiesubstat ial
.. f . ,support!by-wa of Jinormal- iscussion,and de vopment-of -a

fra mework for anging e: consuttative proce's s
,.,, initial, t,e pro.e., *hod focSs on- reSfS '--S'S'..form .at lleva..

.d.screte, ra,il ia cne . o the 'r'v in.
,5,,a,.-., ,,, .f. .undeental are 'assuch as' 'investm''-ent, '. ta. t.i.on .Ef ndE .egu l a t.o. -. ...

and design. 1 1 '

Bhuvan hatnagare , Non-Governmental Organizations and World Bank- Sue orted
Proflects In Asia: Lessons Learned, Asia Technical Department Paper Series, No.
2. ash.ington: The World Bank, 1991.
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23. Privatization. High costs and poor performance of state-
owned enterprises have spurred privatization in many developing
(and developed) countries. Governments have also privatized to
increase the size and dynamism of the private sector, distribute
ownership more widely throughout the population, encourage private
investment, and reduce the administrative burden on an overextended
state apparatus. Privatization transactions in developing
countries totalled US$56 billion over 1988-92. Latin America,
where privatization continues to be an integral part of countries'
economic strategies, accounted for most of the activity, some 70
percent of transaction value. During this period, the Bank
financed 51 operations with privatization or enterprise
restructuring components in 21 LAC countries.

24. The World Bank Group supports privatization as a means
toward achieving its broader goals of economic development and
poverty alleviation. When it is correctly conceived and
implemented, privatization can foster efficiency and encourage
investment, outcomes which in turn spur increased economic growth
and employment. Between the beginning of 1991 and mid-1992, the
World Bank approved 59 investment operations and 42 adjustment
operations with components addressing privatization or
restructuring of public enterprises. The IFC, which has made
privatization a central and expanding element of its investment
program, undertook 11 privatization transactions in FY92 alone.
The IFC is also involved in privatization advisory work, a
substantial portion of which is in Eastern Europe.

25. Privatization has taken on a special urgency in the former
socialist countries, where it is a cornerstone of the
transformation from command to market-based economies. In the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE),r privatization has
proceeded more slowly than anticipated. But initial experience has
proved instructive for subsequent initiatives, such as the recently
approved World Bank loan to support the Russian government's
ambitious mass privatization program -- the largest privatization
effort ever attempted -- involving some 25,000 large and medium
sized state-owned enterprises and many times more small businesses.
Indeed, despite the setbacks, some progress has occurred. In
Poland, for example, some 100,000 retail businesses were privatized
in the 1990-92 period, while 25,000 small enterprises in what are
now the Czech Republic and Slovakia were sold by the end of 1991.

26. Pioneering work on privatization in Russia was carried out
by the IFC; in 1992 it implemented a "model" privatization of 3,000
small-scale enterprises owned by the city of Nizhny Novgorod (see
Box 4). The IFC is now involved in additional model privatization
efforts in the Russian cities of Volgograd, Tomsk, Novosibirsk,
Chelabinsk and Nizhny Novgorod.
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ox4
'"Nizhny N-Iovgorod: A:Nodel' for lass Prviatization

Russia's first mass privatization of small- scale enterprises was carried out
-.-:in:-.Nizhny:Novgorod, a city of.1.5millionpeople. :-In: aprogram designed by
the IFC ,and launched in-MarchJ.992, some- 3,000'.retail-shop,.-stores and
communal -facilities- ownedd by the.city -weresod atauction: to: private
bidders.' The program benefitted from lessons .learned. in similar
privatizations in Poland.and what is now the Czech -Republic: -and Slovakia,

:-:while.:the' de.tails of -its. -design were:.:tailored:: t,o- the- ..requirements of
-Russ:i-a's privat=ization- law and regulations and the: ci -particula r needs.

.,::.The--..publ-ic-,.,.auction-.-process.remphasized speed, -:.efficiency,v :and,- most-. ... , . ..- ..- . - -......Th .pb i ~ : c ii ss i.:-.:. -e.t.h- e- ... --. , . .. . -- ,. .

:.,-..impor.ta,ntly,::-:fairness:'and tr.ansp:arency in the -transfer of-:state-owned-assets
X:to private, had. -Participatin in-' th auto. was ope to- all Rssa
..-.citizerIs,-witsuspecial-incentives:for-employeesiof the-auctioned-Wenterprises

an mbrsof co lectives. Careful attention was':i ao
t,he'''.p<,ot.ential social osts of pvatizatio: a 7 ercent o the..
enterrises.,.,for mer-emloyees were rehired by the owners, while 1part of..
the, .,,auction poceed,S:, wt to afund tohelp reain,i, workers di l ced: by
th'.e '.sales'..' 'Cit6ie t1ou-''ut Russia rew o th -- Novgorod

pr-nivatzey :.l sc'al-e mnicialA :enterprses';:
: . = E C -- :: , - . f . . . .. :.D.

7. Because the magnitude and urgency of these privatization
efforts are unprecedented, the WBG, other development agencies and
governments alike are approaching them with an openness to learning
from mistakes and to strengthening their design and implementation
capacities as the process unfolds and new and unforeseen issues
arise. With experience, a second generation of design issues has
emerged: the importance of transparency, of dealing with the
potential direct social costs of privatization, and of establishing
a post-privatization environment which stimulates competition,
promotes equity and inhibits concentration of ownership and
economic power. Transparency can be assured by, among other
things, having clear and simply defined bidding procedures,
disclosing buyers and purchase prices, and using mass
communications to educate the public about the process and explain
technical issues such as vouchers. Mitigating direct social costs
may involve implementation of measures to minimize the negative
impact of job losses. While recent evidence suggests that the
negative impact of privatization on labor may in some cases be
limited, provision may well have to be made for employee ownership
schemes or compensatory measures such as generous severance
packages. Building an appropriate post-privatization environment
is a complex and multi-faceted task; among other things, it may
involve development and administration of an anti-trust regime to
safeguard competition, and of regulations to ensure -- particularly
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in cases where natural nonopolies are privatized -- that vulnerable
groups are not denied adequate access to essential services.
Potential obstacles to success in this area go beyond technical
matters to deeply embedded institutional issues that may only be
slowly resolved. Attempts to establish regulatory bodies often
immediately come up against problems related to ensuring their
independence from vested interests in both the public and private
sectors. Other lessons emerging from privatization experience
include:

Local institutional capacity, if weak, must be built up
at an early stage in the privatization process. This has
proven particularly important in Africa.
Central credit allocation mechanisms, weak banking
systems, and a scarcity of term finance can hinder the
growth of privatized, as well as of existing private,
firms. The emergence of private firms through
privatization or other means may therefore also require
a simultaneous (and lengthy) process of financial sector
reform. The WBG's current work in transition economies
such ad Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, the Baltic states,
Kazakhstan and Russia is addressing this set of issues.
Privatization is often accompanied by a need for
comprehensive economic reform; the former socialist
economies are extreme examples of this. Broad-based
reforms contributed to the success of privatization
efforts in Mexico and Argentina.

28. The WBG is deepening its understanding of privatization by
reviewing global experience. A WorLd Bank research project
investigate-O the welfare consequences of 12 privatizations in four
countries.'-2/ Although the results of the research should be
interpreted in light of the small size of the sample and the
absence from it of a low-income country, the findings are
nevertheless of considerable interest. The research found that in
all but one case, divestiture produced net overall economic
benefits, leading to higher investment and productivity, and a
movement of artificially low output prices closer to efficiency
levels. In no case did divestiture make workers worse off, while
in some instances they came out ahead, and in most cases, consumers
were unaffected by or benefitted from divesture. Particuilarly
important was the upsurge in investment following privatization,
most notably in cases where public enterprises had left demand
unmet because of tight budgets. A striking example was the Chilean
telephone company, which doubled its capacity in the four years

2/ Abmed Galal, Leroy Jones, Pankaj Tandor, and Ingo Vogelsgang, Welfare
Conseauences of Selling Public EnterDrFses, Washington: The World Bank.
Forthcoming. The countries covered in the research were Chile, Malaysia, Mexico
and the United Jingdom.
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following divestiture. The research showed the isportance of
policies and institutions to the favorable outcomes.

29. Private Provision of Infrastructure. Governments,
particularly in Latin America and Asia, are increasingly allowing
and encouraging private operators to provide infrastructure
services normally handled by public agencies. Private provision of
infrastructure is becoming an area of growing interest to both the
World Bank and the IFC, and poses one of the newer challenges to be
addressed by the WBG. The World Bank's support for private
provision of infrastructure has involved a three-pronged approach
focusing on (i) privatization of public utilities; (ii) development
of regulatory frameworks to provide appropriate mechanisms for
pricing privately delivered infrastructure services, encouraging
competition and, where appropriate, removing barriers to entry;
recent examples of this type of work include Bank-supported
initiatives in Thailand, Indonesia and Jamaica; (iii) use of Bank
financing to attract additional private capital for infrastructure
projects.

30. The latter component, leveraging of Bank loans (or limited
loan guarantees) to attract private resources for infrastructure,
is an area where the WBG is seeing increasing demand from client
countries, and where innovative approaches are being attempted.
Achieving success in this area can be difficult because of the
lumpiness of most infrastructure investments, and the deterrent
effect on prospective investors of country risks, and regulatory
constraints and uncertainties. Nevertheless the potential payoff
is great in terms of increasing the pool of resources available for
basic infrastructure. The World Bank's Cofinancing and Financial
Advisory Services Department (CFS) plays an important role in this
area. Its recent involvement in the Hub River power project in
Pakistan, through the pfeparation of a partial guarantee mechanism
for private investors-'f, allowed the World Bank to mobilize
US$1.2 billion of private debt and equity capital for the project.
Similarly, in a private power project in Jamaica, Bank lending was
used to mobilize US$110 million of private debt and equity capital.
Interest among client countries in private financing of

i2/ Another paper -- Privatization: Lessons of Experience, Washington: The
World Bank, 1992 -- presented to the Executive Directors of the World Bank,
reviewed experience with privatization. It produced a checklist of practical
lessons in policy as well as implementation in areas such as preparation for
sale, enterprise valuation and financing.

14/ The project included an Extended Cofinancing Operation (ECO). ECOs
guarantee private investors that a government will meet its contractual
commitments under project financing agreements, e.g. commitments to pay for power
received from a privately financed power plant, or to permit convertibility of
local currency to foreign funds.
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infrastructure projects has extended to sectors other than power,
encompassing areas such as toll roads and water treatment
facilities. In Egypt, CFS played a key role in structuring private
financing for water desalination, sewage treatment and power
plants, as well as access roads and other infrastructure necessary
to attract additional private investment in hotels and other
tourism facilities on the Red Sea.

31. The IFC has recently focused on private provision of
infrastructure as a major and rapidly expanding activity; during
the current fiscal year infrastructure investments are likely to
rise to about 20 percent of new investment approvals, compared to
a share of less than 10 percent of the IFC's portfolio last year.
Examples of recent activities include investments in the Philippine
and Chilean power sectors, project financing for cellular telephone
services in Hungary, Mexico and Sri Lanka, expansion of recently
privatized rail services in Argentina, and construction of a
privately built and operated oil pipeline in Colombia. The IFC's
efforts to mobilize private sector financing for such projects
(including finance from non-traditional sourcesI5/) reflect the
need to secure long-term, non-recourse funding for investments that
have been traditionally owned by the public sector and financed
with government guarantees.

(iii) Financial Sector Reform

32. The role of financial systems in mobilizing savings,
managing risk, allocating resources from savers to investors, and
facilitating financial transactions means that a well funictioning
financial sector is central to expanding investment and enhancing
productivity, hence to PSD. In the 1980s, governments and the WBG
placed increasing emphasis on the need to accompany reform and
restructuring of financial institutions with appropriate reforms in
financial policy (e.g. interest rates). In the last few years, as
more countries liberalized and encountered new problems, increasing
attention has been devoted to a second generation of reform focused
on creating appropriate legal, regulatory and supervisory
structures to realize the full benefits of financial secto- reform.
Prudential regulation -- including reserve requirements, monitoring
of bank loan portfolios and maturity matching of assets and
liabilities -- is vital to ensure that the financial system does
not undertake excessive risk. Supervision and regulation needs to
be comprehensive, covering all of the activities in which financial
intermediaries are involved, including non-loan activities. A new
set of regulatory concerns lies in achieving a careful balance
between, on the one hand, promoting competition and contestibility
to ensure efficiency, and, on the other hand, avoiding excessive

1Ll I.e. sources other than commercial banks, bond issues and pension funds.
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Box 5
Financial Sector Reform In Indonesia: Moving into the Second Generation

Indonesia's experience in financial sector reform is not only generating a
second generation of policy interventions, but is also influencing Bank
thinking about the strategic sequencing of policy and structural measures.
Oil booms in the mid-1970s and early 1980s spurred Indonesia's economic
growth, but the government viewed oil revenues as a temporary blessing to
be channelled into investments that would assure sustained growth. The
method chosen was directed credit: in boom periods banks were instructed
to provide cheap credit for investments linked primarily to import
substitution. and backward integration of heavy industries. When oil
revenues plummeted in late 1982 and again in 1986, policy makers saw a need
for major,reforms. A first round of liberal reforms in 1983 gave banks zhe
freedom to set interest rates and abolished administratively determined
credit ceilings. Further actions in 1986. and 1988 resulted in currency
devaluation and other market-oriented reforms improving incentives for the
banking-system and capital markets. The removal of entry barriers and end
of' market segmentation.also contributed to the successful mobilization of
funding-for private:sector-growth.

Notwithstanding this:progress, the government is now recognizing the need
f:or a, :neewr--round- :of .financial sector reforms. Rapid growth.:has exposed
weaknesses in the fiamework:o'f-prudential regulations'and increased the risk
of-' financial 'instability. Hany banks are weakly capitalized and some may

:-have' significant portfolio problems. Unanticipated ma'rket:conce-n-tration has
.allowed. real. interest rates to -exceed- 15: percent._:::- In :response, :the
:Government has introduced new laws for the banking sector including higher
capital.ade quacyrequirements, loan loss provisioning, lending and exposure
-'--limits.::litmits.:on::bank guarantees on roffshore borrowing,financing-
:reporting,a;---nd credit'rating.:: In parallel, :state commercial ba -are being
overhauled. Te WBG,: :which long supported:.--Indonesia's economic

.'0---liberalization, is lso -supporting further complementary :reforms.. -These
n- 'binclde -a' ---comprehensive l.egal, accounting,- and --..'"financial -:.-disclosure

:framework for:companies and -'`an integrated:set:-ofm-.measures to encourage the
diversification and deepening of non-bank- capital'markets.

competition that can undermine the stability of the banking system.
Greater emphasis is also being devoted to promoting safe and
competitive non-bank financial markets. Furthermore, financial
sector reform forms part of an integrated sequence of reforms
required in many countries to achieve efficient PSD, led by macro-
policy reforms to encourage productivity and efficient investment
(see Box 5).

33. Underscoring the potential positive effects of properly
designed finl ncial sector reform, growing empirical evidence from
multi-country studies is showing links between financial sector
development and economic growth and improvements in economic
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efficiency. The evidence also suggests that the level of financial
development predicts future growth and efficiency advances. Recent
work probed linkages between financial sector deepening and real
sector growth in developing countries; it found that an increase in
the ratio of private credit to GDP of 0.42 percent was associ;3ted
with a one percent increase in real per capita income.1V Strong
relationships between financial sector liberalization and the
allocative efficiency of a financial system are emerging from firm-
level research. The results of recent studies in Ecuador and
Indonesia suggest strongly that market-oriented financial sector
reforms lead to an increased flow of credit to more efficient
firms.lly

34. Financial sector reform also appears to ease constraints on
private investment by motivating the return of flight capital. The
reversal of capital flight in the late 1980s and early 1990s was
particularly noteworthy in Latin American countries that had
completed successful adjustment programs. Large black market
exchange rate premiums, substantial spreads between domestic and
international interest rates, poorly developed domestic financial
markets and domestic taxes on the financial system which are not
harmonized with those prevailing in other countries are financial
sector issues often found to be correlated with capital flight.

35. The return of flight capital makes stock market development
an increasingly important financial sector issue. Private
portfolio flows -- equity and bonds -- to developing countries
ballooned from US$8 billion in 1989 to an estimated US$34 billion
in 1992. Growth was initially led by bond financing, but since
1991 the use of international share offerings by several middle-
income countries to privatize state-owned enterprises (see Box 6),
and the opening of many emerging stock markets to direct foreign
participation have boosted equity flows. Experience is showing
that key factors hindering inflows of equity portfolio capital,
apart from lack of host country creditworthiness, include: (i)
regulatory impediments to the purchase of stocks and repatriation
of income and capital; (ii) underdeveloped accounting standards and
disclosure rules; (iii) inadequate investor protection and
securities laws; (iv) inefficient settlement procedures; (v) the
"thinness" and concentration of many developing country stock
markets. Progress in alleviating these constraints has been most
notable on the regulatory side: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,

§J From a forthcoming World Bank study of the financial sector by Gerard
Caprio, et. al.

12/ John R. Harris, Fablo Schiantarelli, Miranda G. Siregar, How Financial
Liberalization in Indonesia Affected Firms' Capital Structure and Investment
Decisions, Policy Research Working Paper 997. Washington: The World Bank, 1992.
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Box 6
Cote d'Ivoire: Capital Market Development

The government of Cote d'Ivoire implemented, over the past year, a program
to restructure the Abidjan Stock Exchange (BVA). The aim was to improve its
efficiency and facilitate the Ivoirian privatization program, which targets
for divestiture 80 state-owned enterprises with an estimated book value of
US$80G million -- an amount exceeding the total 1990 market capitalization
of the BVA.

The BVA began operation in 1976 but, despite considerable external
assistance, has fallen far short of fulfilling its intended role. Only 23
companies are listed, there have been no new listings since 1983, and market
capitalization as a proportion of GDP was well below the norm for a
developing country stock market. BVA has also been plagued by high
operating costs: until recently, the operating budget represented about 25
percent of the volume of transactions. This in turn translated into
excessive fees which discouraged investors. In addition, an inefficient
quotation system has failed to match supply and demand; brokerage services
are limited in scope and quality, and unavailable outside Abidjan.

The restructuring plan was a recognition that the BVA could support the
privatization program by providing the process with the critical element of
transparency and by creating wider access to ownership of privatized firms.
Measures to improve efficiency involved: (i) reduction in annual operating
costs, including significant staff cuts; (ii) streamlining of internal
procedures and regulations; (iii) modernization of the quotation system;
(iv) elimination of listing fees and a 30 percent reduction of quotation
fees; (v) establishment of an independent advisory board.

Pakistan and Malaysia have removed many restrictive registration
procedures, and foreign investors can now freely purchase listed
stocks. Korea partially opened its market to foreign investors in
1992, while India fully opened its stock market to foreign
institutions. These developments complement important bank-
developed markets and bond markets as sources of private finance.

36. Past WBG operations in support of financial intermediaries
sometimes tended to focus narrowly on the credit needs of end-
borrowers and did not attend to overall financial sector
development. A review of work in this area led to revisions of the
WBG's operational approacht/, putting greater emphasis on (a)
the need for sector policy reform to be combined with macroeconomic
reform and (b) improvements in financial infrastructure and
strengthening of specific financial institutions. Because

18J Formalized as World Bank Operational Directive 8.30, February 1992.
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individual financial institutions that operate within a distorted
financial system can themselves become sources of inefficiency, the
WBG's willingness to support specific financial institutions
depends in part on progress in the reform of key macroeconomic and
sectoral policies. In addition, the regulatory framework needs to
provide appropriate prudential safeguards so that financial
institutions behave responsibly. Technical assistance provided by
the World Bank in Russia, for example, has identified gaps between
Russian banking sector regulations and international norms for
accounting, auditing and financial reporting, thus establishing the
agenda for reform. In Eastern Europe, bank restructuring and
improvements in the regulatory framework have figured prominently:
90 percent of countries with active WBG lending programs undertook
projects with components addressing financial sector development in
the 1988-92 period. These operations aim to combine institutional
changes with policy reforms that establish stability and
appropriate incentives.

S. Conclusions

37. There are strong signs that PSD accelerated in the
developing world in the early 1990s. FDI flows to developing
countries reached an estimated US$38 billion in 1992, a 50 percent
increase over 1990; flight capital returned in significant volumes,
particularly to Latin American countries; and private investment in
developing countries grew to its highest level (as a proportion of
GDP) since the peak years of the mid-1970s. Moreover, there is an
important qualitative distinction between current private
investment activity and that of the 1970s: much of the latter came
in response to widespread protectionist policies; today's private
investment activity, on the other hand, is likely to have greater
developmental impact because it tends to be concentrated in
countries that are encouraging competition and seeking closer links
with international markets.

38. While there have been considerable advances in PSD in
1991/92, challenges remain. Most notably, private investment
response remains sluggish -- in many cases despite intensive
adjustment efforts -- in a number of developing countries,
particularly the very poor countries of Sub-Saharan Africa and
South Asia. In Central and Eastern Europe, the process of
privatization, the sine gua non for the transformation from command
to market-based economies, is moving more slowly than anticipated
as the authorities come to grips with the political, legal,
financial and institutional complexities of transferring ownership
in the context of economic transition.

39. The implication for the WBG of developments in PSD during
1991-92 is that it must help accelerate the evolutionary process,
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already begun, leading from "first generation" adjustment measures
-- which focus on creating a stable macroeconomic framework and an
efficient price regime -- to "second generation" measures aimed
directly at improving the day-to-day environment in which firms
operate.

40. As the delays experienced in privatization programs have
shown, tackling institutional barriers to PSD raises a distinct set
of issues that go beyond the need to amend policies and resolve
discrete technical problems. The dynamics of implementing and
sustaining institutional reforms are qualitatively different from
those relating to macroeconomic policy reform. Institutional
strengthening, and the development of an institutional culture
supportive of PSD, are necessarily long and difficult processes,
highly susceptible to failure and heavily dependent on unwavering
government commitment in the face of conflicting demands from
myriad domestic interest groups. The WBG has made progress in
supporting governments in this process, but continues to learn from
experience. Indeed, the more deeply the Bank Group becomes
involved in this work, the more it finds itself having to address
unforeseen problems and complexities.

41. To improve its capacity to support governments in the design
and implementation of a second generation of PSD reforms, the WBG
will look for new ways to (i) understand the dynamics of the
environment affecting PSD -- the relevant stakeholders, and the
workings of the institutions within which they operate -- with a
view to identifying and then devising ways to eliminate, obviate,
or work around obstacles to implementation; (ii) forge linkages, as
in the case of Ghana (see Box 3) between the various local
institutions critical to PSD, so that on their own they can deepen
and sustain progress initiated through support from the WBG; (iii)
learn from successful country experiences in implementing PSD
reforms, and to the extent possible, help replicate those
experiences in other countries. The WBG will also seek to improve
the skill mix and capacities of its staff in technical areas
related to PSD. The World Bank's newly established Vice Presidency
for Finance and Private Sector Development, working in
collaboration with World Bank operational units and CFS, as well as
the IFC, MIGA, and FIAS will be giving a high priority to these
issues.
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Statistical Information on World Bank PSD Operatons

Figure 1

Operations with PSD Components
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1. Ihe nmber of World Bank operzions with PSD compone - i.e. operaions including
compones addressing the busmess enviro c andlorpublic sector resturing and/or fin2ncial sector
development has increased steadily over the past five years, as shown in Figure 1. The 152 operations
with PSD compones in calendar 1991 represented an increase of 35 percent over 1989 - the year the
Wodd Bank Group's Private Sector Development Action Progra was launched - and a gain of 69
percent over the number of opeations in 1988. The number of adjustment operations with PSD
components has dimbed steadily since :988, while the number of invesnent operations dipped slightly
in 1991.
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2. Table 1 disaggreptes World Bank PSD operations by the type of loan - investzent or adjustment
- and by the type of PSD activity supported in dte loan. The Table covers projecs which were approved
during the 18-montL period preceding the end of FY92Y OIe prevou Progress Report on PSD
covered WBG operations up to the end of calendar year 1990.)

Table 1
New World Bank PSD Opwadons by Thone and Loan Type: Jan. 1, 1991- June 30, 1992

Business Environmm Public Sector Fancial Secaor
Restructuring De'elopmenr

Adjustment 52 42 26
Operarions

Invewsnenr Operaions 63 59 61

Y qJem may be icluded In mxulapl caqoriu For a.=k, oam plea whic ib*- con.xw addresiq bot dw
bmwuon mamnm m and pubffc setor rewsucag hw bem co ad i eca waoiy.
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FACILITATING FINANCIAL FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
BJAPAN

1. Overview of the Current Climate

In considering how to facilitate financial flows to developing countries,
it should be recognized that in the 1990's, a huge amount of private capital
exists and a large scale and deep international financial markets are there, due
to accelerated accumulations of financial assets in industrialized countries and
vitalized financial transaction across the border during the 1970's and 1980's.
However, the aftermath of events from the 1980's to the early 1990's such as LDC
debt problems, LBO, and fluctuations in stock and real estate man _ts, affected
the investors' minds to a more cautious attitude for foreign investments,
especially those to LDC. As the cold war ends, our development efforts should
be more focused on assisting the medium and long-term sustainable economic growth
of developing countries and, accordingly, the supply side of developmenc is worth
looking into.

Against these backgrounds, the role of International Financial Institutions
(IFIs) should be reviewed in a comprehensive manner. Three viewpoints are
important in this regard. First, in light of inadequate creditworthiness of many
developing countries causing their capital shortages, establishment of strong
macroeconomic and sector policies with the help of IFIs is crucially important
for obtaining investors' confidence. Second, IFIs could mobilize private flows
by sharing several risks appropriately with private investors, when country risks'
for certain developing countries are so large that private investors could
provide such resources by themselves. Third, by identifying true priority areas
in recipient countries, official resources should be mobilized in a cohesive and
cost-effective manner. Closer collaboration between the IMF, the whole World
Bank and regional development banks should be enhanced and furthermore,
coordination between these IFIs, related players in the market and bilateral
donors should also be encouraged.

In the global perspective of private financial flows to developing
countries, there are two points to be highlighted. One is that most of the
developing countries are in a position of saving shortage. The other is that
there are countries like the former Soviet Union Republics experiencing
continuous capital flight or like the Latin American countries where the
repatriation of flight capital are mainly of unstable and short-term nature. For
these countries, reduction of budget deficits, restraining inflations, and
encouraging the private savings should be seriously considered and addressed in
order to obtain both internal and external confidence on their fiscal policies.
It is also quite essential that industrialized countries should simultaneously
enhance their domestic savings through curtailing the budget deficits.
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2. Roles of IFIs.

There are several comparative edges in IFI; which have been utilized to a
certain extent so far. These include areas such as the following:

First, IFIs can provide not only necessary financial resources for
development but also policy advice or guidance in structural adjustment and
sector reforms.

Second, IFIs have substantial core information on developing countries, and
also internally accumulated good expertise and know-hows on priorities areas or
possible policy agenda for those countries.

Third, IFIs can raise less expensive funding which developing countries
alone cannot do.

It can be pointed out that while these comparative edges recognized and
materialized in the past operations of IFIs should be maintained and expanded,
there are still certain areas which need to be developed and strengthened.
Generally, IFIs, including the World Bank, have tended to focus on the
utilization of their own financial resources and have not been enthusiastic in
seeking the possibility of co-financing with bilateral official assistance at
early stages of project or program cycles. Consequently, it has been often the
case that IFIs solicited the gap-filling to major donors at the final stages or
did not succeed in mobilizing the private capitals.

Taking into account the growing importance of private flows including FDI,
as a source of fund for development use, serious considerations are necessary in
determining the best manner to incorporate the private capital in a project and
programs cycle as early as possible. In other words, more active interaction
between IFIs and private financial institutions is necessary. In this regard,
it should be highly appreciated that IFC, putting its catalytic role at the
center of its operations, has set mobilization ratios of private capital on a
project-by-project basis and utilized these ratios as important reference
indicators.

3. Future Works.

The following works should be explored in the future:

First, the World Bank Group should further explore the strengthening of the
guarantee and insurance functions. This will not only enhance private capital
flow to developing countries but also contribute to increased investment in
infrastructure and assistance to privatization which form rhe key part of
development strategy. Renewed emphasis on guarantee functions will activate
interaction between the Bank Group, bilateral institutions and private financial
institutions and this would lead to facilitating more efficient operations of the
Bank's group. Under this policy orientation, the "B" Loan was introduced in 1933
and Expanded Co-financing Operations (ECO) was introduced in 1989, although the
number of projects under these schemes have not increased much in the 1990's.
Above all, the ECO program has a number of advantages and does deserve renewed
recognition by every party concerned.
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The program can:

(i) mobilize a vast amount of funds for big infrastructure projects;

(ii) reduce borrowing cost from private lenders;

(iii) lengthen the loan maturity period;

(iv) facilitate market access to those countries which have great
potentiality but no experience of having access to international
capital markets.

Now is the time to take a serious look at its reactivation. The Bank
should carefully analyze the causes for lower than expected results in the past
few years and study bold measures to make this program more attractive to
borrowers and private lenders. We should also be reminded that the catalytic
role of the Bank Group, accompanied by some strong policy advice, enables a truly
global financial intermediation, by facilitating a redirection and
diversification of private lenders' interest in developed countries outside of
their own tralitional region to other regions.

MICA should also play a greater role in this regard. A steady expansion
of its insurance business is, therefore, encouraged and an increase of its
membersbip is also necessary.

Second, the Bank should study more innovative measures to facilitate
foreign private lenders' participation in infrastructure projects which used to
be financed mainly through public funds. For instance, in East Asian countries,
it has been pointed out that high economic growth in the past decade would not
be sustainable without properly addressing the bottleneck in infrastructure
projects, such as power, transportation and telecommunications. These projects
require nuge finance resources which could not be financed only by the public
sector. The risks contained in these projects are too high to be taken solely
by foreign private lenders. Furthermore, some borrower governments are reluctant
to increase, by financing the needs in domestic infrastructures, their external
debt exposure which have already reached high levels. Under this climate, Build-
Operate-Transfer (BOT) operations hawe some merit; major participation of the
private sector in infrastructure building and operation could avoid rigidity in
public works and increase efficiency. It may be worthwhile for the Bank Group
to study its role and those of recipient governments to facilitate the active use
of this method.
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THE EXPERIENCE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
IN ATTRACTING FOREIGN PRIVATE INVESTHENT: THE CASE OF THAILAND

1. Introduction

In Thailand Foreign investment is important in the development and
management of the economy. Foreign investment has bee.a recognized as a
valuable channel through which the country can obtain new investmen; in
pioneer industries and investment in those economic sectors which accord
with the National Economic and Social Development Plan. As such,
Government policies to attract foreign investment have been formulated for
the various related factors affecting investment, for example, taxation,
capital market development, financial infrastructure, and so on.

The policies implemented by the Government to attract foreign
investment involved certain costs. As such, it is of interests to policy-
makers, as well as to the public, to know whether the policies implemented
were successful. In this light, it is necessary to examine the actual flows
of foreign investment to Thailand for the recent years.

From Table 1, it is evident that the flows of foreign investment
to Thailand took the quantum leap in the period 1988-90, when the growth
rate per annum averaged 52 %. Viewed in the context of overall investment,
gross domestic investment grew in the 1987-90 period at the average rate of
32% per year, compared to the growth rate of only about 4% in the 1981-
86 period. Thus, foreign investment was the important factor pushing
up overall investments in Thailand In the 1987-90 period. (Table 2)

If focus is placed on foreign equity investment in the same period
(1988-90), the strong growth of the foreign equity flows here is also
observed. From Table 3, the growth rate of foreign equity flows for 1988-
90 averaged 40% per annum. The large equity component in the FDI in this
period certainly related to certain qualitative aspects of the investment,
to be discussed in subsequent sub-sections.

On portfolio investment, from Table 4, the flows were more
sensitive to short-term events. The growth rate of foreign portfolio
investment in 1989 was 227%, but that rate declined in the following year
68% because of the Gulf War.

Overall, the growth of foreign investment to Thailand in the 1987-
90 was relatively high. The factors responsible for the large foreign
irnvestment flows can be found in many matters, including, taxation
policies; capital market development policies; the general favorable
political, economic and social conditions of the country; and others.
The following sub-sections will discuss the impacts of the various
factors and the policies pursued by the Government affecting foreign
investment in Thailand.
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Table t; Net Fiow;s of Foreign Direct tnveo.teunt to Tkailand (1988-1922 GI)

------------------------------------------ _-----_--_-----__-_------________

Period Amount (million bait)

1 f8 2:r,s.;.s

1~9C 64, 695.0O

1991 51.,3ss.1

1991 Q2 10,S14.7

1991 Q3 14,631.0

1991 Q. 13,250.3

1992 Q1 10,569.7

1992 Q 2 14,654.9

Source: Bank of Thailand
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Table 3: IJIi. Flos of Foreiin Equit: Investmeat to Thailand Q983-199: Q2b

Period Amount QXillion bahti

lS83 * ~~~~~~~~~~2",1. 780. 2

1981 5 ,4I131 

t990

1991 35,i" .1.

1931 QZ *5,40$.8

1991 Q3 10, 2S5. 4

1991 Q4 8,987.3

1992 Q1 a ,?73.6

1992 Q2 11,374.2

Table 4: net Flowcs of Porteolio [nvestment to Thailand C19:38-1s92 Q2'

Period . Amount (million bahtL.'

1988 @ t1,18; .3

1290 11,507.5

1991 9 '8 .4

1991 QZ 319.6

1991 Q° -1,676.9

1991 Q4 795.1

1992 Q1 2,441.1

1992 Qz -3,083.0

… L__________ ,.__ _______________________----------
Source : Bank of Thailand
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2. Past Performance of the EconoMy and Foreign Investment

2.1 World economy and causes and effects of foreign currency
realignment

After two oil crises in 1973 and 1979, all developing countries
were faced with faltering economic situations, especially those with no
oil resources. They suffered continuing trade deficits and accumulated
huge amounts of debts. Countries which benefitted from the oil crises
were OPEC countries and others which derived high income from oil sales.
In this period, a worldwide economic recession occurred and continued into
the first half of the 1980s. Inflation and interest rates were higher
than previously. International trade and investment stalled. By the
early 1980's the United States became a net a debtor country and was in
serious difficulties with the twin imbalances of budget and current
account deficits.

From 1985, the Group of Seven (G-7) interfered in the
international currency market in line with the Group's cooperation
agreezents,namely the Plaza Accord of 1985 and the Louvre Accord of 1986,
to alter the trade imbalances among important industrial countries.

After the implementation of the Plaza Accord, the G-7 members
realized that the solution to the US trade deficit problem would take
some time to realize. Thus, reliance was also given to the Louvre
Accord in February, 1987, to ensure that the adjustments of
international exchange rates were more reasonable. Other measures were
also added, such as calling for Japan and West Germany to rely more for
growth on their domestic economies rather than on exports. Japan was
also asked to open up more of its market to imports.

The unex.2ected benefit for Thailand

Japan was greatly affected by the Plaza and Louvre Accords.
The agreements created higher prices for Japanese exports because the
value of the yen was strengthened from 260 yen per US dollar to 140-150
yen per US dollar. The impacts on the Japanese world market shares were
dramatic. Japanese manufacturers tried to maintain their market shares
by reducing production costs as much as possible, and one of the ways to
do so was to relocate production facilities to countries with a cheaper
labor cost, particularly for low value added goods which did not require
high technology.

In Japan, the idea of globalization and internationalization,
thus, became widely accepted and a large number of Japanese businesses
invested more in foreign countries. Thailand, as a consequence, became
a production base for Japan, receiving raw materials and equipment, and
then producing finished products for export to Japan and other countries.

The impacts of the monetary coordination under the G-7 on
Thailand were, thus very significant. They are:-

1. Foreign investment poured into Thailand. In the early
period, it came mainly from Japan. Later, when the G-7's intervention
failed to reduce the US trade deficit as US consumers merely turned to
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imports from NICs such as South Korea and Taiwan, the US turned to press
these countries to adjust and strengthen their currencies. The results
were similar to what had happened earlier to Japan: South Korea and
Taiwan began to invest more in foreign countries. Investments from
Japan and Taiwan, had been important for Thailand's rapid economic
growth since 1986.

2. Thailand's exchange rate arrangement was such that the US
dollar's weight was substantial. As the dollar's value declined, this
arrangement decreased the export prices of Thai products and Thailand's
export industries benefitted accordingly. Local Thai-Japanese joint
ventures producing goods for the domestic market were also able to export
significantly because the strong yen had caused their production in
Japan to decline. Goods produced by these joint ventures, such as
domestic electrical appliances, automobile parts, cars and motorcycles,
could now find good export markets.

3. The influx of foreign investors has had several knock-on
effects, including a rapid growth of the real estate industry for office
and residential buildings, and the development of industrial estates and
leisure facilities, such as golf courses. Locally-sponsored supporting
industries making, for example, sacking and other packaging products,
especially cardboard boxes, have also expanded rapidly, growing in
tandem with post-1986 export industries such as shoes, hard disk drives,
electronic components, toys, etc.

Foreign investment has also affected Thailand in other ways.
The demand for skilled and unskilled labor has increased dramatically,
giving rise to many private institutions supplying trained labor for the
engineering and other industries. There has also been a dramatic
increase in the demand for land to build factories, etc. This has
caused widespread land speculation and skyrocketing prices.

An influx of foreign capital

The need for foreign investment is fully recognized in Thailand.
Rights and privileges on import duties, taxes and the remittance of
profits offered to foreign investors by the BOI are part of a number of
incentive measures to persuade foreign investors to invest here. A
variety of incentives is also offered by many developing countries
needing foreign investment. A good package of incentives will almost
certainly attract large numbers of investors. In Thailand, investment
from foreign countries, especially Japan. was not insignificant even
before 1986, if not spectacular when compared to other ASEAN nations.

After 1986, the Thai economy turned around. Thailand became
one of the favored destinations for investors seeking to relocate their
production facilities to escape appreciating domestic currencies. This
situation during the period 1987-88 was dubbed "Thailand fever'. In
1986, the amount of investment seeking promotion totalled Bt. 60.1
billion. Tn 1987, the amount was Bt. 209.0 billion, a staggering
increase of 247%. In the following year, the amount increased by a
further 154%. The years 1987 and 1988 were indeed Thailand's golden
years of foreign investment.
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Investment by Japanese of Thai-Japanese joint ventures
receiving promotional privileges increased from Bt. 14.6 billion in
1986 to Bt. 24.4 billion in 1987. In 1988, Japanese investment soared
to Bt. 77 billion, a three-fold increase. The rate of increase slowed
in 1989, but the amount was still high at Bt. 90.6 billion. The
combined investment in metal industries and machinery, including
electrical appliances and electronics was 21%, 16% and 37% of the total
foreign investment in 1988, 1989 and 1990, respectively.

Taiwan and South Korea, the other big investors in Thailand,
were also affected by the Plaza and Louver Accords. The US asked both
countries to increase the value of their currencies to help ease trade
imbalances. Taiwan reacted by investing more in foreign countries,
while South Korea seemed more reluctant to do so. Statistics showed
that investments in Thailand from Taiwan increased rapidly. The amount
of investment from Taiwan increased from Bt. 1.8 billion in 1986 to
Bt. 7.7 billion in 1987 and to Bt. 22.3 billion in 1989. The majority
of Taiwanese investment was in the electronics industry, plastic
products and shoes, almost all for export production. South Korean
investment did also increase but only moderately. In 1989, South Korean
investment totalled Bt. 4.4 billion.

Another country which increased its investment in Thailand was
Hong Kong but for the more specific reason that Hong Kong will revert to
the People's Republic of China rule in 1997.

Many Thai businessmen are of Chinese origin and have relatives
in Hong Kong , so Hong Kong 's investment in Thailand is seen as something
of a family undertaking. Over the past two to three years, Hong Kong's
investment in Thailand has increased steadily. In 1987, inwescment in
projects given promotional privileges was only Bt. 3.1 billion. The
following year, it reached Bt. 11.4 billion and, in 1989, Bt. 14.4 billion.
Most of it went into chemicals, chemical products, machinery and electrical
appliances industries.

Singapore was another country which increased fts investment
to Thailand because of high wage rates and labor shorta&a in Singapore.
Singapore's investment in BOI promoted industries was Bt. 1.6 billion in
1987, Bt.6.9 billion in 1988 and Bt.10.6 billion in 1989, most of it in the
production of machinery, electrical equipment and shipping.

These figures demonstrate that the increase in foreign
investment since 1988 has come mostly from other Asian countries. These
investments played a major part in Thailand's robust growth since 1987.
Figures of net foreign direct investment inflows by country and sector
during 1970 - 1991 are shown in Table 5.

2.2 Thai econoMy with its readiness and attraction for foreign
invrestors

Among the factors that brought foreign investors to Thailand,
the following may be mentioned.

1. The stability of the Thai economy was an important factor
influencing investors to invest in Thailand. Confidence in Thailand was
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justified by the fact that in the years following the Second Oil Crisis
in 1979, Thailand 's economic expansion rate was stilL relatively high,
which wias due mainly to Thailand's balanccl economic structure.

2. Thailand, with a population of over 56 million, is a large
market . Moreover, the size of the population means that Thailand does not
lack labor. Skilled and unskilled wage rates are also low. As such, a large
number of labor-intensive industries moved to Thailand.

3. Thailand's domestic and foreign policies remained
stable, despite frequent government changes. Policy continuity persisted,
especially in the promotion of private investment and the government's
support of the private sector. In fact, Thailand's important development
mechanism is its bureaucracy's strength and the existence of technocrats.

Another important factor is the reduction in the level of
border conflicts with the neighboring countries of Laos and
Cambodia, which practically disappeared as Communism receded there.

4. The political changes in Indochina away- from Communism gave
Thailand a good opportunity to become the economic center of the
region. Other countries wanting to do business with Indochina can use
Thailand as a base and gateway.

5. The peaceful nature of the Thai society makes it a flexible
country, both in its economy and culture which is welcome by investors.
Being a Buddhist country may be one factor which has drawn Japanese
and Taiwanese investors to Thailand. Another issue which at one time
worried Goreign investors was labor unrest. Fortunately, this has not
been a problem in Thailand because of the country's unique cultural
charac_eristic.

6. The existence of local supporting and complementary
industries in Thailand was also an important factor attracting investors.
For example, the automotive industry in Thailand has long been
established and supported by a wealth of firms making parts,
accessories, etc. This has attracted Japanese investors to choose
Thailand as a foreign production base for automobiles and motorcycles
for export.
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3. Government Policies

3.1 The birth of National Economic and Social Development Plan

The modern economic development plans of Thailand had been
formulated with precise objectives, targets as well as policies which
would be effectively implemented in consistence with the economic and
social situation. Dated back to the end of the Second World War, the
beginning of Thailand's development process was necessitated by the global
economic recession which greatly affected the domestic economy. In
approving its first loan to Thailand in 1950, the World Bank sent a team
of consultants to closely study the financial and economic situation of
the country. The report released by the team on May 28, 1954, "IBRD :
Observations on the Financial and Economic Situation of Thailand", was very
important to the formulation of the National Development Plans.

On Oct. 20, 1960, the Government of the Prime Minister Sarit
Dhanarat launched the first National Economic Development Plan for the
period of 1961-1966. Up to the present, the development efforts of Thailand
have been guided by 6 Development Plans and the country is now under its
Seventh Plan (1992-1996).

3.2 Objectives and results of the lst-7th National Economic and
Social Development Plans.

In order to understand the flow of Thailand's development, the
key elements and results of each Plan will be summarized as follows

First Six-Year Plan (1961-1966)

Objectives investment in infrastructural construction in the sectors
of transportation, irrigation, electricity and other
important public utilities; increase in agricultural and
industrial production; support of industries to
substitute imports.

Results considerably high growth rate of GDP - 8% p.a.; increase
in value of production from Baht 59,000 million in 1960
to Baht 89,000 million in 1966; rapid expansion in value
of exports as well as imports; deficit in trade balance
but, surplus in balance of payments resulting in
increase of international reserve to US$ 800 million in
August 1966.

Second Five-Year Plan (1967-1971)

Objectives following the same direction as the First Plan while
expanding development targets to State Enterprises and
local administration : 75-80% of development budget was
allocated to regional areas.

Results slowdown of economic growth to 7.5% p.a. resulting from
negative external factors at the end of the Plan
remarkable expansion of basic economic infrastructure,
which, however, created problem of unequal income
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distribution and widening gap of income as only a part of
population benefitted from these basic services.

Third Five-Year Plan (1972-1976)

Objectives alleviation of income disparity problem by improving
productivity in response to expanding domestic markets ;
maintaining nat'.onal economic stability ; reducing
population growth rate and expanding public services to
regional areas.

Results negative external factors such as severe fluctuation in
world financial system, fall of US dollar, rapid rises of
food, raw material and oil prices producing adverse
impacts on Thai economy : economic stagnation, high rate
of inflation, decline in income and unemployment problem;
austere monetary and fiscal measures were implemented ;
situation improved at the end of the Plan, reporting the
overall growth rate of 7.1% p.a. (compared with the
7% target) and per capita income rose by 4.1% p.a.
(compared with the 4.5% p.a. target); as for social
aspect, population growth rate decreased from 3.1% in 1971
to 2.6% in 1976, however, public services concerning
education and health were still insufficient.

Fourth Five-Year Plan (1977-1981)

Objectives economic rehabilitation aiming to increase agricultural
production, restructure industrial sector to expand
exports, improve public administration system, support
of investment by creating confidence of investors and
protecting domestic-oriented industries, maintain
stability of the balance of payments as well as the
government budget; improvement of natural resource
management aiming to obtain optimum benefit in resource
utilization, formulate systematic and consistent
directions of land reform and development, survey and
development of petroleum and natural gas resources.

Results economic growth rate was reported at 7.1% p.a., higher
than the 7.0 % target, however, agricultural and
industrial production increased by lower growth than
targeted and agricultural prices could not be
maintained resulting in further widening of income gap;
trade balance was in deficit as 75% of oil consumption
was imported while oil price rapidly rose; Government
expenditure increased at a higher rate than revenue due
to implementation of economic rehabilitation measures.

Fifth Five-Year Plan (1982-1986)

Objective aevelopment directions were adjusted according to the
adverse impacts of the rapid economic expansion during
the previous four Plans : rising Government expenditure,
poverty problem, bottleneck of economic infrastructure
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emphasis on export - oriented as well as labor intensive
industries ; acceleration of Eastern Seaboard Development
Program ; maintaining of financial stability by domestic
saving mobilization, economic and financial discipline
and support of private participation in solving economic
problems.

Results due to fluctuations in vorld economy which continued from
the second oil crisis, lndustrial countries turned to the
protectionism policy and austere monetary and fiscal
measures ; Government efforts to adjust the domestic
economy included promotion of exports, especially the
adoption of floating system of Baht ; in spite of
improvement of internationaL economy at the end of the
Plan, agricultural and industrial production increased at
a lower rate than targeted; economic growth over the
plan period averaged only 5.4%

Sixth Five-Year Plan (1987-1991)

Objectives : dispersion of industries to regional areas ; support of
private participation in publlc infrastructure projects,
preservation of the environment.

RLsults : thanks to favorable world economy since the end of the
Fifth Plan, the Thai economy grew rapidly at a rate of
10.5% p.a. and became more internationalized ; monetary
and fiscal position was more stable ; per capita income
and employment increased ; however, rapid economic
expansion resulted in more bottleneck of infrastructure,
income gap between rural and urban areas, deterioration
of natural resource and environment.

Seventh Five-Year Plan (1992-1996)

Objectives three main targets were set up to be consistent with the
changing international economy : sustaining of economic
growth rate at an appropriate level and with stability,
redistribution of income and development to the regions
and rural areas, development of human resources, quality
of life, environment and natural resources.

Results As of the first year of the Plan the growth rate of world
economy was lower than previously projected, the Thai
economy in 1992 expanded by 7.4%, lower than the 8%
target; it is therefore necessary to make certain
adjustments : stimulation of domestic private investment
and foreign direct investment, expansion of export market
and competitiveness, decentralization of economic
activities to the regions.

While Thailand's success can be attributed to many factor, it is
believed that the government's commitment to an outward oriented, market-
based economic system and a tradition of cautious financial policies all
contributed to high economic growth with stability, which was the key to
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attracting foreign investment to Thailand.

4. Monetary and Financial - Institution Policies Affecting Foreign
Investment

Among the fundamental conditions having the basic influences on
foreign investment flows to a country, monetary policies and policies
affecting the functionings of financial institutions would be considered
important by investors.In these areas,Thailand offers very attractive
arrangements and a financial environment that would strongly support
investment flows from outside. The important features of the monetary
and financial-institution policy outlooks in Thailand can be described
as follows.

4.1 Monetary stability inflation

The success of Thailand in containing inflation while
maintaining high economic growth is attributable to the caution and
consistency in the conduct of sound monetary policy, which is guided by
the monetary aggregate targets deterined by the authorities' objectives
on inflation, growth, and the balance of payments.

From the record of the macroeconomic management of
Thailand, monetary stability in the domestic economy was outstanding.
Thai policy-makers have been quite careful about the damages of
uncontrolled inflation and have tried their best to keep it down.
Monetary expansion have been kept within the bounds of the economic
growth of the country throughout the years (Table 6). This tendency to
manage monetary growth safely is part of the Thai economic hallmark,
which investors can count on its continuity and practice into the future.

The chief monetary policy instruments used, besides the
controlled monetary aggregates as mentioned, are Bank of Thailand
operations in the repurchase market; lendings by the Bank of Thailand;
and the Bank's moral situation. The Bank of Thailand also influences
monetary conditions through its intervention in the exchange market.

4.2 Currency soundness

Thailand's currency,i.e. the baht, is managed by policies
which ensure its soundness (Table 7). Four fundamental practices and
policies in this respect are kept in place that ensures this. First,the
baht as a currency is kept internationally convertible by ensuring that
not more than 20% of the currency circulating can be backed up by
domestic securities and that not less than 60% of the backing up must
be in international assets and securities. Today, with the country's
international reserve rising to more than the US$22 billion level,
the proportion of the international assets of the baht is closer to 90%.

Second, the stability of the baht in terms of its pegging
arrangement is very high. The baht is pegged to a basket of the
currencies of the world's international trade and Thailand's important
trade partners, which has kept the baht quite clear of the chronic
global currency volatility. Moreover,the monetary authorities constantly
monitor world monetary developments and ensure that the baht's exchange
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rate arrangement is adjusted quickly enough to avoid unacceptable
external disturbances.As such, investors are not put under the undue
pressure of external factors.

Third, the extent of the Government's annual budget
deficit is circumscribed by law not to exceed 20% of the budget amount
plus the repayment of debt principals. This practice, in effect,
ensures that the currency cannot be weakened and destroyed by run-away
Government budget deficit.

Fourth, regulations concerning the behavior of public
sector borrowings ensure that foreign resources are not overly relied
upon and that the debt service burden at any one time is not too high.
This practice helps to guard the soundness of the Thai baht in
matters concerning the currency's external position.

4.3 International reserve composition and management

Thailand 's international reserve level is presently over
US$22 billion which can reasonably support our international trade
and investment payments lag equivalent in imports term to a little over
six months. (Table 8) The authorities' practice in this matter has always
been to maintain the reserve level equivalent to between 3-6 months of
import. Since the baht's basket pegging arrangement from 1984 and
the event of the 1985 Plaza Accord currency realignment,the international
reserve level of Thailand has been rising steadily to the present
level. Reserve management has emphasized diversification and stability in
relation to world trade and currency arrangements.The management of the
reserve reinforces the broader policy to attract investments from
the different parts of the world,while the reserve balance indirectly
ensures a stable currency environment for foreign investors.

4.4 Financial infrastructure

Thailand's financial infrastructure (Table 9) has
several competitive features which make it very much supportive of
foreign investment flows. The commercial-banking services are available
at the international-standard level. Commercial banks are steadily
enlarging their scopes of businesses in order to serve customers better.
Recently, the banks have expanded to provide international banking
businesses. Of the 15 domestic commercial banks, 8 have international
networks, with branches, representative offices and agencies in 13
countries. There are 14 foreign bank branches in the country which help
to link up with world financial centers. Recently, 20 mew foreign banks
have been granted BIBF operations.

In addition to the commercial banks, there are also
near-bank financial institutions. There are 94 of these companies and
they offer wide ranging financial services . The remaining financial
institutions, accounting for about 15 percent of the financial system's
total assets, include various government-owned financial institutions
(namely the Government Savings Banks,which mobilizes household savings;
the Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC), which
makes loans to the agricultural sector; and the Government Housing
Bank, which helps individuals to purchase houses);the Industrial Finance
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Corporation of Thailand (IFCT),a privately owned development institution
financed primarily through foreign borrowings (with government
guarantees); savings and agricultural cooperatives; credit foncier
companies; life insurance companies; and pawnshops.

In addition to the aLove financial institutions, there
are financial markets (the interbank market being the principal short-
term market) intermediating the liquidity needs of the system.
Supporting these financial flows, the Bank of Thailand operates
a repurchase market for liquidity adjustments.

4.5 Official financial incentives

The Thai financial system is essentially a market-based
system. Therefore, price signals very much reflect the forces of demand
and supply in the financial market. As the Thai economy links up
more and more with international markets, it is difficult to
ignore external competitive forces. Therefore, financial authorities in
principle keep away from creating market-conflicting practices,including
giving financial incentives which are not deemed to be desirable.

However, certain basic considerations are in order. As an
important policy, the repatriation of profits and earnings of the
investments made is permitted and guaranteed by the Investment Promotion
Law. The convertibility of the baht was strengthened in 1990 when the
Government declared Thailand an Article 8 member of the IMF, which
effectively removed all impediments on current transactions in the external
account. In addition, the authorities have removed many restrictions in
the capital account, thus widening the scope for unhindered flows of
capital.

For investments in export-oriented or export-related
sectors, the investors can enjoy certain financial facilities provided
by the Bank of Thailand for export. This facility is going to be
improved shortly by the Government setting up the Export-Import Bank of
Thailand to undertake the financing of export and overseas investment
by domestic businesses.

4.6 Domestic money market and international linkages

Over the past 4-5 years, the Government has been liberalizing
the financial sector in order to enhance its performance in the new
global and domestic envlronment. Many of the measures 'auplemented helped
to transform the domestic money and other financial markets along modern
practices and increased their efficiency. For example , in 1987, the
authorities removed restrictions on interest rate movements in the
banking system. (Table 10) Foreign exchange transactions were liberalized,
namely, foreign exchange earners were allowed to open foreign exchange
accounts with commercial banks in Thailand up to $500,000 for individuals
and $5 million for corporations. Thai investors can freely transfer up
to $5 million abroad for direct investment. The package also permits free
repatriation of investment funds, including dividends and loan
repayments, without the prior approval of the Bank of Thailand.
The scope for commercial bank to approve foreign exchange transactions
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without seeking prior approval from the Bank of Thailand was also increased.

The remaining restrictions are now only limited to resident
purchases of property, financial instruments, and equity abroad, which
are subject to prior approval by the Bank of Thailand.

4.7 Financial instruments for investors

To offer investors full opportunities in the market, the
Thai financial system offers a wide range of instruments to back up and
assist transactions of the investors. Channels for investing in the
short-term money market, near-term financial markets and long-term
markets include the CD's, commercial notes and paper, bonds, debentures
and other instruments. Table 11 shows the transactions ln financial
instruments in 1990.

Table 6 : Money. Credit and Inflation
(% increase)

CPI M1 K2 Credit

1980 19.7 12.8 22.5 18.8
1981 12.7 3.2 16.3 16.8
1982 5.2 6.8 24.2 22.4
1963 3.8 5.2 23.8 25.6
1984 0.9 7.0 19.4 17.1
1985 2.4 -3.3 10.3 8.4
1986 1.9 20.4 13.4 6.1
1987 2.5 28.0 20.2 17.6
1988 3.8 12.2 18.2 15.6
1989 5.4 17.6 26.3 19.8
1990 6.0 11.8 26.7 26.9
1991 5.7 13.8 19.8 24.0
1992 4.1 18.0 17.0 19.0

Source: Bank of Thailand

Tb Z _ Exchange Rates. 1980-1991
(in baht)

SDR US$

1980 26.31 20.48
1981 26.77 21.82
1982 25.37 23.00
1983 24.08 23.00
1984 26.61 23.64
1985 29.27 27.16
1986 31.96 26.30
1987 35.57 25.72
1988 33.97 25.29
1989 33.76 25.70
1990 35.98 25.58
1991 36.16 25.52

Source : International Financial Statistics , IMF
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Table 8 : Thailand's International Reserve and Composition. 12980-1990
(Unit: US$ million)

Foreign Reserve SDR's Gold Total Value of
Exchange Position Reserve Import

at the IMF and Gold

1980 1,552 - 8 1,466 3,026 9,967

1981 1,671 - 61 995 2,727 10,713
1982 1,513 - 25 1,114 2,652 9,186
1983 1,561 30 16 949 2,556 11,034
1984 1,890 28 2 768 2,689 11,096
1985 2,157 32 1 813 3,003 10,160
1986 2,736 35 33 972 3,776 10,219
1987 3,906 41 60 1,204 5,211 14,361
1988 5,906 39 61 1,015 7,112 21,337
1989 9,461 38 16 993 10,508 27,127
1990 13,247 45 13 968 14,273 35,700

Source : International Financial Statistics , IMF
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Table 10 : Important Financial Rates

(%)

Year Discount rate Honey Market Government
Rate Bond Yield

1980 13.50 14.66 13.00
1981 14.50 17.25 13.06
1982 12.50 14.95 13.85
1983 13.00 12.15 11.13
1984 12.00 13.58 12.41
1985 11.00 13.48 12.11
1986 8.00 8.07 9.11
1987 8.00 5.91 7.48
1988 8.00 8.66 7.50
1989 8.00 -
1990 12.00

Source: Bank of Thailand

Table 11 : Transactions in Financial Instruments

(in billion baht)
AsiggoAS

Short-term instruments 44.6
Treasury bills 25.7
Commercial paper 17.2
Certificates of deposit 0.1
Notes 1.6

Long-term instruments 40.8
Government bonds 11.3
State enterprises bonds 6.7
Bank of Thailand bonds 13.4
Debentures 2.4
Floating rate notes 7.0

Source: Bank of Thailand
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5. Fiscal and Tax Policies

5.1 BOI and investment pronotion measures

The Board of Investment (BOI) is the principal government agency
providing incentives to stimulate investment in Thailand. The BOI also
conducts extensive investment promotion activities both in Thailand and
abroad. The summary of incentives under the Investment Promotion Act B.E.
2520 (1977), as amended by the Investment Promotion Act (No. 2) B.E. 2534
(1991) is shown as Annex A.

5.2 Type of taxes in Thailand affecting foreign investment.

The following taxes more or less influence the flow of foreign
investment. Details of each tax are shown as Annex B.

5.2.1 The Corporate Income Tax
5.2.2 The Petroleum Income Tax
5.2.3 The Individual Income Tax
5.2.4 The Non-Resident Withholding Taxes
5.2.5 The Value-Added Tax
5.2.6 The Import Duties
5.2.7 The Export Duties
5.2.8 The Excise Taxes
5.2.9 Other taxes

- the stamp duty

5.2.10 Local Government Taxes

a. The House & Rent Tax
b. The Land Development Tax
c. Local government taxes on goods & services

5.2.11 Tax Incentives

The progress Thailand achieved over the years has significantly
altered the economic structure of the country. Industrial output has
now exceeded agricultural output in the GDP. The Ministry of Finance
has embarked upon a complete overhaul of the tax structure since 1991.
The underlying philosophy behind these reforms can be described as follow.

1. To improve the competitiveness and the investment climate of
the Thai economy.

2. To promote the efficiency of production.
3. To promote sound financial market development.
4. To assure equitable and transparent tax treatment and tax

compliance.
5. To put Thailand in a proper light as a responsible member of the

global society by further liberalizing tariff duties consistent with
international obligations such as GATT.

5.3 Effectiveness. pros and cons of tax incentives

5.3.1 Views and Opinions on the Adequacy of Tax Incentives
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Two opposing views and opinions on the adequacy of tr,x
incentives are coexisting in Thailand. The first view is that the incentive

package granted by the BOI Act is quite adequate and in fact a degree of
redundancy exists.

Those who take this view have the following reasons.

1. Investment decision depends on the tax factor as well as
a number of non-tax factors. The significance of the tax factor is
substantially diluted by the influences of other non-tax factors.
Political stability, the adequacy of necessary infrastructures, the
availability of financial infrastructure and the strength of labor unions,
among others, are non-tax factors that play a pivotal role in determining
investment decision. Investors generally have far-sighted business outlook
so that they take account of the overall picture want of the economy
in which they want to invest.

2. If the investment decision has already been made,
granting more tax incentives become redundant. This argument may stem
from the fact that foreign investors have to invest in Thailand to maintain
the market share of their products because their competitors become
increasingly dominant or threaten to capture the whole market share.

3.Tax incentives induce unfair competition between
enterprises in general who pay full tax and promoted enterprises who have
the privileges of paying tax at reduced rates or beirg exempt from tax. In
this connection, small Thai businesses tend not to be able to compete with
large promoted companies. This, as a result, may create detrimental
effects or even destroy the potential foundation of the Thai economy.

4. Tax incentives result in losses of revenue, invite
retaliation by other countries (in case of export firms) and unnecessarily
make the general tax rate too high.

The second view is that tax incentives granted under the
Investment Promotion Act B.E. 2520 are not adequate and not attractive
enough to induce foreign investment. These officials see that promoted
firms are firms which are preferred and deserved having privileges.

5.3.2 Redundancy Rate

A study by the Industrial Management Company (IMC) on Fiscal
Implication of Investment Incentives & Promotion Efficiency found that
the redundancy rate is 70%. The redundancy rate is the proportion of
promoted investment which would have occurred without promotion.

Trhe study first investigated the average financial rates of
return for promoted and non-promoted firms and found that the average
financial rate of return for promoted firms was 21.4% and that for non-
promoted firms was 20.2%. The difference is therefore less than 2%. Next,
the opportunity cost of capital is supposed to be the rate of interest at
which enterprises could borrow or lend in the money market and is assumed
to be at 15%. Thus any promoted enterprises now carrying a financial rate
of return of X% could not have existed without the promotion if X-2% is
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less than 15%, the opportunity cost of capital. In other words, any
promoted enterprises carrying a financial rate of return below 17% needed
the promotion for their existence, and those carrying rates equal to or
higher than 17% should have existed even without the promotion. Based on
the available data, the study found that 31% of the promoted activities had
financial rates of return below 17% so the redundancy rate is 69% or
approximately 70%.

5.3.3 Abuses of Tax Holidays

In a survey conducted by the INC for the Fiscal and Tax
Policy Division, Fiscal Policy Office, MOF, promoted enterprises ranked tax
holidays as the third important incentive. The tax holidays measure is
ranked number three because many firms do not make profits during the
period of exemption. Thus tax holidays were not effectively used.

However, losses incurred during the holidays period can
be carried over to the p-riod after the holidays and are allowed to
be deducted from the profit of any year for five years following
the holidays period. This provision invites abuses because firms can
claim losses during the holidays period and carry their losses over to the
period after the holidays. During the tax holidays period, tax audits and
investigations are normally not done.

Another possible abuse of tax holidays is the transferring
of profits from non promoted activities to the promoted activities. Under
this arrangement, the firm will illegitimately reduce its tax payments in
respect of its non-promoted activities. Incidences of this type of abuses
are found from time to time. The amount of tax involved is difficult to
quantified.

5.4 Roles of tax treaties in removing obstacles to FDI

Tax treaties are bilateral agreements, the contents of which vary
from one agreement to another. However, negotiations are usually settled
not far from the standard Thai draft which is somewhat similar to the
UN model. Thus it could be said that, generally, the DTA would have the
following effects on the basic tax rates and rules.

5.4.1 Income from the Operation of Aircraft in International
Traffic

Without the DTA, the income tax rate on the operation of
aircraft in international traffic is 3% of the gross sales. Under the DTA,
this rate is reduced by half to 1.5%. This reduction is only applicable to
the operation of aircraft but not to the operation of ship in international
traffic.

5.4.2 Dividend

Without the DTA, dividends paid by a Thai company to
nonresident individuals are taxed at the progressive income tax rates
ranging from 5% to 37%. Dividends paid by a Thai company to nonresident
company are subject to a withholding tax of 10%.
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Under the DTA, dividends paid by a Thai company to
nonresident individuals are treated as prescribed by domestic tax laws.
However,the tax rate must not exceed the cap as stipulated by the DTA.

5.4.3 Interests

Without the DTA interests paid to foreign individuals and
foreign companies are subject to a withholding tax at a rate of 15%.
Interests paid to foreign government are exempt from tax.

Under the DTA, interest paid to the financial institutions of
the treaty partner is capped at 10% whereas interest paid to all other
residents of the treaty partner is capped at 25%. Interest paid to the
government of the treaty partner is exempt from tax in Thailand.

5.4.4 Royalties

Without the DTA, royalties arising in Thailand and paid to a
resident individual is taxed in Thailand at progressive rates, 5% to 37%. A
standard deduction of 20% but not more than B 20,000 is allowed. Royalties
paid to foreign corporation are taxed at the rate of 25%.

Under the DTA, royalties paid to individuals or corporations
who are the residents of the treaty partner are generally taxed at a reduced
rate of 15%. For DTA with some countries (Germany, France, Netherlands), a
special reduced rate of 5% is applicable to literary, artistic or
scientific work.

5.4.5 Business Profits

The DTA has limited the power of Thailand to tax business
profits by providing two different rules.

First, the DTA introduces the concept of Permanent
Establishment (PE) and specifies that a foreign company from the treaty
partner country shall pay tax in Thailand on business profit only when the
company has a PE situated in Thailand. The scope of the concept of PE is
smaller than that of the concept of carrying on business in Thailand under
Art. 76 b is of the Thai Revenue Code.

Second, Art. 65 ter (14) of the Revenue Code prohibits
deduction of expenses which are not made specifically for activities
performed in Thailand. However, the DTA specifies that, in the computation
of profit of a PE, general executive and administrative expenses are
allowed to be deducted whether the expenses are paid in or outside Thailand.
This means that certain expenses of the headquarters may be deducted as
expenditure of a branch.

5.4.6 Treaty Partners

Thailand has signed tax treaties with 25 countries.
Treaties which are now enforced are treaties with Sweden, Japan, Norway,
Denmark, Germany, France, Netherlands, Korea, Singapore, Italy, Pakistan,
United Kingdom Belgium, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Poland, Canada,
India, Austria, Finland, China, Romania, Ireland, and Vietnam.
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5.5 ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) and foreign investment

During the last two years, the flow of foreign investment slowed
down to some extent as a result of the slump of the global economy. To
attract foreign investment, Thailand needs to adjust its role in response
to the fastchangingdevelopments in the world economic environment.
Regional economic integration becomes a must that all players need to
get involved. The European Coinmnmity has made great strides in their
path towards an Economic and Monetary Union, which will govern a market
of over 320 million one of people having one of the highest purchasing
power in the world. The upcoming ratification of the North American
Free Trade Agreement is expected to create another equally large
and dynamic trading area.

NAFTA is poised to greatly enhance the prospect of the North
American economies and attract huge foreign investments to that region. The
emergence of former, centrally planned economies and their embrace of
capitalism will not only add a new impetus to world trade,but will also
increase our challenge to attract foreign sources of funds. These
developments, together with the uncertainty associated with the Uruguay
Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations, make it necessary and urgent for
ASEAN to achieve AFTA objectives. Through the opening up of our markets and
the pooling of resources, ASEAN,coznprising 325 million people with an
average income is about US$ 1,100 can maintain its attractiveness to local
and foreign investors, and thus improve its position in the global
production process and world trade.

To successfully implement AFTA and thereby attract foreign
investment, Thailand has to reform tariff structure in conformity with the
Common Effective Preferential Tariff (CEPT) Agreement. In addition,
Thailand is now in the process of reforming the whole structure of tariff
to be consistent with GATT. All of these measures are regarded as general
investment provision bestowed undiscriminatingly upon all investors. In so
doing, the costs of production to producers locating their companies in
Thailand will be substantially curtailed. This may be one of the key
determinants of investment decision in Thailand.

Turning to Indochina, the opening up of Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam
to foreign investment is a significant initial step in the path towards
integrating Indochina into the world economy . Thailand recognizes the
importance of this development, and will lend assistance in this crucial
integration process. Indeed, the enlarged economic linkages and
interdependence will serve as a binding force for Southeast Asian nations
in the maintenance and promotion of regional peace, foreign investment, and
prosperity.

5.6 Philosophy and trend of providing_promotional privileges

Current investment promotional measures can be classified as
follow.

1. General measures. These measures, among others, include tariff
structure reform, establishment of special investment promotion zone and
construction of necessary infrastructures. Such measures have advantages
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in terms of neutrality and fairness. As well, they are appropriate measures
to solve the problem permanently.

2.SRecific measures. These measures are streamlined in
accordance with the Investment Promotion Act B.E. 2520 (1977) comprising
various investment incentives. The government can utilize such measures to
specifically promote target activities. On the other side of the coin,
specific measures are unfair to small businesses that do not ask for or are
ineligible for investment promotion. These measures inevitably create
distortion on the decisions of business firms thereby resulting in
inefficient resource allocation in the long run.

The BOI is now putting an emphasis on promoting two main
activities, namely encouraging industries to be set up in the regions
outside Bangkok and promoting export enterprises. In addition, the BOI
takes full account of spill-over effects on environment created by promoted-
investment project, technology transfer and development, employment
opportunities, and foreign exchange earning.

In the past, the Thai government utilized the Investment
Promotion Act to promote specific activities by providing tax exemptions or
deductions. When export promotion policy replaced import substitution
policy, the government needs to adjust investment promotional policy in
such a way that it should be more general. There are five reasons that
cause the government to change its strategy.

First, it is increasingly difficult to utilize tariff barriers
and non-tariff barriers as measures to promote investment since the world
economy is now more open. As a result, every country is forced to reduce
the level of domestic protection. Second, the US and EC tend to use various

forms of trade retaliation including countervailing duty (CVD) and
anti-dumping (AD)against their trading partners which may substantially
nullify the effec-t of investment promotional measures. Third, in
the past, investment incentives under Investment Promotion Act are mainly
bestowed upon export-related projects and large projects which require
a lot of capital. In this connection, small Thai businesses tend not
to be able to compete with large promoted businesses. This may create a
detrimental effect on the foundation of the Thai economy. Fourth, specific
investment promotional incentives result in loss of government revenue
and give rise to monitoring problem from the part of government officials
responsible for keeping track of promoted firms. Fifth,specific incentives
for encouraging enterprises to operate in the regions out of Bangkok worked
in the short run but in the long run they did not fulfill the objective
since after the promoted period expired there were still insufficient
necessary infrastructures. The government did not fully equip such
important elements of investment for those promoted enterprises.

Due to the above shortcomings of specific promotional measures,
the government has set new trend of providing promotional privileges as
follows. First, the government will set clear policy guidelines putting an
emphasis on providing general promotional privileges rather than specific
promotional incentives. Some of the measures already implemented were,
among others,there placement of out-of-date business tax with the
value-added
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tax and across-the-board reduction of import duty on machinery to 5%. In

so doing, tax structure will be more neutral and fairer to small businesses
or firms that do not receive promotional privileges. Other measures that
will be implemented in the near future would be the reform of the whole
tariff structure in line with AFTA agreement and GATT. As a result, the
cost of production will be lowered since import duty on raw materials will
be substantially reduced so that the competitiveness of Thai exports
increases.

If all of the above measures are in place, promotional
privileges stated in Investment Promotion Act are no longer necessary.
Second, Antidumping Law should be reformed in such a way that it is more
flexible, practical, and enforceable so that the government can cope with
external pressure of unfair practice under the trade liberalization
environment. Finally, regarding promotion enterprises setting up plants in
the regions outside of Bangkok,effective measures that will not create
burden to the government and the economy in the long run would be the
following:-

First, the government should have systematic plan of
infrastructural development in order to equip concerned investors with
sufficient infrastructures. As well, investment plan should be consistent
with infrastructural development plan. Specifically, appropriate and sonmd
measures that will not have long run problem will be the establishment of
scores of industrial estate in the target areas. Second, the government
must contain spill-over and environmental effects in each target
jurisdiction at minimum or, if not possible, demarcate specific investment
area together with strict environmental control. Third, the government
should have resource planning including human resources, emigration, and
community setup in acco-rdance with the National Social and Economic
Development Plan. Finally, general promotional privileges should not
entail problems to the officials whose responsibility is to monitor,
supervise, or evaluate the promoted projects.

6. Government Policies on External Borrowing and Debt Management

6.1 Policies on public external borrowing to meet the
domestic fund reguirement

In order to sustain high rates of economic growth while domestic
funding was not sufficient, the Government of Thailand had to rely on
external sources of funds to finance the development activities of the
country. Taking into account the required size of external funding as well
as consistency with the development directions at the given period, the Thai
Government was able to implement the infrastructural development projects as
well as achieve debt management performance in time along with the
fast-changing international economy. This, in turn, also helped
maintain Thailand's creditworthiness in world financial markets.

6.2 Transfer of new technology attached with foreign borrowing

Public external borrowing of Thailand in a systematic and
continued manner started with the First National Economic Development Plan
issued in 1961. During the period of the first four Development Plans, most
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of the foreign loans were committed with the multilateral sources : the
World Bank and the Asian Development Bank, as these sources also provided
technical assistance for project formulation and follow-up of
implementation. Thanks to this assistance, not only the objectives of these
development projects of the Government and State Enterprises financed by the
loans were achieved, but the executing agencies also obtained knowledge and
skill to implement large-scale projects requiring sophisticated
technology. At the beginning of Thailand's development process, transfer of
technology as a part of the foreign loans played an important role in
upgrading capability of staff for the public sector. As a result, most of
the development targets set up by the first four Plans were successfully
attained.

6.3 Borrowing programme

As the public external borrowing directly affected the financial
position of the country in gen-ral, the Government then had to bring into
consideration the fund requirement of the private sector as well as the
status of domestic savings in establishing external borrowing program
for each fiscal year. In the Fifth Development Plan, the ceiling of annual
external borrowing was set up for the first time at US$ 2,400 million or the
total of US$ 12,000 million for the whole period of the Plan. This
considerably high ceiling encouraged the public sector to seek funding from
external sources while allowing more availability of domestic funds to the
private sector.

However, due to the global economic recession during the Fifth
Plan period, the external borrowing ceiling therefore had to be restricted
to a lower level so as not to produce adverse effects on the financial
stability as well as the creditworthiness of the country. Private
participation in infrastructural investment and environment conservation was
also emphasized in order to alleviate the Government's burden in national
development.

6.4 Formulation of debt ceilin2-. DReDmeut. refinancing to imrove
balance of payment. debt service ratio. formulation of national budget

During the period of the Sixth Development Plan, the external
borrowing ceiling was set up for each fiscal year as follows

1987 US$ 1,000 million
1988 US$ 1,000 million
1989 US$ 1,200 million
1990 US$ 1,500 million
1991 US$ 2,000 million

In accordance with the above-mentioned ceilings, the Government
formulated an annual external borrowing program for each fiscal year, which
includes development projects selected according to the following
criteria: consistency with the National Development Plans or the operational
plans of the borrowers in case of the State Enterprises, project approval
by the Cabinet, urgency as well as readiness of the projects. Therefore,
the projects eligible to obtain foreign loans had to be considered and
approved by various agencies, i.e. implementing agencies, NESDB as a
planning agency and Ministry of Finance as an agency responsible for
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public borrowing. This procedure, sometimes taking certain time, had
however ensured the feasibility and successful performance of the projects.

During the period of the First to the Sixth Plan, 69.67% of
foreign loans were committed to finance the economic infrastructural
projects in the sectors of transport and conmmication, energy and other
public utilities, while only few of social development projects received
loans from foreign sources.

At present, development of the social sector, human resources and
natural resources has been given more priority. It is therefore likely that
these sectors would obtain more foreign loans than in the past.

Public external borrowing during the First and the Fourth
Development Plans was in response to the requirement of development
projects. At the end of the Fourth Plan, the Thai economy had to face the
global economic recession which resulted in deteriorating fiscal position,
rising debt service ratio (debt burden/foreign earning) which surpassed the
ceiling of 9% as well as problems of debt bunching.

6.5 Issuance of commercial Raper in foreign markets to improve
credit rating and attract foreign investors

Accordingly, the Thai Government had to adjust its policy on debt
management to comply with the changing situation of interest rates and
exchange rates by setting up the following targets :

1) reduction of cost of borrowing or maintenance of debt service
burden not to be higher than the cost at the comitment time,

2) provision of loans with most favorable terms,
3) maintenance of creditworthiness at the level acceptable to the

international financial institutions and markets,
4) restructuring of the repayment schedule so that the debt

service would not create too much burden,
5) restructuring of the foreign debt portfolio to conform with

the position of international reserves and exchange loss management.

Measures of the Government to obtain these targets included
refinancing, interest and currency swaps in order to reduce borrowing cost
and alleviate problems of bunching. Prepayment was also done to reduce the
stock of debt. Consequently, the fiscal position in terms of foreign debt
became more stable. This success was well recognized in international
financial markets and encouraged the Thai Government to get access to more
coimercial sources of finance. Thailand then was one of the first countries
in Southeast Asia to be able to issue short-term bonds in European markets
and long-term bonds in the United States. The creditworthiness of the
country was approved by Moody and Standard & Poor.

6.6 Impacts

Due to the policy of the Government to support private
investment both in the development projects and in foreign countries, the
private sector imported more funds from abroad. As of September 30, 1992,
foreign borrowing of the private sector accounted for 20.12% of GDP while
public borrowing was only 11.19% of GDP. It is clearly seen that the Thai
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private sector earns more confidence from foreign markets, which would allow
more opportunity to foreign investors to invest in joint venture projects.

7. Thai CaRital Market

The development of the Thai capital market has concentrated on
creating a proper legal, fiscal, and institutional framework conducive to
increasing the volume and efficiency of the flow of financial resources.
The salient features of the capital market can be described as follows.

7.1 Recent development of the stock market and computerization

The Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) started its operation
in 1975. Since then the Thai securities industry has proven itself to
be leading in sustained growth. Many measures and instruments have been
implemented by the government recently to encourage further development of
the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET). The SET introduced the
computerized trading system and the automated matching process named
"ASSET" (the Automated System for the Stock Exchange of Thailand) in
April 1991 in order to provide efficiency and fairness to all investors.
With this system, all executed orders can be confirmed to participating
brokers within seconds and since the end of 1992 the computerized
trading capacity is upgraded to 200,000 transactions per hour.
Furthermore, a variety of information service is provided to all
investors allowing them better decision makings.

7.2 The establishment of SEC

In 1992, the Government enacted a new securities law and
established a permanent supervisory for the securities industry.
This structure helped to lessen the confusion in practice for
practitioners, especially listed companies and brokerage firms. -

Entry into securities markets and related activities were monitored
more closely .

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) formulated
policies to promote and develop, as well as to supervise, matters
concerning securities, securities businesses, the Stock Exchange,
over-the-counter centers and related businesses, issue of offers of
securities for sale to the public, acquisition of securities for
business take-overs, and prevention of unfair securities trading practices.

7.3 Other Modernization Measures

The Securities and Exchange Commission also acted to
address the following issues :-

(1) Clarifying the roles of primary and secondary markets

The SEC is responsible for regulating and supervising
the primary market while the secondary market is left to the Stock
Exchange. The SET would concentrate on the trading of listed securities,
while matters concerning primary issues rest with the SEC and the
Office of the SEC.
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(2) Restructuring the authorities and responsibilities of
the SET

As the secondary market function is now left to the SET,
some regulatory functions which used to be the power of the SET are
transferred to the SEC. In addition, the power to grant listing
approval that used to be the power of the Ministry of Finance is now
vested in the SET. This will encourage the SET to become a fully self-
regulated organization.

(3) Providing the facilities and flexibility to companies in
issuing new instruments

Prior to the SEC Act, the process of making on initial
public offering was complicated to issuers. Moreover, non-quoted
limited companies were not allowed to issue debt instruments. Under the
provision of the SEC Act, an eligible issuer of shares and equity-
related securities will be restricted to a promoter of a public company.
On the other hand, an issuer of debt instruments can be both a public
company or a limited company. Significant importance has also been
placed upon the disclosure of information by issuers. For this purpose,
the issuers must disclose as much reliable information as possible to
investors by filing registration statements and draft prospectuses with
the Office of the SEC. Furthermore, other instruments such as
convertibles, warrants and secured debentures are also recognized as the
instruments in mobilizing funds to companies.

(4) Introducing the concepts of trustee

In order to provide better investor protection and lay
foundations for the supervision of securitization, the concepts of
investors representatives or trustees are adopted, especially in the
business of mutual fund management. The law requires that a mutual fund
must be registered as a juristic person. A "mutual fund supervisor',
which is equivalent to a trustee, must be appointed to ensure that the
securities company manages the mutual fund in accordance with the rules
and regulations.

(5) Allowing the establishment of over-the-counter markets

The SEC Act also provides a procedure to set up an OTC
to facilitate the trading of unlisted securities. As mentioned earlier,
public offering of securities must proceed through the Office of the SEC.
After that the issuer can apply to the SET to list their securities. If
the securities cannot be listed in the SET, they can be traded in the OTC
market. The OTC market is in the process of being set up.

(6) Establishing futures and options markets

In order to provide both local and foreign investors
with hedging instruments, the SEC Act has provisions for setting up the
futures and options markets. However, it requires a separate bill to
supervise and regulate these markets.

(7) Providing new securities business opportunities
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Securities business is now under the supervision of the SEC
while the Bank of Thailand retains the power to supervise finance
companies. It is noted that the law also provides the opportunity for
other types of financial institutions (e.g. commercial banks and finance
companies) to take part in securities businesses if given the license
by the Minister of Finance. Furthermore, private fund management is a new
securities business designed to accommodate the need of major investors
who wish to have professionals to manage their money especially in
securities investment.

(8) Supervision and enforcement of securities business

Unfair securities trading practices are criminal
offenses with severe penalties under the SEC Act. The investigation in
this matter is the power of the Office of the SEC, the independent
regulatory body. This is crucial since the effectiveness of the law
depends largely on the effectiveness of the enforcement.

It can be said that the enactment of the securities law
and the independent regulatory body underlined Thailand's our intention
to bring all regulations covering the supervision and development of
financial and equity markets under the unified system. Furthermore,
it creates not only new business opportunities in the Thai financial
market but also surveillance and enforcement mechanisms for preventing
market manipulations and insider trading.

7.4. Foreign garticiRation in the SET

In the past, efforts to attract foreign direct investment
have received more attention than efforts to attract portfolio
investment. Consequently, portfolio investment has only become popular
recently in response to the provision of incentives and the favorable
outlook for the market in Thailand as in other countries. Foreign trading
volume has been increasing gradually over the years, especially in 1992
when the volume almost doubled for that year.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN SET

Year Foreign Investment
(million baht) of Total Turnover

1982 238.35 2.05
1983 338.91 1.83
1984 1,185.27 5.51
1985 1,596.05 4.84
1986 4,617.20 7.76
1987 25,501.10 10.36
1988 40,276.07 12.86
1989 97,284.96 12.90
1990 180,673.52 14.40
1991 130,162.55 8.21
1992 267,987.12 7.20
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Although the Thai stock market is attractive to foreign
investors as an emerging market with sound opportunities to invest, there
are still obstacles restricted foreign investment, i.e. foreign
ownership of Thai securities is subject to certain legal limit. However,
release of stockholding limits for foreigners is a sensitive issue
as the authorities realize that market openness can also at times
make the domestic market more susceptible to overseas volatility. The
prime examples of volatility are the rapid changes of the market during
the first three quarters of 1987 and the 'Black Monday' of October 1987
when the SET suffered a major setback along with other stock markets.

In order to minimize market fluctuations due to openness,
the authorities have supported the setting up of more on-shore funds and
additional overseas funds for the purpose of mobilizing foreign funds
for portfolio investment. At present, there are 10 on-shore funds
managed by the Mutual Fund Company and accounted for US$ 719 million.
There are also 4 off-shore funds totalling US$ 292 million. It is hoped
that these types of organized investment will provide more stability
than individual investments which can at times be speculative.

7.5 DeveloDment of new instruments

In order to encourage a variety of securities for
investors, the promotion of new instruments is now in the process.
American Depository Receipts (ADRs) and International Depository
Receipts(IDRs)have been lately introduced for Thai companies. Besides
warrants and convertibles which are now listed on the SET, non-voting
shares and limited voting right shares for foreign investors are also
under consideration of the SET and authorities concerned. It is
expected that the development of these instruments will more or less
relieve the problem of foreign investment in those companies in which
foreign ownership has reached its ceiling. In addition, as the SEC Act
allows for the establishment of futures and options markets, their
establishment is also being studied in order to provide both local and
foreign investors with hedging instruments.

7.6 The encouragement of debt market

Prior to the SEC Act, the issue of debentures was
limited to only listed comppanies and some of state enterprises.
Therefore, there are only 18 debentures issued by 5 listed companies
trading in the SET. Since the returns of these debentures are not
attractive to investors, their trading volume in the SET has been fairly
low in general.

To encourage the debt market as well as to provide
facilities and flexibility to companies in mobilizing funds, the SEC Act
allows both public and private companies to issue debentures and secured
debentures with the approval of the Office of the SEC. It is noted that
before the enactment of the SEC Act, there are only 2 listed companies
applying for the approval from the Office of the SEC to issue debentures.
With this new regulation, it is hoped that the development of the debt
market will be enhanced.
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7.7 Institutional investors

Besides promoting local institutional investors,
the Ministry of Finance has revised and amended the Revenue Code to
provide tax incentives to corporations and their employees in setting
up provident funds. In addition, the Ministry of Finance has cooperated
with the Ministry of Commerce in revising the ministerial regulations
issued by Ministry of Commerce to allow insurance companies to invest
more widely in the securities listed on the SET.

Furthermore, the Ministry of Finance has granted more mutual
fund management licenses to financial institutions in order to increase
the competition in this business. Historically, the mutual fund
management license was granted to only one company, i.e. the
Mutual Fund Company Ltd. (MFC) which was established in 1975 as an
affiliate of the Industrial Finance Corporation of Thailand. At that
time, it was not a policy to allow other securities companies to
handle this business as we believed that it would be risky for
investors if we allowed the private sector to handle enormous amounts of
funds mobilized from small investors. But when the market developed
rapidly, this practice was revised by the Ministry of Finance and
the authorities concerned in order to increase long-term investors.
Therefore, in February 1992, the Ministry of Finance allowed other
financial institutions to undertake mutual fund management.

Currently, there are 7 mutual fund management companies
approved by Ministry of Finance. The closed-end funds handled by
these companies amounted to 12,000 million baht. However, they these
companies expected to be able to convert their closed-end funds
into opened-end investment units in order to provide flexibility to both
investors and managers.
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8. Conclusions and Recommendations

Thailand's experience with foreign investment came to the
international attention in the 1988-90 period when the flows of foreign
investment in that period increased at the very high rates of about 52%
per year . Viewed alongside the high economic growth rates of the
country in that same period of about 11.5% per annum, observations
as well as tentative conclusions, were made that the investments were
instrumental in putting Thailand on the high-growth track. Attention
thus turned to the factors which brought all those investment flows from
overseas to Thailand. As the preceding six sub-sections have laid out
the facts and discussed the various aspects related to foreign investment,
the more compelling explanations of Thailand's success in attracting
foreign investment , as well as for the foreign investment boom in
Thailand, lay in the overall policies of the Government, the general
favorable economic environment in the country and the positive social
factors existing in Thailand, as opposed to the strength of the selective
approach to investment promotion.

The specific experience of the 1986-89 should prove the above
point conclusively. The factors which contributed to the performance
of the Government's policies and the improvement and stabilization of the
general economic and social environment are now recognized-as internally
having the strong influences in attracting foreign investment. For
example, the policies and measures to undertake the structural
adjustments of the economy, both as prescribed in Thailand's social and
economic development plans and as advised by the World Bank,
are recognized as contributing significantly to Thailand's readiness to take
on the changed world economic situation after the Plaza Accord in
September 1985. The ensuing drops in the interest rates and the oil prices
in the first half of 1986 merely triggered the dramatic expansions in the
Thai economy continuously for the next four years. The Thai stock market
boomed relentlessly as foreign capital sought safe and profitable
destination and haven. Export took off, in turn triggering the need for
more foreign capital inputs and technology. Gross investment took big
leaps from 1986 on (See Figure 1). Foreign investment, likewise, grew
at very high rates (40-60%) in the years 1987-90 (Figure 2).

The hindsight gives us the benefit to look back and put all
the factors in perspective. In hindsight, the realignment of the major
currencies by the Plaza Accord in September 1985 was the single most
important event affecting the Thai economic and foreign investment boom
in the 1987-90 period. Nonetheless, as mentioned previously, other factors
did also contribute to the high-growth rates of foreign investment
and of the economy, but their overall orders of impacts are judged not
to be more than the event of the realignment.

Finally, for recomendations on private foreign investment
based on Thailand's experience, the following may be mei.tioned.

(a) For the host government, the maintenance of proper and
stable macroeconomic stance for the country is important in order to
create the immediate, economic environment which foreign investors can
have confidence in and be motivated by the opportunities for
successful investment. The maintenance of the general economic and
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social conditions which are conducive to foreign investors are also
important. Additionally, the host government should work on measures
in related areas, specifically, in taxation, financial system
supervision, government finance and capital market regulation and
development, to put in place the appropriate measures for private
foreign investment. From Thailand's experience, these latter measures
would be of general-approach types rather than narrowly focused.
Political stability is also a must that individual country should
cultivate so as to successfully attract foreign Investment.

(b) For the home country, cooperation can be rendered by the
home-country government taking necessary measures with regard to their
industries and investors which prevent investor behavior which is
damaging from the point of view of the global community. Exporting
domestic problems to other countries, including in investment forum,
and creating damages in these other countries should not be the
behavior of the home-country government and investors. Such instances for
example, industries destroying forests which adversely affect the ecological
balance, mercury-poisoning industries, if occurred, should cause some
constructive dialogue between the countries to resolve the conflicts,
inherent and otherwise.

(c) For the multilateral institutions, the encouragement for
balanced economic development should be pursued. Where advanced
countries can render the appropriate cooperation to less advanced
countries, some forums should be constituted in the multilateral
institutions to make that possible.
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AnnexA

Summary of Incentives under the Investment Promotion Act

1. Guarantees
- Against nationalization; competition of new state enterprises; state
monopolization of the sale of products similar to those produced by
promoted person; and price controls permission to export; imports by
government agencies or state enterprises with taxes exempted

2. Protection Measures (subject to justifications and needs)
- Imposition of surcharge on imports at a rate not exceeding 50% of

the CIF value for a period not more than 1 year at a time
- Import ban on competitive products
- Authority by the Chairman to order any assisting actions or tax

relief measures for the benefit of promoted projects

3. Permissions
- To bring in foreign nationals to undertake investment feasibility

studies; and in foreign technicians to work on promoted projects
- To own land for carrying out promoted activities
- To take or remit abroad foreign currency

4. Tax Incentives
- 50% import duty reduction on machinery which is subject to import

duty greater than or equal to 10%
- reduction of up to 90% of import duties on imported raw materials
- Exemption of corporate income taxes for 3 to 8 years with permission

to carry forward losses and deduct them as expenses for up to 5 years
- Exemption of up to 5 years on withholding tax on goodwill, royalties

or fees remitted aboard
- Exclusion from taxable income of dividends derived from promoted

enterprises during the income tax holiday

5. Additional Incentives for Enterprises in the Special Investment
Promotion Zones
- Reduction of 50% of corporate income tax for 5 years after the

termination of a normal income tax holiday or from the date of
income earning

- Allowance to double the cost of transportation, electricity and
water supply for deduction from taxable corporate income

- Allowance to deduct from the taxable corporate income up to 25% of
the investment costs of installing infrastructure facilities for
10 years from the date of income earning

6. Additional Incentives for Export Enterprises
Exemption of import duties on imported raw materials and components
Exemption of import dutJes on re-exported items
Exemption of export duties
Allowance to deduct frox taxable corporate income an amount
equivalent to 5% of an increase in income derived from exports
over the previous years, excluding costs of insurance and
transportation
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Annex B

Taxes Affecting Foreign Investment

5.2.1 The Corporate Income Tax (CIT)

The CIT is imposed on profits of companies registered in
Thailand as well as companies registered abroad but carrying on business
(through branches) in Thailand (resident companies). The CIT is also
imposed on companies registered abroad and not operating in Thailand
(nonresident companies) but only on income derived from sources in Thailand
(See 5.2.4 below). The tax rates on resident companies are 30% of profits
for companies whose stocks listed or not listed in the Stock Exchange of
Thailand (SET).

5.2.2 The Petroleum Income Tax (PIT)

The PIT is imposed on oil companies at the rate of 50% of
their profits. An oil company is defined as a company with a drilling
concession, or a company with a shared interest in a drilling concession,
or a company which exports all crude oil purchased from a company with a
drilling concession. Taxable income composes of (a) income from sales of
petroleum, (b) value of crude oil shipped to oil refinery, (c) value of
crude oil which is paid to the government as royalty, (d) income obtained
through transfer of assets and rights to petroleum concession and business,
and (e) all other incomes obtained in connection with petroleum transaction.
Profits are determined by deduction of expenses permissible by the law from
the total income. Companies subject to PIT are not subject to CIT.

5.2.3 Individual Income Taxation (IIT)

Individual Income Tax is generally imposed on all income of
individuals. These incomes are classified into 8 categories.

- Type of income
1. Income from employment such as wages & salaries.
2. Income by virtue of a post or service rendered.
3. Royalty income such as income derived from goodwill,

copy right etc.
4. Investment income such as interests, dividends and

capital gains.
5. Rental income.
6. Income from professional services.
7. Income of contractors.
8. Income from business, commerce, agriculture, industry,

transport, or other activities not listed above.

- Tax Rates. The IIT rates are progressive ranging from 5%
to 37% as follows :

Table 1 Individual Income Tax Rates

Net income brackets Rates
not exceeding B 100,000 5%

exceeding B 100,000 but not exceeding B 500,000 10%
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* B 500,000 B 1,000,000 20S
* B 1,000,000 B 4,000,000 30%

B 4,000,000 37%

- Allowances
Personal Allowance 30,000 Baht
Spouse allowance 30,000 Baht
Child allowance 15,000 Baht
Education allowance 2,000 Baht
The taxpayer is an estate 30,000 Baht
The taxpayer is a non juristic 30,000 Baht but shall
partnership or body of persons not exceed 60,000 Baht

in total
Insurance Premium allowance actual amount but not

exceed 10,000 Baht
Provident Fund allowance actual amount but not

exceed 10,000 Baht
Social insurance fund allowance actual amount
Interest allowance for residential actual amount but not

purpose exceed 10,000 Baht
Donation allowance amount donated but not

exceed 10% of remainder
of income after the
deduction of all the
preceding allowances

- Treatment of Capital Income

a) Interest

Although the Thai IIT system is generally based on
the global income concept, interest income is specifically treated as
follows :

1. Interests from bank deposits and interest
received from other financial institution are taxed at source at the rate of

15%. The interest earner has an option either to treat the 15% withholding
tax as the final tax and exclude the interest from his income when he files
an annual tax return or to report the amount of interest together with other

income in his annual tax return thereby submitting the interest income to
be taxed at regular progressive tax rates together with other income.

2. Interests from government bonds are taxed at
source at the rate of 15% but only when the rate of interest on government
bond is higher than the rate announced by the Bank of Thailand (BOT) for
saving deposit. In such a case, the tax is charged only on the portion
of interest which is accrued as a resulh of the h'gher rates. The taxpayer
has an option either to treat the withholding tax as final tax or to declare
his interest income in his annual return.

3. Interests from private bonds are taxed at source
at the rate of 15%. The option to treat the withholding tax as final tax or

to declare the interest in the annual tax return is also available.
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4. Interests received from non financial institutions
are taxed as regular income at progressive rPtes.

b) Dividends & share of Profits

Dividends and shares of profits are treated as
regular income, aggregated with other income, and taxed at the progressive
income tax rates. However, the following features are available.

1.Dividends received by individual who is a
resident of Thailand from a company incorporated in Thailand are subject to
a withholding tax at a rate of not more than 15%. The taxpayer has an
option either to report the dividends with his other income in his annual
return or to treat the withholding tax as a final tax and not reporting his
dividend in his annual return. This option which was formerly available
only to dividend received from listed company has been extended to
non listed company since Jan. 1989.

2. Dividends received from a mutual fund or a
financial institution established under a special law of Thailand for the
promotion of agriculture, commerce or industry may either be taxed at
source at the rate of 10% or be excluded from the computation of tax on the
final returns.

3. Dividends and shares of profits received by an
individual who is a resident of Thailand from a Thai company or partnership
are entitled to a tax credit of three-seventh of the amount of the dividend.

The credit received is treated as income and shall be included in the
assessable income for the computation of tax. Tax credit is allowed only
to taxpayers who choose to report their dividend income in their annual tax
returns.

c) Capital Gains

1. Gains from the sales of stocks or shares in the
SET are tax exempt (MR # 126 item 23).

2. Gains from the sales of stocks or shares outside
the SET are treated as regular income and are taxed along with other income
at progressive rates.

3. Gains from the sales of immovable property are
entitled to be taxed separately from other income. Liberal standard
deduction and income averaging features are also provided. (See Art. 48(4)
a and b and Royal degree # 165).

5.2.4 The Non-resident withholding taxes
Withholding taxes are imposed on nonresident companies as

well as on nonresident individuals.

Companies Non resident companies are subject to withholding
taxes on the following incomes

(a) income under article 70 of the Revenue Code
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1. brokerage income
2. goodwill and copyright
3. interest & dividend
4. rental income
5. income from liberal professions

(b) income under article 70 bis of the Revenue Code

Disposal of profits out of Thailand are subject to a
withholding tax at the rate of 10% of the profit disposed off. This
withholding tax is over and above the corporate income tax of 30 or 35% as
the case may be.

Individual

Nonresident individuals receiving income from sources in
Thailand are subject to withholding taxes on income in the same manner as
resident individuals.

5.2.5 Value-Added Tax (VAT)

The VAT is imposed at each stage of production and
distribution chain. It effectively covers manufacturers, importers,
exporters, wholesalers, retailers, and any other sellers who sell goods or
render services in the course of their business or profession. The general
rate is 7% with 0% for exporters. Some businesses are exempted from the
VAT including inter alia small entrepreneurs, unprocessed agricultural
products, and services necessary for maintenance of life and social welfare
such as transportation as well as health care services.

5.2.6 The Import Duties (ID)

The ID is imposed on most imported goods at varying rates
ranging from 0% to 100%.

5.2.7 Export Duties (ED)

The ED's are imposed on 4 products namely, hides, rubber,
wood, and raw silk.

5.2.8 The Excise taxes (ET)

The ET's are levied on 11 commodities namely, non alcoholic
beverage, spirits, tobacco, playing cards, petroleum and petroleum products,
air-conditioners of not over 72,000 BTUs per hour, crystal glass, motorcars
and buses seating under 10, yachts, perfume and house-racing course.

5.2.9 Stamp Duty Stamps are required to be affixed on various
financial & legal instruments and documents.

5.2.10 Local Government Taxes

The local government levies a number of taxes, the major
ones of which are the House and Rent Tax, the Land Development Tax and the
local government taxes on goods & services.
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a) The House & Rent Tax

The House & Rent Tax is a form of property tax imposed
on land and buildings for industrial and commercial use and on residential
land and building not occupied by owners. Owner occupied residential
buildings are exempt from tax. The tax is based on the annual rental value.

b) The Land Development Tax

The Land Development Tax is based on the land value.
Properties subject to the House & Rent Tax are exempt from the Land
Development Tax & vice versa.

c) The Local Government Tax on Goods & Services

The local goverrment imposes taxes on goods & services
as a surcharge of the Business Tax & the Excise Tax of the central
government. The tax rate is generally 10% of the tax collected by the
central government.

5.2.11 Tax Incentives The Board of Investment (BOI) grants
promotional privileges to firms which are engaged in preferred activities.
Tax privileges under the BOI are shown as Annex A.
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The UzDerienue of Dveloplng Countriem in

The CAB of Xndonesia

X. XntAUC11Rn

Indonesia is a diverse archipelagic country with more than
13,000 islands with a land area of about 2 million square
kilometers. Its population in mid-1991 was estimated at 181.4
million, and is growing at about 1.8 percent a year. Although
income per capita is still low (1991, $610), with an average growth
rate of 6% p.a that the country has been able to maintain since two
decades ago, the economy will undoubtedly become one of the largest
market in Asia in the near future.

in response to a series of external shocks faced during the
1983-88 period, the country has successfully implemented a
comprehensive adjustent program. One of the main features of the
adjustment program was to reduce the dependency of the country on
oil which in the early 1980s was the source of 80% of export
earnings and 70% of budget revenues. As a result of the adjustzent
program, by 1992 oil accounted for only 36% of gov nt budget
and 30% of export earnings. The policy reforms undertan by the
government during the period covered a wide spectrum of areas
including exchange rate, fiscal and T'iancial policies, trade and
investment regulations. Trade and t1nancial sector deregulation
combined with several deregulation measures in the area of
investment have been contributing the most to the improvement of
the competitiveness of the domestic industry. This has been
reflected in the substantial increase of manufactured goods export
which has expanded at 27% a year over the past several years.

XI. Policy Xeasures Taken to Attract Foreing Investments

1. Foreign Direct Inves-tmet

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has been playing an
important role in the d#.velopment of the Indonesian economy.
In the late 1960s, the -arly stage of industrial development
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of the country, foreign direct invenstments were mostly
directed toward local market (import substitution policy).

The early efforts to attract foreign direct investment
was initiated by the enactment of the Foreign Investment Law
in 1967. This law provides the legal framework for FDI in
Indonesia. The law contains a number of provisions to attract
foreign investments such as by alloving FDI companies to
freely transfer or repatriate their foreign exchange earnings,
assuring foreign investors that their companies will not be
nationalized, granting foreign investors tax holiday, and
allowing them to operate in Indonesia for a maximum period of
30 years. Some provisions of this basic law have been amended
since then reflecting the government's policy changes toward
foreign direct investment.

Efforts to attract foreign investment was substantially
strengthened in 1970 by the adoption of free foreign exchange
system. The system was liberalized further in 1982 and the

xchange rate has become more flexible since March 1983. In
order to develop the cooperation between foraign investors and
domestic companies, since January 1974 all foreign investments
are required to be undertaken in the form of joint ventures
with Indonesian partners in which the latter must obtain a
majority interest within a specified time period.
Furthermore, FDI companies may operate in an area which in
otherwise closed to foreign investor if FDI companies
cooperate with small scale local enterprises or cooperatives.

In response to the declining trend of foreign investment
applications in the early 1980s due mainly to the world
economic recession and recognizing the fact that the
environment for foreign investments has become increasingly
more competitive, the Government of Indonesia has taken a
series of policy measures relating to FDI. The most important
among them were on:

(i) amtaion, in 1983 the Government implemented a
major tax reform. A unified taxation system was
adopted which among others removed tax incentives
for foreign investors. Under the new tax system,
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the maximum tax rate was lowered from 45% to 35%
and it also allowed accelerated capital
depreciation. With the adoption of thi: system,
the FDI companies got the benefit of lower tax
rates to compensate for the lifting of tax holiday
enjoyed by them since 1967.

(ii) |nvestment agroval roa-edres: In 1985, the
Government reduced significantly the number of
administrative requirements for investment
approval. Among the requirements renoved were
submission of feasibility study of the proposed
investment, explanation of the type and value of
machineries to be imported, and various licenses
and recommendations from different ministries and
local government. In Xay 1989, the Government
simplified further the investment procedures by
replacing the Investment Priority List with the
N.aativeList, containing only business areas
closed to foreign investors. The introduction of
the Negative List has rmoved many ambiguities
experienced in the past because it is clear now
what fields (business areas) are closed to foreign
investments. In the old Priority List system,
fields open to foreign firms vere listed but it bad
created considerable uncertainty because sometimes
it was not clear whether fields which were not on
the list were open or closed to foreign investment.
The Negative List has been subsequently revised,
the latest revision in June 1991. As it stands
now, the business areas closed to foreign
investment have been reduced to 60.

(iii) 2zsZL, FDI companies are now allowed to export
their own products as well as those manufactured by

-other companies. In addition, the companies are
allowed to establish joint-ventures with private
national companies, and to act as the distributor
or agency in the marketing of their products in the
domestic market. The companios are also permitted
to sell their producCs directly to other companies
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which use them as capital goods, spare parts,
building materials/equipments, or raw
materials/auxiliary goods for their production.

(iv] astablisbment of foresig Ranks: the
Government has taken several measures to encourage
longer-term investments. In 1991, the minimum
maturity on foreign exchange reswap facilities was
extended by the central bank to two years. In the
banking sector, since October 1988, the Government
has increased the number of cities from one to
seven where foreign banks are allowed to open sub
branch office but limited to only one sub-branch
for each bank. Meanwhile, the Goverrment also
allowed the establishment of joint-venture banks in
the same seven large cities. To establish a joint-
venture bank, a foreign bank must previously have a
representative office in Indonesia and must be
categorized as a major bank in the country of
origin, and the country of origin must have a
reciprocal relationship with Indonesia.

(v) Oug.ghip: In 1992, the Government relaxed
the requirements relating to the transfer of
majority ownership to Indonesian partners. Under
the 1992 reform, FDI company can now be established
with a minimum of 5% local shares. This local
share should be increased up to at least 20% within
a period of 10 years. FDI company may also be
established with the authorized capital fully owned
by the foreign participant provided that (i) the
total paid up capital be at least $50 million,
(ii) the company is located in one of the least
developed regions, or in a bonded area, and (iii)
total products are for export.

Under certain conditions, the Government may
reduce the minimum investment requirement from $1
million to $250,000 if the FDI company meets the
following conditions:
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(a) labor intensive having direct mployment
of at least 50 persons, and at least 65%
of its product is for export, or it
produces raw materials/auxiliary
material/semi processed goods/components
to supply other industries.

(b) carrying out activities in the field of
services pursuant to the applicable laws.

Furthermore, pursuant to the 1992 reform, FDI
company may reinvest its profits for establishing a
new company, or purchasing share in another
Indonesian company either in an existing company or
in a new company which field of business is not
included in the Negative List for foreign
investment.

(vi) la D'oCtecti o: In 1968, the Government
signed the agreement on convention of the
settlement of investment disputes. Disputes that
may arise from foreign investment ventures in the
country thrf ore can be referred to the
International Center for the Settlement an
Investment Dispute (ICSID). Indonesia is also one
of the founding members of MIGA (Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency) that guarantees non
commercial risk for investors from member countries
which invest their money in other member countries.

2. Pogl&3oli93 nnttat

Although the first Indonesia's stock exchange was
established in 1912, it was only since 1987, following several
deregulations, that the Jakarta Stock Market has become an
active capital market. Market capitalization in the Jakarta
Stock Exchange vent up from Rp 3,657 billion" in 1989 to Rp
15,251 billion at the end of 1992. The nunber of issuers

Exchange rate 17 February 1993
US$2 - Rp 2,060.03
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(stock and bond) has also grown rapidly from 90 in 1989 to 190
in 1992. This explosive growth has been the result of a
number of deregulation packages enacted by the government in
1987, 1988, and 1989, which have encouraged the financial
sector particularly banking and stock exchange to grow
dramatically.

The deregulation of the stock market encompasses a wide
range of aspects related to the operation of capital market
including on listing, indemnity and trading regulations. In
1988, more deregulatory measures were announced and the most
significant of these included the possibility of establishing
new private exchange outside Jakarta, and the issuance of
rules regarding insider trading. Following these measures,
the first stock exchange outside Jakarta was opened in
Surabaya in JUne 1989. One very important aspect of the
deregulation was related to the participation of foreign
portfolio investors in the capital market. The market which
was closed in the past is opened to foreign investors and
since 1987, they are allowed to purchase stocks up to 49% of
listed shares traded.

The government's earnest intention to encourage foreign
investor participation in the capital market was proven most
recently by the issuance of the Government Regulation No.
70/1992 last year that allows foreign investors to purchase up
to 49S of the shares of local- banks listed on the Jakarta
Stock Exchange as in the case of other listed companies. The
development of foreign investors participation in the Jakarta
Stock Exchange for the last four years can be seen more
clearly in the Attachment Table 1.

XiX. As_essent and Uvauation

1. on 7oreiuM pirest Investm2n

During the 19709, except in 1975 when the approved value
reached $1,,145 million resulting from the huge investment in
Asahan hydroelectric and aluminum project, the average value
and number of FDI projects approved was $314 million and 39,
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respectively.

During the 1980s, the number of FDI approved projects as
well as value increased significantly compared with the 1970s.
In 1980, FDIs approval reached $1,076 million with 21
projects, and in 1991 FDI approvals increased dramatically
reaching $8,778 million with 376 projects.

Between June 1967 and September 1992 (cumulative figure),
the Government approved 2,350 projects with total proposed
investment of $59,033.7 million. With regards to the
implementation of FDIs, the cumulative figure between June
1967 and September 1992 amounted to $20,141.9 million or 34.1%
of total investment approvals in the same period. The number
of realized projects reached 1,390 or 59.1% of total approved
FDIs projects.

The distribution of investment origin showed that during
the period of 1967 up to -September 1992, the largest
investment in terms of value and number of projects has been
coming from Asia. The number of approved projects was 1,489
with value of investment reaching $27,059 zillion or 45.8% of
the total approval value. The dominant countries were Japan
and NIEs (South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore) with
the total value of $12,570.6 million and $13,910.3 million,
respectively.

The second major investment origin was Europe with 379
approved projects amounting to $8,602.5 million or 14.6% of
the total approval value of FDIs in Indonesia for the same
period. The dominant countries are the Netherlands, United
Kingdom and Federal Republic of Germany with the total value
of $2,215.0 million, $2,167.4 million, and $1,859.1 million,
respectively.

The third was North America with 183 approved projects in
the amount of $2,501.5 million or 4.2% of the total approval
value. The United States was the dominant country with total
value of investment approval of $1,851.1 million.
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In terms of numbers of approved projects, investment from
the NIEs between 1967 and September 1992 accounted for 39.4%
of the total number of projects.

The amount of Taiwanese investment approval rose
drastically from $18 million 1986 to $618.3 million in 1990
and to $1,056.5 million in 1991. South Korea has also begun
to play an important role in recent years. Investment
approval which in 1985 was only $58.7 million has grown
rapidly to reach $722.9 million in 1990.

In terms of implementation (realized investments),
between June 1967 and September 1992, Japan was the largest
investing country, accounting for 33.6%, followed by NIEs
which accounted for 21.1%, and the United States for 8.14%.

Regarding the distribution of field of investment, for
the period of 1967'up to September 1992, it was found that the
largest planned investment was in the industrial sector both
in number of total projects as well as in total value. The
number of approved projects in this field was 1,551 projects.
The dominant sub-sectors were chemical ($12,220.4 million),
metal products ($5,292.3 million), basic metal ($4,389.6
million), paper ($4,020.3 million) and textile ($4,000.3
million). Next _to industrial sector was the service
(tertiary) sector with 531 approved projects amounting to
$17,181.6 million in value or 29.1% of the total approved
value of FDIs. The dominant sub-sector was hotel industry
with total value of $6,811.0 million. Furthermore, 9.5% was
invested in the primary sectors consisting of 268 projects and
with $5,632.0 million in the value of investments. The
dominant sub-sector was mining with the total value of
$3,630.8 million.

In the manufacturing sector, Japanese investors have
invested most heavily in basic metal, metal products, and
chemical. American PDI has been mainly involved in the
chemical and basic metal. FDI from Hong Kong has been mainly
involved in the paper products, while the Taiwanese have been
active in textile and apparel products, the Korean in chemical
and textile, and the Netherlands and Federal Republic of
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Germany in chemical.

Out of the approved investments that were implemented
within the June 1967 and September 1992 period, realized
investments in the manufacturing sector was the largest
amounting to $13,626.5 million (67.7%), followed by primary
sector (19.4%), and tertiary sector (12.9%).

The rapid increase in FDI in Indonesia during the 1980s
can be attributed to the following major factors:

(a) The appreciation of the Yen and
currencies of the four East Asian
Newly Industrialized Economies
(NIEs) combined with the rising
labor costs in these countries had
forced relocation of certain
industries to other countries
including Indonesia.

(b) Indonesia's relatively large
domestic market and low labor cost.

(c) abundance and variety in natural
resources.

(d) the stability of Indonesia's
political environment and the
government' s achievements in
maintaining economic stability and
in ensuring a domestic environment
which encourage private sector
participation in the development
process.

(e) the generally positive policy stance
towards foreign direct investment
taken by the Indonesian government.
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2. On Portfolio Investmant

Government economic policies in the 1960s and early 1970s
did not create an environment conducive for stock market
development. Financing was mostly provided by the State Banks
with subsidized interest rates. In an effort to curtail
capital flight, in 1968 the Government eliminated income tax
on interest income received from time deposits. Even though
the Jakarta Exchange was reopened in the 19705 and several new
companies listed during the period but due the fact that
interest income was tax free people did not have the incentive
to invest in stocks.

After the deregulations, a new era in the Indonesian
stock market began and an increasing number of new companies
vent public. After being in place for 20 years, in 1988 the
Government revised its policy on income received from Bank
deposits by imposing a 15% tax on bank time deposit income.
This was perhaps one of the most important factors that
encouraged the development of the market and this has made
investment in shares a more attractive option for local
investors. The further opening of the market to foreign
investors in 1989 was another factor that contributed to the
emergence of the market. The new legislation allowed
foreigners to purchase up to 49% of all companiest listed
shares, including the shares of joint venture companies but
excluding Banks. In the past, foreigners could only purchase
shares in 8 out of the 24 listed companies at that time.

The participation of foreign investors in the market has
no doubt been one of the most important factors in the revival
of the stock market and the future development of capital
market in Indonesia is also very much dependent upon the
attitude and perception of foreign investors toward the
market.

Although the Indonesian capital Market has been much more
developed today than several years ago, there are still much
more to be done before it can function most effectively to
serve the needs of Indonesia's growing economy. Like any new
market, the Jakarta Stock Market has to strengthen itself in
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many aspects before it can develop to become an important
market in the region. Among the most important aspects that
need attention are the need to encourage the issuers to coAmit
to a fuller disclosure, setting up investment funds,
encouraging the investment manager and investment advisor,
improving control on the increasing number of issuers, setting
up clearing, settlement and depository conpanies and
developing secondary market for bonds.

Law enforcement to reduce fraudulent practice in trading
as well as developing professionalism of all parties involved
in the Exchange are also important factors that will allow the
capital market to operate more efficiently.

IV Actions Recommende

For bost governments:

1. Simplifying the regulation, measures and investment
application procedures.

2. Simplifying the import and export procedures in order to
support the free trade based on the GATT articles.

3. Improving the infrastructure facilities which urgently
needed by investment activities.

4. Maintaining national and political stability.

For tome aovernments:

1. Providing a reasonable lending interest rate for
investment activities in developing countries.

2. Eliminating any discriminating measures or restriction on
developing country basis.

3. Enhancing promotional activities concerning investment in
developing countries through seminar, workshop,
investment mission and business meeting.
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4. opening domestic market widely for the products of
developing countries.

5. Providing incentive and investment insurance for
companies investing in the developing countries.

6. Supporting transfer of technology to developing countries
with a fair and reasonable royalty/fee.

7. Providing appropriate facilities and financial support
for conducting education, training and courses. for
improving human resources quality of developing
countries.

8 Providing financial support for the improv&iont of
physical infrastructure facilities in developing
countries such as road, port, electric power and
telecommunication. This support in turn will be
beneficial for FDI activities to minimize investment
cost.

fr the international instittons au an _g __rld
d IFC

1. Providing financial support as well as expertise to study
methods and strategies that can effectively attract more
FDI to developing countries.

2. Providing sufficient facilities for training, education
and courses to upgrade the ability and capability of
developing countries' officials in investment management.

3. Supporting financially the effort to develop and upgrade
the physical and non-physical infrastructure facilities
in developing countries.
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Forelim Investors' ParticiDation in JakartaL Stock ExchAng

Period Number of Fore gn Foreign owned Available for
listed shares portion foreign

investors

1989 438,956,540 183,403,135 43,974,015 139,429,120

1990 1,779,909,594 830,321,961 442,574,845 387,747,116

1991 3,729,454,279 1,658,826,430 856,o"2,920 802,333,510

1992 6,253,916,082 3,056,025,940 1,504,262,228 1,551,763,712
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The Bierin.ce Of DeloDinci countries in
AttractIna Porpian PrivaLte Investment -

The Case of Malaysia

I. Introduction

Foreign investment has played an important role in the

economic development of Malaysia. During the Colonial days, there

was substantial British capital in rubber plantations and tin

mines. The British also built roads and railways mainly to

transport rubber and tin to the ports for exports. In those days,

foreign investment was mainly in the form of direct investment.

After independence in 1957, foreign irvestment, while

r-maining concentrated in rubber and tin production, began to

diversify into other agricultural crops and industries, including

processing of raw materials. These investments were still in the

form of direct investment. Portfolio investment Was practically

non-existent.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, large multinationals

invested in import-substitution industries which were mainly simple

consumer and intermediate goods industries. From the mid-1970s

until 1983, Malaysia saw a substantial increase in foreign direct

investment in petroleum and gas related industries as well as

manufacturing industries, mainly in electronics and textiles..

The world-wide economic recession experienced in 1985 began to

take its toll on the flow of direct foreign investment in Malaysia.

As a result, there was a noticeable decline in the two years that

followed. However, following the move by the Malaysian gove.rnment

to liberalize equity ownership in 1986, direct foreign investment
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rebounded in 1988.

In quantitative terms, on average, the annual net inflow of

foreign investment into Malaysia was between RN200-300 Millionl

from 19609 to early 1970s. From the mid-1970s to early 1980s, the

annual net inflow increased to an average of about RMX. billion,

largely due to a higher investment in oil and gas related to the

electronics industr!es. It reached a high level of RM3.3 billion

in 1982 before easing during the recession years that followed.

The net inflow rebounded to EMn.9 billion in 1988 and accelerated

to RM4.5 billion in 1989, RX6.3 billion in 1990, and RM9.6 billion

in 1991. For 1992, the net foreign investment was estimated to be

M10O.4 billion.

In Nalaysia, direct foreign investment accounted for 31% of

the country's private investment in 1991. This shows the

increasing importance of direct foreign investment, as in 1970 it

constituted only 24% of private investment.

The Nalaysian capital market, which until the early 1960s, was

practically non-existent, comprises of three components. These are

the equity market, the Malaysian Government Securities market

(NGS), and the private corporate bond market (PDS) which covers

corporate bonds and promissory notes. The early 1960s saw a

gradual takeoff for the capital market, which, however, was still

confined to the local players. Initially, the Government

concentrated on the development of the MGS market while allowing

1 The exchange rate as of February 17, 1993 was US$1
RM2.6265
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the equity market to function freely in market-oriented

environment. At that time, the development of private debt

securities was still lagging. It was only towards the middle of

the 1970s that capital market investment in private debt securities

began to experience a more substantial increase, as the economy

greW and expanded its industrial base.

In terms of regulatory and legal framework, the securities

industry is governed by the Securities Industry Act (SIA) 1983 and

the Companies Act 1965. Both Acts seek to develop and manage a

healthy capital market and economy as well as to ensure the

protection of investors.

The Companies Act 1965 provides for greater disclosure on

company operations and capital structure to protect the investing

public and promote the growth of a well-informed and discriminating

body of investors.

The Securities Act 1983 replaces the previous 1973 Act. In

addition to the objective of ensuring safeguards for the proper

listing of and dealing in securities, the licensing of share

dealers and the maintenance of proper and adequate records, this

Act provides the enforcement and investigative power to the

Registrar of Companies.

Until 1993, Malaysia had no securities commission. There are

various bodies that regulate different aspects of the capital

market. These bodies are the Capital Issues Committee (CIC), the

Registrar of cmpanies (ROC), the Panel on Take-Overs and Mergers

(TOP), the Foreign Investment Committee (PIC) and the Ruala Lumpur
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Stock Exchange (XISE).

The CIC was formed in June 1986 to ensure the orderly

development of the capital market by regulating the issue of

securities by public limited companies and listing of sUch

securities on a stock exchange in Malaysia. The Securities

Industry Act 1983 gives the CIC the legal backing to act as a

conltative body to advise the Minister of Finance and the ROC.

All public limited companies incorporated outside Malaysia

intending to issue or offer for sale their securities on a stock

exchange require the prior approval of the CIC.

The ROC administers the Companies Act 1965 which governs the

affairs and conduct of companies registered under it. Under the

Securities Industry Act 1983, the ROC is empowered to issue, renew

or reject licenses to dealers, investment advisors and their

representatives.

TOP is a body created in 1986 under the Companies Act to

administer the Malaysian Code on Take-overs and Mergers. This is

to ensure that all take-overs are conducted in an orderly manner

and to protect the interest of minority shareholders.

In 1974, FIC was established to implement the

Government's guidelines on regulation of acquisition of assets or

interests, and mergers or takeovers of companies and businesses by

foreign investors. The guidelines established were aimed at

restructuring the pattern and structure of ownership and cuntrol of

the corporate sector, reducing imbalances in the distribution of

corporate wealth, while at the same time encouraging private
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investment that contributes to the developmnt of the economy and

to ensur consistency vith the objectives of the Noe Economic

Policy.

The RISE was incorporated as a public company limited by

guarantee in July 1973. It is a self-regulatory organization and

has a set of rules which govern the conduct of its members in

securities dealings. It is also responsible for the surveillance

of the securities market and the enforcement of its listing

requirements.

Malaysia has maintained a liberal system of foreign exchange

control since 1973. The inflow of funds into Malaysia is freely

permitted, while payments to non-residents for any purpose

including the repatriation of profits, fees royalties and fproceeds

from the sales of assets in Nalaysia by foreign invetor are

freely permitted.

As a result of these measures, the volume of portfolio

investment has shown a significant increase . In 1988, private debt

securities amounted to RNO.6 billion or constituted only 5.8% of

the Malaysian capital market. It showed a significant inereae in

1991 , reaching the level of RK2.4 billion which constituted 24% of

the capital market. Similarly# the equity market also shoved a

substantial increase, reflecting its increaming importance in the

capital mrket. In 1988, the equity wz]lkst amounted to Xla. 0

billion or 9.6C of the capital market. It shot up to RK4.4 billion

in 1991, increasing its narket share to 44*. The increasing role

of the private and debt securities means reducing the importnce of
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the KGS in the capital market. In 1988, RGS amounted to 1R7.5

billion or 72.1% of the capital market. In 1991 its amount fell to

RM3.2 billion which constituted only 32.0% of the capital market.

The -percentage of foreign equity also increased. In 1989, the

Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange ranked 16th in terms of foreign equity

turnover. This is a good indication of the level of international

investment in Malaysian stocks.

Several other initiatives were taken to improve the capital

market. Among the most important is the separation of the Kaala

luamur Stock Exchange (LSE) and the Stock Exchange of Singapore

(SES) from January 1990. This separation means the delisting of

182 Nalaysian-incorporated companies from SES and would reduce the

vulnerability of RISE to developments in SS. The split further

facilitates the regulation and monitoring of activities of the ILSE

and the companies listed.

The setting up of a central depository system in ELSE in 1990

has helped to enhance settlement and custodial arraneet with

minimized risk. The system introduces a scripless transaction

which promotes more efficient handling of the securities business.

With globalization of the capital market, the Government

realized a need for a more sophisticated private debt securities

market. A private credit rating agency, Rating Agency of Malaysia

(RAN) was set up to provide credit ratings for corporate bonds and

other PDS. Its rating was initially voluntary, but from June 1992,

it was made mandatory.
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The Government realizes the need to rationalize and streamline

the regulatory framework for the capital market. In early 1993, a

single regulatory authority, the Securities Exchange Commission,

was set up to promote development of the capital market. The

Comission is expected to ensure a more efficient, consistent and

effective regulation of the securities market.

II. Policy Measures Taken to Attract Foreign Investment

Malaysia's success in attracting direct foreign investment is

mainly due to a mixture of fiscal, trade, investment and financial

policies and measures, provision of infrastructural facilities,

political stability, liberal exchange control, educated and easily-

trainable labor and abundant raw materials. These policies and

meaures were aimed at enhancing the role of the private sector as

the engine of growth of the economy. The manufacturing sector has

been identified as one of the sectors that could provide the

impetus to growth. Realizing this, the need to increase

competitiveness and raise industrial efficiency, to promote exports

and encourage entrepreneurial initiative, as well as to balance

development of the manufacturing sector was emphasized. Apart from

the manufacturing sector, agriculture and tourism were also

considered essential in the country's economic development.

Clear and transparent industrial and foreign investment

policies were introduced by the Government. These goals, targets,

policies and strategies on industrial development were clearly

spelt out in various economic blueprints and documents such as the
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Fifth Malaysia Plan, (1986-1990), the Sixth Malaysia Plan (1991-

1995), the Second Outline Perspective Plan (1991-2000) and Vision

2020 by which time Malaysia hopes to become a developed country.

In addition, there was the Industrial Master Plan (IMP) 1986-1995

which calls for an outward-oriented industrialization, with

particular emphasis on resource-based industries, diversification

of non-resource-based industries, and promotion of selected heavy

industries. All these documents reflect the strong commitment of

the government which is translated into concerted efforts in

spearheading the industrialization process.

The IMP is not implemented in isolation but is supplemented by

an improved incentives system, and the modernization and

rationalization of the industrial sector supported by technology

and mpnpower development.

In 1986, the Government introduced the Promotion of

Investments Act to replace the Investment Incentives Act of 1968

and also amended the Income Tax Act of 1967. This Act and

amendment introduced a wide range of tax incentives for the

manufacturing, agriculture and tourism sectors. *Lhese include tax

holidays, investment tax allowance, accelerated depreciation

allowance, reinvestment allowance and allowance for exports.

Other fiscal incentives were also introduced during the second

half of the 1980s. These incentives include the reduction of

corporate tax to levels that are competitive with other ASEAN

countries, which in 1993 has been reduced further to 34% while the

development tax of 2% was entirely abolished. Other incentives are
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double tax deduction for approved training; provision of

incentives for research and development and skills training;

incentive packages for the promotion of small-scale industries such

as granting of pioneer status, reinvestment allowance of 50% and

full exemption from custom duty on raw materials or machinery not

available locally; and the provision of incentives for research

and development and skills training such as revenue expenditure

incurred f or approved research is eligible for double deduction,

industrial buildings used for approved research are eligible for an

initial allowance of 10% and an annual allowance of 2% and plant

and machinery used for approved research are eligible for capital

allowances. In addition, incentives are provided for overseas

investment and businesses such as export credit refinancing scheme,

abatement incentive for exports, double deduction of export credit

insurance premium and double deduction for promotion of exports.

Incentives for the establishment of operational headquarters are

also provided, which include concessionary rate of tax at 10% on

management fees arising from services rendered, on royalties

arising from R & D work carried out in Nalaysia and tax exemption

on dividends received from investments made in subsidiary and

associate companies. Incentives are also given for tourism

industries such as pioneer status, investment tax allowance and

industrial building allowance.

Apart from that, Malaysia also maintains liberal exchange

control regulations. Foreign investors operating in Malaysia are

permitted to borrow both doMestically and abroad. No formal
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approval is required if the borrowing of Malaysian Ringgit from the

domestic financial market does not exceed RH1O million. For

borrowing in foreign currency from abroad which exceeds RE1

million, the permission of the Central Bank is required. Malaysia

allows free remittance of profits and dividends in foreign

currencies generated by foreign companies. This liberal exchange

control policy has played a crucial role in attracting foreign

investments to the country.

An accommodative monetary policy where price is stable and

inflation is low in the growing economy serves as an extra point in

attracting foreign investment.

Malaysia also has a liberal and transparent expatriate

employment policy. This allows foreign compani to bring in the

required personnel in areas where there is a shortage of trained

Nalaysians. Foreign companies are also allowed certain "key posts'

to be permanently filled by foreigners. A company with foreign

paid-up capital of more than $2 million is allowed five expatriate

posts including key posts. Additional posts are given if

necessary. For executive posts which require professional

qualifications and practical experience, expatriates nay be

employed up to a maximum of 10 years, with the condition that

Malaysians are trained to eventually take over the posts. For non-

executive posts, the same conditions hold with a maxizmm employment

of 5 years.

To supplement this, a comprehensive review of the labor laws

was undertaken by the Government in order to make the employment of
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the local labor force cost-efficient. This, coupled with the

availability of an educated and trainable labor force, made

investment in Malaysia more attractive to foreign investors.

The Malaysian Industrial Development Authority (MIDA), which

was initially established to promote foreign investment in the

manufacturing sector, was further given an enhanced role as a

center for coordination of investment from October 1988. With this

enhanced role, MIDA serves as a one-stop agency for manufacturing

activities as well as for applying for tax incentives on integrated

agricultural, hotel and tourism projects. This rationalization

process has made it easier for potential foreign investors to seek

the necessary approval or assistance, as it succeeded in

simplifying procedures and further reducing administrative

bottlenecks. In addition to regional offices in all the thirteen

states in Malaysia, MIDA also has fourteen overseas offices to

serve foreign investors in countries such as Japan, U.S.A., Taiwan

and Hong Kong.

A Technology Park was set up with the aim of promoting more

research and development and greater private sector investment, and

offering of competitively-priced industrial estates to investors.

Foreign investors are also provided with twelve Free Trade Zone

(PTZ) facilities located throughout the country. Companies outside

FTZs are accorded Licensed Manufacturing Warehouses. These

companies are subject to minimum customs formalities and are

eligible for duty free import cf raw materials, component parts and

machinery.
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Another important factor that contributes to high inflow of

foreign investment is the high quality of infrastructure facilities

such as a good network of communications, transport and utilities.

The Government has undertaken new initiatives to keep

infrastructure development in step with the rapid development in

the industrial sector. Under the Sixth Malaysia Plan (1991-1995),

the Government has allocated a substantial investment of

approximately RN26 billion to finance the upgrading of transport

and communication infrastructure.

Measures were also introduced to increase competitiveness

through the lowering of business cost. This was done by the

lowering of electricity rates and international telephone and

telegraph rates for selected activities.

In addition, many areas of Government services, public sector

proj ects and corporations including highways, telecommunications,

postal services, electricity, the national airline, shipping

companies and heavy industries were privatized in an effort to

promote business-like efficiency and introduce competitiveness.

In terms of portfolio investment, the Government in 1986

adopted a liberal policy on foreign equity participation.

Ownership permitted to be held by foreign investors depends on the

proportion of products being exported. Foreign investors are

allowed to own up to 100% equity if they export 80% or more of

their product. For a company that exports 50% or more but less

than 80%, foreign ownership of up to 100% is allowed if the fixed

assets is RM 500 million or more, or implements projects which have
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at least 50% value added. The 100% equity ownership is also

allowed for projects in manufacturing and agriculture where local

participation cannot be found, or where the products do not compete

with those manufactured for domatic market.

The level of foreign equity for other export-oriented projects

are determined depending on factors such as the level of

technology, spinoff effects, size of investment, location, value-

added and the utilization of local raw materials and components.

The liberal foreign equity participation level has led to an

upsurge in the foreign portfolio investment flow into Malaysia,

particularly from 1986 onwards.

The tax system also encourages foreign investment. The

Malaysian tax regime does not include capital gains tax. Dividend

income is normally assessed in the country in which the recipient

resides and exempted or partially exempted in the source country.

There is also no separate tax on dividends.

The Goverrment also continues to widen and deepen the capital

market in an effort to attract foreign portfolio investment. This

includes the corporatization of the stockbroking industry which

became effective in October 1987. It was aimed at improving the

financial strength of the industry, injecting expertise and

professionalism as well as generating greater international

interest in dealing on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange. Recently,

the Government allowed foreign stockbroking companies to increase

their equity participation in local stockbroking companies from the

previous level of 30% to 49% if the foreign stockbroking partners
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can demonstrate that they can contribute positively to the business

of the local stockbroking companies. With the increase in foreign

participation, the stockbroking companies are expected to be more

aggressive in projecting their image abroad in order to capture a

larger share of foreign business and further promote the Malaysian

stockbroking industry.

Besides the domestic stock exchange securities, foreigners can

also invest in Malaysia through country funds listed in overseas

stock exchanges. The Nalaysia Fund listed in New York in May 1987

made a total public offering of US$87 million. Another fund is the

Malaysia Growth Fund launched in Japan in April 1989. Another fund

is the multi-country fund, such as the ASEAM Fund. These funds

offer important conduits for foreign portfolio investment in

Malaysia.

The Malaysian authorities also work to ensure an efficient

financial settlement systen for processing interbank fund transfers

and customer-initiated payment instructions as well as for

affecting and recording the clearing of transactions in Government

papers, Central Bank certificates and the Cagamas bonds. This is

an important precondition for the development of a broader and

deeper secondary market in securities, especially in the

development of an active retail market. The settlement systems

include the Securities- Clearing Automated Network Services, the

Fixed Delivery and Settlement System, the Electronic Transfer of

Fund and Securities System, the Interbank Funds Transfer System and

the Scripless Securities Trading System. Participation in these
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systems is to be done through direct members or indirect members.

Presently there are 94 institutions which are either direct or

indirect members. Of this, 68 are appointed Authorized Depository

Institutions which have the statutory obligation to maintain a

separate customers' account for each client and to provide

customers with an acknaowledgement receipt every time there is a

transfer of securities and a monthly statement of account with

respect to their investments.

Several other measures vere also undertaken by the Diala

Lumpur Stock Exchange (ELSE) to streamline and improve the trading

system. Thee include the establishment of a clearing house, the

installation of the real-tine share price reporting system and the

adoption of a new and up-to-date EWE's composite index in 1986 to

replace the ELSE industrial index to reflect movements in share

priceS.

In terms of regulatory framework, several amendments were made

to the SIA between 1987 and 1989 to create a healthy investment

climate by providing better protection for the investing public and

generally provide for the ROC with wider powers to administer the

Act. The CIC also made various revisions of its guidelines.

Greater emphasis was given to qualitative criteria which takes into

account the company's management, sectoral/ industrial analysis of

its business and its dagree of vulnerability.

More importantly is the setting up of a single regulatory body

- the Securities Exchange Commission in 1993 to further enhance and

streamline the regulation of the securities market. With a single
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body overseeing the securities market, its developmet is expected

to accelerate further.

Another important factor is the political stability that

Malaysia has to offer. The strong governmt that has been in

power since independence and its transparent policies provide a

sense of security and quarantee continuity in economic policies;

they have proven to be a strong point in attracting foreign capital

into Malaysia.

III. Assessment and Ivaluation

It is not easy to evaluate and assess the effectiveness of the

various measures taken by Malaysia in order to attract the flow of

direct foreign investment. This is beause all the meures taken

vere meant to complemnt each other. These measures therefore

cannot be assessed in isolation.

There are three imaor itant areas of policies and measures

that are considered crucial in achieving the success of Malaysia,

especially in attracting foreign investment. First, a conducive

economic environment vith a vell-developed infrastructure and an

educated and easily-trainable labor force make foreign direct

investment relatively easy. Coupled with attractive and

competitive tax and other incentives as well as relatively stable

prices, Malaysia offers a lot of opportunities to potential foreign

investors.

The second important factor is the concerted efforts and

commitment by the Government in spearbeading the industrialization
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process. The transparent industrial policies which were clearly

spelt out, made it easier for foreign investors to understand and

plan ahead for the long-term investmnt.

The third factor is the political stability that Malaysia has

to offer. This reduces political risks to potential foreign

investors, who only have to worry about busmines-related risks.

In terms of portfolio investment, the continued iwprovemnt

and modernization of the stock exchange market is the key factor

that contributes to the Malaysian success.

In essence, the success of Malaysia in attracting foreign

investm'ent revaled the importance of fostering and maintaining the

right economic and political environment, adequate physical

infrastructure and an educated labor force. All the measures taken

were aimed at promoting exports, encouraging entrepreneurial

initiative and achieving balanced growth of the mnufacturing,

agricultural and tourism sectors.

IV. Actions Recomended

The actions recommended to be taken by the host government,

the hone govern aent and the multilateral institutions to further

promote or catalyze direct foreign investment are numerous.

For the host crovernment, economic policies, such as the

setting of exchange rates, the setting of the prices of inputs

including utilities and the provision of infrastructural and

support facilities play an important role in influencing the flow

of foreign direct investment. A developed banking system that is
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able to facilitate the raising of funds for investors and the

movement of foreign currency is also important. The establishment

of a one-stop investment center, that handles all the bureaucratic

procedures, can help to simplify procedures and reduce delays.

The level of assistance offered to the export sector could

determine the attractiveness of the host country to export-oriented

investments. The establishment of export processing zones that

facilitate investors to operate under free-trade conditions also

encourage export-oriented operations. Attractive incentives and

financing facilities for exports also play an important role.

Regulations and policies such as those relating to foreign

equity ownership; expatriate employment; taxation; foreign

exchange and remittance of earnings; price controls; performance

requirements such as local content and export; sector-specific

limitations and incentives could also influence the flow of FDI

into the host country.

Policies regulating the work force, such as laws on trade

unions, laws on the employment of expatriates, laws on hiring and

firing, and wage setting are also important.

Bilateral investaent guarantee agreements and double taxation

agreements are also measures undertaken b:, host governments to

assure foreign investor confidence.

The existence of foreign investors experiencing successful

operations in a host country can, in itself, be a stimulant for

further investment both from existing and from new investors.

Existing foreign investors in the host courtry can also be
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instrumental in relocating their suppliers or subsidiaries from the

home country to other investment destinations.

All the above measures should be seriously considered by the

host goverrments in an effort to attract foreign investment. While

it is recognized that the economic and political environments may

differ between countries, adjustments and adaptations can be made

to suit the local conditions but it must ensure that the incentives

and facilities offered are attractive and competitive.

For the home countries, macro-economic policies are important

factors influencing the outflow of PDI. These policies have major

domestic economic effects and could influence certain factors vhich

could affect foreign investment flows. These factors include the

relative return on capital investment at home and overseas; the

ability to export capital out of the home country; and the extent

that foreign investment is intended to- supply the home-market or

the degree of protection in the home country. Studies have

indicated that protection would be the wmost damaging policy by

industrialized countries hampering the flow of FDI to developing

countries". For example, US restrictions on textile imports have

restricted US investment flows in this sector in developing

countries. On the other hand, preferential trade agreements

between industrialized and daveloping countries, such as the US

Caribbean Basin initiative, can enhance investment flows. Exchange

rate movements have also affected levels of foreign investment.

For example, the upward movement of the yen, beginning in 1985,

accelerated the process of Japanese export-oriented investment in
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Asia.

The removal of restrictions on movement of investment funds by

the home countries and the conclusion of non-discriminatory double

taxation aMgroments and tax sparing legislation are also important

in enhancing foreign investment in developing countries.

Investment guarantees between home and host countries are also

important in assuring foreign investor confidence.

These are some of the measures that home countries could

seriously consider if they are sincere in encouraging direct

investment in dbveloping countries.

For the multilateral institutions (e.g. IMF, the World Bank

Group, JNIDo, ESCAP etc.), their role in the promotion of direct

investment flows to daveloping countries is also important,

particularly at this point of time when many developing countries

are rapidly liberalizing their economies to attract foreign

investors.

These institutions should help to promote or catalyze foreign

direct investment flows by supporting investment promotion programs

of host countries. Support could be given in the areas of

providing general information: sponsoring investment promotion

missions to enable investors to gain first-hand kmowledge of

investment possibilities and to make direct business contacts;

support project feasibility or sectoral studies; and support for

foreign investmet advisory service to be set up in the host

country to help identify investment opportunities for home country.

To conclude, all the three parties: the host country, the
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home country, and the multilateral agencies, have to play their

respective roles effectively in order to facilitate the flow of

capital from the industrialized countries to the developing

countries.
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Korea 22.7 41.8 188.9 650.4 1818.7 99.4

NeW Zealand 71 77 2| 2- 26.3 60.5 1.5

_ _ilippi_ _s 4-__5 - 0.3 40.6- 2_ 2 2 18.3

Singapore 100.4 419.6 914.7 895.3 1127.4 440.5

Taiwan 31.9 829.6 2159.9 6339.1 3607.2 1505.8

Thailand 8.9 S7.5 8.9 S.3 14.6 1.5

USA 37.3 535.2 320.8 567.3 1798.9 3298.2

EC 90.9 908.5 1255.1 1128.4 1264.9 6580.2

Others 184.8 509.0 1128.4 2160.5 1166.6 428.1

Total Investment 718.1 4878.0 8652.7 17629.1 17377.8 17724.1

Source: RIDA, 1993
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THE EXPERIENCE OF DEVLOPING COUNTRIES
IN ATTRACTING FOREIGN PRIVATE INVESTMENTS -

THE CASE OF SINGAPORE

I. INTRODUCTION

The key element in Singapore's rapid industrialization has
been the large inflow of direct investment into export-orien-.ed
manufacturing industries. Through their investments in Singapore,
multinational companies hope to develop their respective Singapore
operations as integral parts of their global market and development
programs. Their aims are:

{i) to manufacture parts and components to supply parent
companies in their home countries and subsidiaries in
various parts of the world;

(ii) to produce finished products in large volume for
international markets;

(iii) to manufacture capital equipment, intermediate products
and chemicals for the regional market especially for
offshore oil exploration, mineral, agricultural and
forestry development, and construction projects;

(iv) to use Singapore as the "launching site" for
establishing branch manufacturing operations in the
region;

(v) to use Singapore as an international servicing and
warehousing centre for the quick supply of spare parts
and after-sales service, and for training dealers,
technicians and maintenance and repair crew in Asia; and

(vi) to set up engineering, design and consultancy services,
ranging from civil engineering, construction and
industrial plant design and fabrication to geophysical
research and computer software to serve the region.
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Manufacturing investment (excluding petrochemicals) averaged
S$1.7 billion t/ a year in 1980-84, of which two thirds were
foreign controlled enterprises. In the early part of the 1980s,
Singapore was very dependent on oil and shipbuilding but is now
increasingly focusing on computers ana electronics. For 1986, the
level of investment commitments in manufacturing was S$1.4 billion,
of which S$1.2 billion was foreign origin. This increased to S$1.7
billion in 1987, of which S$1.4 billion was foreign origin. In
1988, investment rose by 15.2 percent, to over S$2 billion, of
which nearly 83 percent was foreign origin. Investment fell
slightly in 1989, to under S$2 billion, of which 83 percent again
came from abroad. A sharp increase in foreign investment pushed up
total investment to S$2.5 billion in 1990, of which less than SS300
million came from local sources. As in previous years, the largest
share of investment (44 percent) was in the electronics sector. The
second largest was petroleum (15 percent of the total). In recent
years, the share of EC countries in total foreign investment has
generally been rising, reaching 32,3 percent of all foreign
investment in 1989, compared with 20.4 percent five years earlier.
However, in 1990, EC investment fell back, accounting for only 17.8
percent of the total, and the United States again became the major
investor. It committed over S$1.0 billion, or 47.6 percent of the
total, followed by Japan with S$0.7 billion.

Singapore's privileged geographical position, strengthened by
the development of communication infrastructures, has also favored
the emergence of dynamic financial activities linked to entreport
trade and quickened by the local branches of London-based banks.
Based on the experience bequeathed by Britain, Singapore became the
relay-station of the financial market: a regional centre for the
supply and demand in capital for the Asian countries, and a place
for the exchange of American, Arabic, Asian and European capital
seeking investment in zone outstanding in rich natural resources.

Financial sector has also been playing a crucial role in the
economic development of Singapore. The development of its
financial markets and institutions owes much to the role it has
been playing as the most important international trading center in
the region.

f The exchange rate as of February 17, 1993 is US$1 = S$l.6427
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The present advanced status of the Singapore's financial
market was originated in the late 1960s when the government
recognized that the financial sector could become an independent
growth sector, over and above its service to the commerce and
industry sectors. A strategy to develop Singapore into an
international financial sector was formulated, encompassing
legislative, fiscal and administrative measures. This strategy has
been implemented successfully and in keeping up with the changes
and developments in different parts of the world, Singapore's
financial sector has used the advances in computer and
telecommunication technologies to make the market more competitive
and to become an integral part of the global financial and capital
markets.

Over 1978-88, the financial sector was the fastest growing
sector in the economy and its contribution to GDP more than doubled
from 5.2 to 13.6 percent. In 1983-88, it was the second largest
contributor to GDP, next to manufacturing which contributed 33.6
percent. Although the financial sector is not the largest
employer, the financial sector has contributed significantly to
employment growth. Since 1978, employment in the sector has grown
at more than twice the rate for overall employment and by 1988,
constituted 3.8% of the total employment.

II. IOLICY KE2UMSVR TO IROMOTE FOREXGN DNEBYMNENS

From the experiences of investment promotion to Singapore, the
following factors and policy actions have proven to be the most
effective in attracting direct fordicm investment.

1. Liberal IDvestuet Policy

Singapore's policy towards foreign investment is
characterized mainly by both its liberality and its
consistency over the last decades. Foreign investors are
allowed 100 percent foreign equity ownership, freedom to
repatriate profits and freedom to bring in foreign skilled
workers to operate their facilities. Investors are also given
the freedom to make their own decision on the types of
activities and industries to invest in Singapore.
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2. Investment Incentives

In certain circumstances, the government offers tax
incentives to attract investment projects which have higher
level of risk or a long gestation period. However, these tax
incentives merely serve to be an "icing on the cake".
Generally, they are not the critical factor that influence
corporate investment decisions.

3. Proactive Promotion of Investment

In 1961, the Singapore government established a one-stop
agency, the Economic Development Board (EDB), to spearhead
Singapore's investment promotion in manufacturing. To obtain
direct access to leading international companies, the EDB
maintains 16 overseas offices in the major investment
catchuent areas in the US, Europe and Asia.

The EDB also adopts a customer-oriented approach in
investment promotion. This means understanding the needs of
the companies. Singapore is trying to attract and meet such
needs in terms of business environment, infrastructure
provision and skills availability.

4. Political stability and Public Service Integrity

The feedback from foreign investors is that political
stability is one of the critical considerations when deciding
on an investment location. With political stability,
businessmen can afford to make long-term investments with the
assurance that their assets will be safe and will yield
returns.

Investors also mentioned that the public service with
integrity, and transparent laws will make it easier for them
to deal with government departments without incurring extra
hidden costs.
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S. Business support Infrastructure

The whole range of business-support infrastructure is
also important to promoting foreign investment to Singapore.
In the early l960s, this meant ready-to-use factories in
industrial estates which provided basic amenities so that
companies could move in and start up operations quickly.

As the economy upgraded, infrastructure development
extended into manpower training in specialized skills, modern
international transportation and communication systems, and
using information technology.

To facilitate the movement of freight and businessmen,
Singapore continues to upgrade its infrastructure such as
port, airport and the telecommunications system.

International schools have also been established to
enable the children of foreign expatriates to be brought up in
their native language and culture, so that they can be
socially integrated with their society when they return home.

6. comprehensive Manpower Development

In view of new products and shortening product life
cycles due to technological advances, the Singapore workforce
has to meet the changing skills requirements of industries and
businesses. Therefore, several training prograns are operated
in cooperation with leading international companies to utilize
their expertise and knowledge of technology trends.

This also means that Singapore must promote continuous
training and re-training. An important vehicle through which
continuous training is promoted is the Skills Development
Fund. This Fund is financed through a levy on the salaries of
workers earning less than $750 a month. It is used to finance
training and re-training programs undertaken by companies.
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In terms of portfolio investment, Singapore is one of the few
countries in Asia with a fairly well-developed corporate securities
market. This market provides an important avenue for domestic
companies to raise long-term capital through the flotation of
securities on the Stock Exchange of Singapore (SES).

The market has hitherto been dominated by equity securities.
There have been relatively few public bond issues. From 1980 to
1988, a total of S$7,211 million was raised through 147 initial
offerings and rights issues. In contrast, there were only 23
listed bond issues amounting to S$1,296 million. The majority of
these were either convertible bonds or bonds with warrants or
transferable subscription rights attached. The volume of funds
raised dropped considerably with the recession in 1985-86 but
rebounded strongly with the recovery in 1987.

At the end of 1988, there were 326 companies listed on the
Main Board of the SES. Of these, 132 were incorporated in
Singapore, 182 in Malaysia and the remaining 12 elsewhere. Total
paid-up capital and market capitalisation of the listed companies
amounted to S$32 billion and S$104 billion, respectively. Over the
past decade, the SES ranked third in trading volume among stock
markets in Asia.

In order for newer, medium-sized companies to tap long-term
funds to finance their business expansion, a second securities
market, known as the Stock Exchange of Singapore Dealing and
Automated Quotation Market (SESDAQ) was opened in February 1987.
This second market has helped these companies to attract some
capital from abroad.

To further promote international securities trading in
Singapore, the SES and the US National Association of securities
Dealers Automated Quotation (NASDAQ) established a link in March
1988. The SES was the first Asian stock exchange to provide an
organised market for the trading of international Securities.
Steps are being taken to establish linkages with other exchanges.
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tIII JVALUATI0G8

Based on Singapore's experience, the important factors that
attracted foreign investment are a liberal investment policy and
sufficient incentives, business support infrastructure and well
developed financial system, a trainable and educated labour force
as well as political stability and the high integrity of the public
service. Other factors that contributed to the growth of the
financial sector are rapid economic growth in Singapore and the
surrounding region, a high domestic savings rate and large foreign
reserves, a strategic location, a well developed infrastructure and
the availability of support services.

IV. ACTSON RUCOMCMND

For the host government, the experience of Singapore shows
that all the measures mentioned above should be emulated by other
developing countries if real capital flow is to be encouraged.

There are three main areas where home royernmen action can be
most effective in stimulating capital flows to developing
countries. The first is the absence of restriction on capital
outflow. The second is that the home nation can conclude bilateral
treaties in the areas of investment guarantee and double taxation
agreement to facilitate outward investments. Thirdly, the
government can explain and convince the trade unions that
internationalization helps to improve the competitiveness of the
country and will lead to job creation instead of factories closure.

For the multilateral agencies, they can play a catalytic role
in further enhancing the flows of capital to developing countries.

For all the three parties, however, the actions for each to
take would have to take into account factors which are specific to
the host and home governments.
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Investment commitments in manufacturing (S$ mn)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Local 232.4 253.4 295.0 349.6 333.3 266.8

Foreign 888.0 ,189.6 1,448.0 1,657.8 1,625.4 2,217.5

Total 1,120.4 .443.0 1,743.0 12,007.4 1.958.7 2,484.3

Main applications of
investment (*) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Food & beverages 4.9 5.8 9.0 8.4 1.7 1.8

Paper & printing 2.9 2.5 1.4 3.6 4.8 3.1

Chemicals 4.6 12.6 2.5 * 7.5 12.0 12.1

Petroleum 17.0 8.0 7.0 - 14.8 15.3

Machinery (non- 11.2 14.3 5.4 9.0 6.7 7.1
electrical) _

Electrical machinery ... 9.0 7.3 4.8 4.0 4.0

Electronic products ... 27.0 40.8 41.8 35.7 44.2

Transport equipment 7.9 4.5 3.5 5.5 2.6 4.6

Other 17.9 16.1 23.1 19.2 17.7 7.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source Mi:nistry of Trade and In4ustry, Economic Survey of Singapore.
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THE EXPERIENCE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN ATTRACTING
FOREIGN PRIVATE INVESTMENT:

THE EXPERIENCE OF THAILAND. INDONESIA. NALAYSIA. AND SINGAPORE

Summarv

According to the experiences of some SEA Group countries, the
following sets of recommendations can be made.

Policies and measures by the host government should aim tc achieve
the following obiectives:

1. Favorable economic environment both in terms of
physical aspect such as adequate basic infrastructure and services
ie. financial system, investment services, liberal investment policy and
general investment promotional measures, should be provided for.

2. Confidence for investors in terms of political stability rnd
consistency of government policy should be created and fostered.

3.Skilled human resource and educated labor force should be
developed.

Actions recommended for the home government in order to stimulate
investment in develoDing countries should aim to achieve the following
obiectives:

1. Reduce the restrictions on capital outflow.
2. Lower protectionist stances.

These may be unacceptable to some developed countries, but on the
other hand there are high profit and large return on investment from
abroad, which can be fully compensated for capital outflows. Besides,
developed countries will also benefit from cheaper
import goods.

3. Develop long-term industrial and economic competitiveness.

For the multilateral institution, their role in the promotion
of direct investment flows to developing countries is also important.
The institution can be of assistance for both developing and developed
countries. Developing countries should aim to create favorable economic
environment. For developed countries, multilateral institutions should try
to eliminate trade protectionist policies and argue for a decrease in
capital outflow restrictions.

However, the increase of FDI's in South East Asia were triggered
by the effects of the currency realignments in 1985, supported by the
readiness of these four countries. It would be difficult to conclude that
the policies and measures implemented by these countries alone were
responsible for the success of attracting FDI's. Also, the location of
these 4 countries in a region close to the Indochinese countries provided
great business opportunities in the expanding Indochinese markets. All
these factors discussed importantly affected the flows of foreign private
investment to the four SEA Group countries.
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PROMOTING THE PRIVATE SECTOR
UNITED KINGDOM'S EXPERIENCE OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing realization across the world
that the private sector holds the key to sustained and rapid growth. One of
the clearest results of this shift in thinking has been the widespread and
accelerating process of privatization. Over eighty countries have launched
privatization programmes, and since 1980 over 2,000 state owned enterprises
in developing countries have been privatized. The recent changes in the
former centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the FSU have only
underlined the fundamental importance of the private sector.

2. However progress in other areas has been slower. For example while in
the major industrialized countries the private sector accounts for 90
percent of all investment, in developing countries the share is only 50
percent and in sub-Saharan Africa only a third. If the private sector,
including privatized enterprises, is to play its crucial role in growth and
development, this will need to change.

3. Private sector funds, domestic and international, must be the main
means of financing private sector development. This paper considers the
role that foreign direct investment can play in promoting the private
sector. The ability to attract foreign direct investment has been a key
factor in the development of the private sector and the economic success of
both developed and developing countries. This paper describes the UK's
experience as both a recipient and a source of foreign direct investment.
But the focus of this paper on direct investment is not intended to minimize
the importance of other sources of private sector finance - for example,
portfolio investment is becoming an increasingly valuable vehicle.

4. Furthermore while the private sector should be the main means of
finance, public sector financial institutions, multilateral and bilateral
aid programmes can all play facilitating and catalyst roles in helping the
private sector develop. However their roles must be carefully defined to
ensure that public finance is not crowding out, replacing or distorting the
effective use of private finance.

II. UK EXPERIENCE OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

5. Foreign direct investment (FDI) is playing an increasingly important
role in the workings of the world economy (Graph 1). Following the end of
the recession of the early 1980s in the industrial countries, FDI grew
particularly strongly, very much faster than during the cyclical up-turns of
the 1960s and 1970s. Average growth in the up-swing was over 20 per cent a
year in real terms, about four times faster than the growth of world trade.
While the deregulation and liberalization of service industries has been an
important factor in the OECD area, there is a general consensus that,
cyclical fluctuations apart, this increased prominence of FDI flows will
continue.

6. The UK has a particular prominence with respect to FDI flows. (Graph
2). It remains the second largest recipient of inward flows after the USA,
and its share has been rising during the 1980s. It is also the world's
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second or third largest overseas investor, alongside the USA but behind
Japan.

UK as a beneficiary of foreign investment

7. The UK has had a long record of attracting foreign investment (see Box
II). In the 1950s and the 1960s this was mainly from the US; many US
multinationals are now seen as UK companies. In the last ten years alone
the UK has received on average some $12 billion every year in direct
investment - in 1989 and 1990 the figures were $28 billion and $34 billion.
We have received over forty per cent of all Japanese direct inward
investment into the EC.

BOX I BENEFITS OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT

A good example of the benefits of foreign
investment has been in the UK car industry.
The Nissan plant in the north of England is
already the most efficient car plant in
Europe. By 1997 it is expected that Japanese
manufacturers will account for nearly one
third of total UK production. While most of
the components are sourced locally, two thirds
of the production is destined for export -
some cars are already being exported back to
Japan.

8. The UK has welcomed these high levels of foreign investment. The
direct employment benefits are obvious. Its benefit in strengthening and
expanding the private sector is also important, with important spillover
benefits for the rest of the economy. Inward investors are often
representative of best practice technology and management in their country
of origin and competitiveness of UK firms is enhanced as a result of facing
direct competition with them. Furthermore UK suppliers and customers
benefit from exposure to the technology, management practices and quality
standards. The new skills injected by foreign companies into the UK labour
force diffuse throughout the economy. The result for its whole economy is
increased productivity, higher growth and improved exports.

BOX II UK POLICY TOWARDS FOREIGN INVESTMENT

The UK operates a liberal inward direct
investment policy, regardless of the form that
investment takes (eg greenfield, takeover,
joint ventures). Mergers policy has been
based almost exclusively on competition
considerations. Similarly, apart from a few
(non-binding) local content agreements,
notably in the vehicles sector, inward
investors have not been subject to performance
requirements. The UK has actively encouraged
greenfield foreign investment through a mix of
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marketing efforts and Regional Selective
Assistance.

The 1980s also saw a number of measures in the
UK that have increased the attractiveness of
Britain as a place to do business.

* relaxation of exchange controls;

* financial deregulation;

* reduction in both corporate and
individual tax rates;

* industrial relations reform;

* participation in the European Single Market:

* firm commitment to low inflation.

However perhaps the key policy initiative
during the 1980s was the Government's
Rrivatization programme. Privatization sends
a number of important signals to potential
investors:

* it demonstrates a commitment to a
market led economy, based on
competition and free trade.

most important of all it
demonstrates a commitment to the
private sector as the engine of the
X economy.

Portion direct investment in develoginz countries

9. A number of developing countries are already reaping the benefits of
FDI. Countries are seeing the benefits of reforms which have liberalized
their economies and encourage the private sector. Especially in the wake of
the debt crisis, countries are aware of the advantage of remittances on
foreign investment being dependent on performance, unlike loans which have
to be serviced regardless of circumstances. FDI is increasingly seen as a
valuable means of financing current account deficits and - in countries
where there are no buoyant domestic capital markets - as a means of
financing the private sector.

BOX III UK AS AN OVERSEAS INVES¶2

Investment by UK companies, financial
institutions and individuals has played an
important role in other economies. Between
1981 and 1990, the UK invested $184 billion
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overseas, second only to Japan. However these
figures refer only to direct investment. The
City of London has played a major role in the
rapid growth of portfolio investment flows.

Ever since 1980 when exchange controls were
abolished, the UK has placed no restrictions
on outward capital flows. The UK has had a
generally permissive and supportive policy
towards overseas investment, recognizing the
commercial benefits this gives to domestic
firms.

10. For investors looking overseas, confidence is the key. Financial
incentives and the like may have a role to play but it is much more
important that the fundamentals are right. On the basis of UK experience as
an overseas investor, the key elements in developing this confidence are
likely to be:

* a stable economic and political environment - low inflation
is vital;

* a clear commitment to the private sector;
A a transparent, fair, and uniform legal framework, which does

not discriminate against foreign investors;
A an efficient and adequate infrastructure;
* an appropriately educated and skilled labour force;
* the prospect of growing and profitable markets, internal or

external;
* the ability to repatriate profits and dividends in hard

currency;
* a willingness on the part of the government to join

appropriate international bodies, such as MIGA.

11. Attracting foreign investment is not easy. Rebuilding foreign investor
confidence takes time, particularly in countries which have pursued
distortionary policies which are inimicable to private investment. Many
countries are still seen as high risk, and investors will demand
appropriately high returns in compensation.

12. Furthermore foreign investment in many countries is only likely to be
attracted to relatively large projects and enterprises. Development of
small and medium scale industry will have to be largely reliant, at least in
the foreseeable future, on domestically raised capital or on external
capital derived by one means or another from public sector institutions such
as the multilateral and bilateral development banks. The World Bank Group
has a vital leading role to play both in providing and catalyzing external
financial flows to such borrowers and in promoting the development of
domestic capital markets.

HK Treasury
14 April 1993
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Graph 1: Receipts of Foreign Direct Investment
OECD and Developing Countries
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ENBICING TNE FLOW OF PRIVATE FINANING FOR IEFASMUCIURE PROJECTS
IN EJNGINC MARKT MhITIES

DAVID

NANGCING DIRECTOR - BERGING MARKETS. LE RGTIERS IUTERUATIOMAL

Introductifn

This paper sets out same suggestions for strengthening the role of the official credit Inatitutions - most
notably the WorLd Bank - in improving the flow of private capitaL for financfng of infrastructure projects
in the more creditworthy developing countries. Obviou Ly, this Mddresses anly a smnlI regmn t of the overa ll
financing requirements of developing countries, i.e., that segent where there is at least soa prospect of
accessing private capital markets and thus where the official institutions are in a positfon to play a
cataLytic role. For the poorest countries concessfonaL developm nt assistance is the only form of financing
that makes sense. And for countries where credit standing is apelired by excessive debt, a poor track record
of economic management or a general inability to meet the performmnce criteria that private investors demnd,
the multilateral and biLateral official Institutions remain indispensable both as credit intermediaries and
an arbiters of Lending conditionality. The comments here aLso focus on improving access to securities
markets, for two reasons: first, the InternationaL Financial Institutions' (iFIs) ou r ntermediation rote

focused here. Second, commercial banks are institutionally geared to dealing with -redit anatysis and risk

management in ways that major institutional investors are not. If ways can be found to create credit

structures that are acceptable to non-bank investors, then access to banking markets should aLso be relatively
assured (or at tenat materib'ly enhanced).

The principal recommendations call for the institutions, particularly the Banks to be at the sae time both
innovative and more restrained in directLy providing financing projects. The Innovative pert Is to Ca) find
ways of building domestic institutions and project entities that are self-sustaining financially, with good

econreics and operating in a legal and regulatory framework that makes them creditworthy within their own

domestic markets; and Cb) develop an acceptabLe way of providing limited coverage for the risk of non
availability of foreign exchange to meet debt service obligations to foreign investors. The more indirect
financing part Is for the IFIs to be willing to underwrite risk in projects on an arms-length basis, leaving
it to the private sector to design and structure finncing transactions that meet predetermined and well-
defined underwriting criteria. These are clearLy not revolutionary suggestions, but wiLl, at the margin,
increase the flow of private capital into infrastructure projects in relatively creditworthy countries. The
demonstration effect of increased access to capitaL by these countries should also provide important input
to the Bank's overall policy dialogue with other borrowers somewht further doun the creditworthiness ladder.

Some bwckrau,d

Structural changes in domestic capital markets and improved international creditworthiness of some developing
countries have generated strong interest in more market-oriented approaches to the financing of infrastructure
projects. The BOT technique, for example, fs being explored throughout the developing world as govern mnts
seek new ways of obilising investment funds. The forces driving this change in infrastructure financing

policy are nenr and varied, but two in particular stand out. The first is a phitosophical shift away from
an atl-pervasive state rote in the provision of infrastructure services. The second is a recognition that
government budgets throughout the world -- including in thc industriaL countries -- are badty overstretched,
hence the desire to find *off budget ways of financing major investment projects. In some cses, the
conclusion is reached that infrastructure should be privatised. This is almost universally true of
tetecomnunications and airlines, and increasingly so for power generation, other maor transport services
(trunk highways and bridges where tolLs can be levied), and some water supply nd waste treatment faciLities.
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in this way additional (non-budget) revenues can be generated at source through usr fees and financial market
discipline can be substituted for direct government control over the operations of infrastructure enterprises
and project entities.

Put simply, the infrastructure financing problem is twofold: first, how to create a domestically viable and

creditworthy project in terms of being able to generate adequate revenues In Local currency on a sustained
basis; second, how to deal with the cross-border risks that arise with investment from foreign sources. In
developed markets, structuring the financing package for an infrastructure projects focuses exclusively on
the first aspect, either because the financing is being raised domestically or because the existence of a

stable, convertible currency means that toreign investors are wilLing to accept cross-border risks. For
example, in the United States, a toll road or airport project is comonly undertaken by a specific authority
that has the legal power to issue bonds, levy fees, etc. Such an authority may be a publicly sponsored
corporation, a private company or a public-private hybrid. It operates within a well-defined legal and
regulatory framework and has a financial structure that lends itself to analysis with respect to credit
quality. Credit rating agencies play a central and indispensable role in evaluating the operations and
financial performance of the authority, in effect, on behalf of investors who either do hive the capacity to
evalue such risks on their own or who prefer to rely on the specialisations nd objectives of the rating
agencies.

Differences in economic and financial performance as welt as regulatory envirownent pLay a major role in
determining differences in credit ratings. In competing for funds within a well developed capital market,
different authorities and jurisdictions thus compete not only on the basis of the economic potential of the
project but on the relative quality of the institutional framework within which the project is set. The
absence of such a framework is one of the principal reasons Why developing countries find it so difficult to
attract foreign capital for infrastructure projects. More attention clearly needs to be given to creating
the conditions under which domestic capital can be mobilised for such projects, and this means giving more

attention to the development of domestic capital markets. inflation and economic instability contribute
greatly to the ineffectiveness of domestic capital markets to become adabqate sources of financing.
Unfortunately, too often governments try to attract foreign capital into institutional circumstances -hat are
equaLLy unattractive to domestic investors. Providing solid, practical advice on legal nd regulatory
frameworks conducive to private financing in infrastructure projects should thus be high on the Bank's list
of technical assistance, supported by appropriate conditionality in sector and investment lending.

The private sector financing sources regularly took to the Bank for just this type of support. Infrastructure
projects are inherently vulnerable to governrent policy and regulation. They generally produce a singte
output (e.g., electric power) which is either sold to a single customer (e.g., a power utility) that is itself
state-owned or sold at prices regulated by goverruent (e.g., tolt road tariffs). The investment is usually
large and long-lived, hence the returns are exposed to changes in goverrue nt policy over a long time period.
Generally, the output carot be exported, nor can the physical facilities be re configured to produce
something else. In short, most infrastructure investment is entirety at the mercy of the legal and regulatory
regime -- plus the economic environment -- created by the host government.

Investors in such projects thus have to make decisions on the bais of the governuent 's track record in
economic management and in providing a stable and predictable institutional framework for the investment.
Where the track record is weak or non-existent, investors will seek extensive additional protection from third
parties, notable export credit agencies, political risk insurers a'd the mltilateral institutionr. The
attitudes of rating agencies -- to the extent that they have a role to play -- will reinforce these concerns.

Enhdancin Project Creditworthiness

Two different roles can be envisage for the World Bank in improving the bankability of projects. The first
is to work on the institutional framework. Through its overall lending relationship with the country and its
policy dialogue on sectoral and regulatory issues, the Bank is in a unique position to assist countries in
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establishing a creditworthy enwiroment for infrastructure projects. The second is to guarantee or otherwise
enhance the obligations of the governrent or its agencies towards the project. As noted above, most such
projects rise or fatl on the strength of the goverrent's credibility as a purchaser or regulator of
infrastructure services. Conpared with private investors and lenders, the Bank is in a far better position
to evaluate the nature of these "political" risks and, more Importantly, to manage them. The Bank's central
role vim a vis the government means that it can obtain remedies and rectify problems far more effectively than
a investors in a singe infrastructure project. Obviously, the Dank can play this role only where it is
convinced that the goverrment is comnitted to policies that will eventualLy generate the confidence of private
investors. World Bank guarantees in infrastructure projects should thus be viewed as transitional measures
designed to accelerate access to private capital on the basis of reform that the Bank is prepared to support
but for which a track record has not yet emerged.

This may require the multilateral institutions to adopt a somewhat different approach to financing of such
projects. They should probably not be the lead lender for the project with a responsibility for structuring
the financing package and organising cofinancing from other sources. Rather it should leave these tasks to
the private sector and try to restrict their role to improving the poLicy framework, filting financing gaps
and extending guarantees as necessary on the obligations of the goverrnment or its agencies in order to create
a financing package that is viable. This inplies a willingness to be an underwriter of risk with less direct
control over the design and implementation of a project than the World Bank usually has. Financial
structuring and arranging of the financing package would need to be left to private sector organisations.
Indeed, if the institutions continue to play the lead lender/arranger role, they will inevitably monopolise
this function (since the costs of the service are never explicit, being iabedded in the lending rate rather
than paid as a tparate fee as is the case in purely private sector financings). Also they are likely to be
so tied to the project that they are not in a position to objectively evaluate risk and negotiate effectively
to minimise its credit support to the project.

The aiultilateral institution will also need to develop new skills in credit evaluation and in discriminating
among project risks. Nuch like rating agencies, they will need to evaluate the precise nature of the risk
in a project (rather than simply looking at alt-encompassing country risk) and decide to what extent the
specific project requires its support and in what form. Indeed, one suggestion would be for the World Bank
to develop a specialised unit that works closely with credit rating agericies -- a nmter of whom are becoming
international -- to establish an independent rating for the debt obl igations of the project entity and provide
sophisticated input to the design of Bank credit enharicement policy and inplementation.

Not all projects Mill require the same degree of credit support. ln some cases, the legat and regulatory
framework is sufficiently developed and the government's credibility sufficiently high that the domestic
(local currency) risks are acceptable to private investors. In such cases, the Dank could confine its
intervention to reinforcing the institutional framework and help with the remaining cross-border risks. In
others, the local risks will be too high (e.g., performance risk under a power purchase agreement in which
the state owried utility has a history of arrears and excessive consumer subsidies) and the Dank will need to
Lend its support assuming the Bank believes that the government witl perform and/or can see a way to enforce
compliance should problem. arise. In still others, the performance risks will be so severe that the private
sector will demand full World Bank guarantees, in which case the Bank may find it more acceptable to lend
directly to the project itself.

In *11 projects, construction risk is a particularly difficult problem and the institutions wilL frequently
be asked to play a role in guaranteeing the completion of the project. Uhi le this may raise a nuIber of
special policy issues, from a risk standpoint it is essentially the same as undertaking the project in the
first instance as a traditional IFl loan but progressively transferring risk to private investors as the
project is put into service.

Specific financing techniques to enhance the creditworthiness of projects also need to be encoiraged. For
example, the World Bank has indirectly provided "mezzanine" finance by helping fund goverrwmnt spcnsored term
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firnncing faciLities such as the PSEDF In Pakistan. There are a set of well-developed credit eahncement
techniqus In the United States uch as Stat RewoLving Funds CSRFs) that could be adopted for similar
purposes in emerging mrket countries. Project reerve, pooLing of the risks In a nurber of projects into
a speciaL financing vehicle, underpiiming project ecomics with partial grant financing are all mays of
strenthening creditworthiness. The key, however, is to begin to apply sophisticated techniques of risk
sasesment at the project lwel and to adjust both the legal atd regulatory frauork nd the financial
structure of the project to mke it Nbankable.

One needs to be realistic, however, about the degree to chich the Bank can simply rely an technical advice
and institutional development. Credit risk -- even in this limited domeatic sense -- will renmin high in many
projects in amny countries. In the bsence of wetl developed institutions and especially a weLL-developed
domestic capital market, the Bank's ability to extend guarantees and long-term financing will remain remain
essential.

Cross Boder Risks

The risks discussed above affect domestic as well as foreign investors nd need to be dealt with even if one
is simply pursuing a more modest goal of making infrastructure projects ore genuinely free-stnding nd
financially Independent. At least two additional cooptications arise ihen part of the financing for an
infrastructure project comes directly from foreign Investors: first, exchange rate changes can have a
profound effect on project conamics; second, debt service and dividend payment. are vulnerable to overall
mcroeconomic conditions and the availability of foreign exchange to the project entity.

The first of these risks is realty a variant of the domestic credit risk discussed above and can be deelt with
through simiLar approaches. However, it is worth noting that it is not sinply a matter of indexing tariffs
in foreign exchange terms (e.g. x cents per kilowatt hour). Alt regulated public service tariffs have a
political dimension to them nd at ome point the effects of currency depreciation on project economics and
hence required tariffs can becrome so large as to call into question the credibility of a well-intended tariff
poLicy that is baesd on maintaining revenues adequate to service foreign exchange denorminated debt and/ or
equity returns that are indexed to a foreign currency.

The secod of these cross border risks is the one most frequently cited by foreign investors as the key
obstacle to attracting more private financing for infrastructure projects in developing countries. For any
foreign investor it loom particularly large in infrastructure projects for reasons clearly mentioned. Such
projects are typically large investments producing a single output for only one or a few customers, frequently
a state entity itstlf, etc. In short, foreign investors are locked in for the life of the project and thus
are extrceoly sensitive to potential disruptions in foreign exchange availability, even in relatively welL
developed countries with a reasonable track record of stable economic management and a favourable
institutional structure.

Again, there are wide variations in countries, hence in the degree of comfort that foreign investors are
prepared to accept. The Bank ned not extend full guerantees in all cases, even though greater coverage means
a better credit rating and a more wide-spread investor base. For the more creditworthy countries, a
willingness to ensure that some portion of the foreign exchane requiraments would be met should be
sufficient, * already recognised in the Bank s ECO progrm. How much coverage is enough? This is difficult
to smy in the abstract, but a step forard would be for the Bank to establish some fairly simple guidelines,
mor elaborated than is presently the case in the ECO program but not complicated or exe ssively rigid, nd
then let the market find the best my of making use of ihatever credit enrancement resources the Bank Is

jfepered to provide. A starting point for analysis woutd to be provide, say, 3 to 5 years of coverage for
debt service in the event that the project entity has the necessary locat currency but cwmot obtain foreign
exchang to meet the obligations to foreign investors. There is no magic to this tim period; it is simply
a rough order of *manitude as to how long it wilL take to correct a belance of payments probltm or at teast
resolve disruptions In payments to bond market investors (in contrast to the protracted time scale that was
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required to deal with commercial benk debt in the 1980.).

Interestingly, this concept of a Limited period of time to restore foreign exchange availability is embedded
in the Bank's Articles of Agreement as a mechanism for avoiding default wider Bank-guaranteed bond Issues.
While the provision is frained In terms of purchase and repurchase of currency (parallel ing language in the
Fund's Articles) and has never been used, the principle is nonetheless part of the Bank's earLy history and
reflects the conviction of the Articles drafters that the primary role of the Bank would be to guarantee bonds
issued by developing countries to finance specific projects. As it turned out, the Bank quickly developed
its own capacity to borrow and found it sinpler to leid directly rather than guarantee. Unfortunately, given
the way the Articles are written, there Is no scope for leveraging the Bank's capital base through guarantees.
Apart from a modest concession for non-catlable giarantees, both count equally against the Bank's Lending
Limit. As a result, there is an iriherent bias towards lending guarantees in the Bank's capital structure.
The same is true for soae of the other IFls.

Over the years, numerous attempts have been made to work around this ias, but in the end the choice comes
down to a batlance between the benefits of institution building and r. -e effective support for borrowers'
efforts to mobiLise private capital and a set of concerns about entanglement with private creditors and
potentially adverse reactions by the Bank's own investors to a rescheduling of a Bank-guaranteed bond. In
the absence of clear economic gains from a more leveraged use of Bank capital through guarantees, it has

lways been difficult to overcome the conrerns sufficiently to commit the necessary staff resources and
mnagement support to the type of technical assistance and institutional development described above. Thus,
the goal of fosterinig more "off baLance sheet financing approaches and a more wgenuine lender of last resortm
approach has been consistently forestalled.

The bias towards lending couLd be corrected by an amendhent of the Bank's Articles. The arguments against
amendment are well known and it may remain an impractical option. An alternative would be for the shareholder
governments to establish a special purpose subsidiary of the Bank that would provide the sort of limited
foreign exchange availability insurance described above. This could be done by a majority vote by the ank's
Board. Such a subsidiary could be capitalised as necessary and given sufficient reserves and liquidity to
carry out the limited function required. By focusing on projects that meet high standards in ter of
domestic creditworthiness, the subsidiary would assemble a portfolio of risk that is both restricted nd
diversified. It would have an incentive to develop ways of hedging risk across the portfolio, again something
that private markets feel the Bank has a unique capacity to do. Such an irnurance vehicle is an obvious gap
in the multilateraL system and could in co-operation with MIGA and other entities substantially enhance the
fLow of private capital for infrastructure projects. It could also be established as a joint venture of one
or more of the IFIs.

Conclusion

These two suggestions -- a specific program of institution building and a limited risk insurance subsidiary -
- would materiatLy enhanrce the international institutions' catalytic role in developing domestic capital
markets and in mobitising private finance for infrastructure projects. Neither is revolutionary, and together
they focus on only one aspect of financial flows to developing countries. The number of emerging market
countries for Which this approach would work is limited, but growing. And hopefully the demonstration effect
of sccess in attracting finance on market oriented terms will have an important catalytic effect on the
objectives and commitment to policy reform of a much broader set of countries.
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TRANSFER OF PRIVATE REOUtRCES TO TUE DEVEWPING COUNTRIES

NOZEN OURESHI
CHAIRMAN OF TME ZEBRGING MARKETO CORPORATION

This brief note contains scme observations on practical
steps and approaches that governments of developing countries
might wish to consider in connection with their efforts to
promote the inflow of foreign capital. It is neither analytical
nor comprehensive in its treatment. it begins with a brief
analysis of the experience with capital flows in the 1980's and
the lessons to be learned from that experience. That is followed
by some suggestions for capital importing and exporting countries
and for multilateral institutions, aimed at promoting the
transfer of private resources to the developing countries.

CaRital Flows in the 1980'8.

The trends in private capital flows in the 1980's
provide a useful backdrop for considering the prospects and the
potential for promoting foreign capital flows to the developing
countries. A retrospective analysis provides useful lessons for
developing countries that wish to attract foreign capital, for
multilateral institutions that have an important catalytic role
to play in the process, and for the governments of the
industrialized countries that also stand to gain from the free
flow of capital.

The more important component of private capital flows
is foreign direct investment (FDI) During the 1980's, total FDI
increased nearly four-fold but some 90% of the increase went to
the developed countries, mostly to the US and Western Europe.
The amount of investment going to the developing countries
roughly doubled to around $20 billion, but their share in total
FDI dropped from about 18-19% in the early 1980's to 11-12%
towards the end of the decade. A small number of countries were
the major beneficiaries of these flows. Nearly one-half of the
total went to five countries (Brazil, Singapore, Mexico, China,
and Hong Kong) and nearly three-quarters to ten countries.

The growth of foreign portfolio investment (FPI) in
the developing countries during the 1980's has been even more
rapid than that of FDI. There are now 200 closed-end emerging
market funds with assets of $20-25 billion in capital markets
whose capitalization has risen from less than $5 billion to well
over $20 billion in 1992. Moreover, there is a broader range of
countries receiving FPI, with the volume of FPI more closely
linked to the performance of individual security markets.
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The Lessons of Experience.

The experience of the 1980's suggests the following
broad conclusions:

(i) Countries must be realistic in their expectations
regarding the potential flow of FDI and the time it takes to
achieve a substantial increase in its level. Creating a more
hospitable policy and regulatory environment is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for attracting foreign capital. Foreign
capital inflows are also influenced by other country
circumstances and attributes such as market size, effective
infrastructure, a skilled labor force, and efficient and stable
governance.

The experience of the 1980's shows that countries at a
higher level of industrialization and development are more
successful in attracting foreign investment; and those that have
relatively large domestic markets or provide good potential for
manufacturing exports, are particularly favored. In the smaller
and poorer countries, by comparison, it is relatively more
difficult to attract large amounts of direct foreign investment
even if they create a favorable policy environment and offer
incentives that are competitive with those of other countries.
However, a few small countries such as Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Mauritius are notable exceptions. They have benefited from being
the leaders in establishing "open" economies with "liberal"
economic regimes that provided a "level playing field" for
domestic and foreign private investment.

(ii) The contribution of FDI to the economic
advancement of developing countries is likely to be more
important in "qualitative" rather than "quantitative" terms. In
other words, the principal benefits of FDI are more likely to be
found in the areas of technology transfer, access to markets,
skills upgrading and efficiency enhancement through increased
competition rather than in the volume of resources it adds to the
financing of domestic investment. However, even very modest
amounts of FDI flows could be valuable in upgrading a country's
productive system and stimulating tie growth process.

(iii) There is no single approach towards promoting
foreign investment that is suitable for all countries. While
there are some features that are common to most successful
investment promotion programs, there are also important
differences in the economic situation of countries which call for
some variation in approach.

(iv) Foreign investors have developed a much more
"global perspective" in recent years and therefore individual
countries have a much better opportunity than in the past to
attract foreign capital provided they effectively market their
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strengths. The information revolution, the globalization of
capital markets and the ending of the cold war have all
contributed to a much more global approach on the part of
transnational corporations to issues of "sourcing" and "location"
of production.

(v) While security markets were not a major source of
industrial and business financing during the early stage of
development in the industrialized countries, there is reason to
believe that in the current world environment of global capital
markets and instant communications technology, they can be a. much
more potent force for attracting foreign capital. Moreover,
unlike FDI which tends to build up slowly, FPI can increase very
quickly, as a result, for example, of repatriation of flight
capital following major improvements in the policy environment
and the re-establishment of confidence, or in association with
the introduction of a major privatization program.

(vi) Governments in developing countries have a very
important role to play in creating a domestic environment that is
conducive to the flow of foreign investment. This role is very
different from that performed by many governments in the past
when they intervened excessively and took over active management
of productive assets. The role of government should instead be
similar to that envisioned by Adam Smith in the Wealth of
Nations, namely to ensure that there is an adequate regulatory
framework for the efficient functioning of the economy, and that
there is adequate investment in basic infrastructure and human
resource development, and that the functioning and management of
most productive assets is left to the private sector.

Jsn Agenda for the Future.

Herewith a checklist of selected actions that should be
high on the agenda of the three parties concerned: the capital
importing countries, capital exporting countries, and the
multilateral institutions:

The Capital Importing Countries:

1. Formulate an Investment Promotion Strategy which
highlights the country's comparative advantages, establishes the
government's objectives and priorities for foreign investment,
and sets out the policies and actions that will create an
appropriate enabling environment. A government that wishes to
attract foreign investment in the export sector while maintaining
an over-valued exchange rate is unlikely to succeed. Equally, a
government that has reformed and liberalized its economic
policies but continues to maintain a system of burdensome
bureaucratic clearances for individual investments, is likely to
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be thwarted in its attempts to attract foreign investment.

2. Set out the "rules of the game" for foreign investors
that are consistent with the Investment Promotion Strategy.
Foreign investors place a high premium on knowing with some
certainty what they can or cannot do. Similarly, the risk and
reward perceptions of investors are affected by the degree of
confidence they have in the continuation of the prevailing
investment regime. The best system is one which does not
distinguish between domestic and foreign investment. In any
case, the rules governing foreign investment should be precise
and totally transparent, and should be left unchanged for as long
as possible.

3. Ensure that domestic private investors feel well-
treated and are flourishing. If a country has a buoyant domestic
private sector, it is bound to attract foreign capital.

4. Allow foreign investors the freedom and the ability to
manage their investments effectively. The investor must be in a
position to control the decision-making process, and have a
measure of independence in managing the investment without fear
of external intervention. Management independence typically
comes from majority ownership, although control can be acquired
even as a minority shareholder. Most developing countries that
have succeeded in attracting large amounts of foreign investment,
have been prepared to allow majority foreign ownership in
domestic enterprises.

5. Liberalize caRital exit and ent rements: the
removal of restrictions on foreign exchange transfers -- both on
the current and capital account -- is usually the most visible
sign to foreign investors of a change in the attitude and
approach of a government. A foreign investor must be made to
feel that he can make a profit and transfer it without
hindrances. Liberal "exit" conditions are therefore an acid test
of the government's attitude towards foreign investment.

6. Establish a fiscal regime that is perceived to be
eauitable to investors. Many countries continue to penalize
business with penalty rates of taxation. Marginal rates of
corporate taxation should be adjusted broadly to international
levels.

7. Give high priority to the develoRment of an efficient
and modern financial ys_tem, and open it up to foreign
participation. The absence of strong and efficient financial
institutions that can provide and develop essential financial
services to support the growth of business and industry is a
major deficiency in many countries. There is an urgent need to
open up banking, insurance and pension fund management to
privatization: foreign participation in the financial system can
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be a strong positive force for the modernization of the system by
injecting new technology and competition. This has acquired
heightened importance with the globalization of the financial
system.

8. Develop a well-functioninq security market that
provides an effective conduit for FPI. Aside from establishing
adequate statutory regulation of security markets and encouraging
maximum "self-regulation", governments need to ensure that a
growing part of institutional savings are channelled into the
security market to give it liquidity and depth. Mandatory
contributory pension schemes -- both in the public and the
private sector -- are an excellent way of channelling
institutional funds for long-term investment into the market. In
addition, governments need to require that the tax system does
not penalize security market development -- e.g. it distinguishes
between short-term and long-term capital gains, that it avoids
double taxation of investments and securities (i.e. through the
removal of the withholding tax on dividends), and that foreign
investors are protected through double taxation treaties.

9. Undertake a sustained marketing effort aimed at
providing potential investors with information on business
conditions and opportunities, regulations and procedures
governing investment, institutional service and support
capabilities, etc. A satisfied and functioning foreign investor
is the most effective advertisement for a country's investment
regime.

10. Envision, as noted earlier, an activist role for the
government in providing good governance, and a regulatory
framework that ensures free competition which is the hallmark of
a well-functioning market system.

Governments of Capital Exporting Countries:

1. Provide incentives to institutionally managed portfolio
funds to invest in the developing countries.

The total stock of institutionally managed portfolio
funds in the industrialized countries probably amounts to about
$14-16 trillion, while the stock of developing country debt and
equity held by investors from the industrialized countries is
estimated at only about $60-70 billion. Therefore, even if only
1% of the global institutionally managed portfolio could be
invested in the developing countries, the transfer of capital to
them could be more than doubled. Even modest tax incentives to
the Funds for making such investments would easily achieve this
target and it would be a much more effective and less expensive
method of providing capital to the developing countries than, for
example, giving them aid.
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Aside from the above, there is need, in any event, for
liberalizing the application of prudential regulations by
regulatory authorities on lending and investment by financial
institutions to developing countries. Current regulations, and
especially the manner in which they are applied in many capital
exporting countries, inhibit them from investing in developing
countries.

2. Expand fiscal treaties and agreements to avoid double
taxation

While tax treaties and fiscal arrangements are now in
place among many countries, there are some countries that are not
covered and the scope of some of the agreements need to be
expanded and made more comprehensive.

3. Liberalize immigration rules to permit exchanae of
human capital

Current immigration rules in industrialized countries
make it difficult for enterprises to recruit foreign nationals,
including those from joint venture/partner companies, for
training and career progression. Reciprocal liberalized
immigration arrangements between capital importing and exporting
countries would remove a major irritant to the effective flow of
capital.

The Multilateral Institutions:

The multilateral institutions -- the World Bank Group
and the IMF,, the Regional Development Banks and the UN
Specialized Organizations -- are currently engaged in supporting
a broad range of policies that help promote the flow of foreign
capital. The areas outlined below are those where a more
aggressive and expanded role by these institutions would now be
timely:

1. Provide more active support for private sector
financina of infrastructure.

Infrastructure deficiencies and environmental
degradation now loom as the major obstacle to sustained
development in most countries of Asia, Latin America, and Eastern
Europe, and public sector resources are totally inadequate to
meet the requirements. The multilateral development banks can
increasingly shift their attention to issues of human resource
development only if the private sector, including foreign private
investment, can be mobilized in a major way for the financing of
infrastructure and the environment. This is feasible provided
the multilateral development banks show some leadership in this
area and play a catalytic "umbrella" role. While a few B.O.T.
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(build-operate-transfer) or B.O.O. (build-own-operate) type
projects are under consideration, the development banks have been
slow to develop the instruments and the approaches that are
necessary to provide a strong stimulus to private sector
involvement. The direct involvement of multilateral development
banks in establishing "Infrastructure" and "Environment"
Investment Funds that mobilize private institutional funds,
should be actively explored.

2. Provide more effective support for privatization
Drocrans:

Some of the observations concerning infrastructure
financing apply also to support for Privatization programs. So
far the World Bank and the regional banks (with the exception of
IFC and, to some extent, EBRD) have performed only a limited role
in this area, largely confined to policy advice, training, etc.
However, financial markets and institutions in many countries do
not have the depth and liquidity to provide the needed support
for major privatization programs, and IFC, and similar other
affiliates of the multilateral banks, do not have the resources
to intervene effectively. Therefore, more direct participation
and involvement of the multilateral development banks in
supporting the privatization effort is required.

This has particular relevance for two special cases --
Africa and Russia -- which, for a variety of reasons, will
confront special problems in privatization. In the case of the
African countries, consideration should be given to establishing,
under the auspices of a multilateral development bank, a "Debt to
Equity Conversion Fund" that converts some of the outstanding
debt of these countries into the equity of the companies to be
privatized. In the case of the Russian Federation, one of the
multilateral development banks could help set up a "Privatization
Fund" to provide "mezzanine" financing for privatization. This
will enable the enterprize, which is to be privatized, to
continue to function, and it should allow a beginning to be made
on its "restructuring", pending the actual sale of the assets or
the locating of a joint venture partner.

3. Expand the scoRe of MIGA's activities:

MIGA remains a highly relevant but limited organization
in terms of the coverage it provides. Its contribution to
promoting foreign investment could be greatly increased if the
size and type of risks it covers could be broadened. The
feasibility of doing so should be explored in the light of its
recent experience.
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EXPORT FINANCE AS A SOURCE OF FUNDING FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

MALCOLM STEPHENS. CB
SECRETARY-GENERAL. INTERNATIONAL UNION OF CREDrT AND INVESTMENT INSURERS

(THE BERNE UNION)

Introduction

I should stress at the outset that this paper is written in my personal
- capacity. Ir does, however, reflect my experiences in the private and
public sectors in the U.K. and overseas, dealing with trade and export
finance over the last 30 years.

Background

It is very difficult to generalise about all developing countries.
However, I think it is possible to make a number of comments of pretty
general aDplicability to a large number of them.

Commercial banks are very reluctant to provide medium and long term
finance. There are various reasons for this but none are lLkely to be sub-
ject so significant relaxation or improvement in the next two or three
years. Many banks are even reluctant to provide short term trade finance,
even though such finance (unlike medium and long term lending) has only
rarely become caught up in debt reschedulings under the London Club.

Most Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) have had difficulties over the least
few years, paying claims (particularly in the medium and long term credit
fields) well in excess of their premium income. Governments who have had to
pick up the tab are, understandably, more cautious than they may have been
in the past.

All the comments in thif paper relating to the ECAs cover both those
who give guarantees to banks and exporters and those who lend themselves.

Sovereign guarantees are often perceived by both coioercial banks and
ECAs to offer less than perfect security for new credits/lending. As a
result, new projects in many countries bave become either very difficult to
finance at all or there has been greater interest in project and non-re-
course financLig, where the main security is the viability of the project
itself. Foreign exchange earning projects offer the possibility of estab-
lishing security packages for the required/associated credits by the estab-
lisbment of offshore escrow accounts to hold the foreign currency eari=ngs
of the projects. Such arrangements are of greater (and growing) importance.

I should stress that I have taken as one of my basic assumptions that
aid flows will, at best, remain at about present levels.

'The views presented in this paper are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
any arganization with which lie is affuiated.
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Against this background, it will continue to be very difficult to
finance resource flows to the poorest and least developed countries other
than on an aid basis. Indeed, it is possibly not helpful to some countries
to provide them with loans on commercial terms (i.e. 5 or 8 years credit at
or about market rates of interest), the timely repayment of which are likely
to prove beyond their means.

Thus, the rest of this paper will concentrate primarily on *Second
Tier" Developing Countries, i.e. countries who still find difficulty in
raising commercial finance but where it is not impossible to see this posi-
tion changing for the better in the not too distant future.

Fundamental Ouestion

The basic question I shall try to address is what can be done to in-
crease the flows of credit and investment. This will cover both what could
be done differently by a range of institutions and also what new or addi-
tional things might be done. Of particular importance will be the role of
the private sector in both lending to/investment in borrowing countries
since it is simply not possible for the International Financial Institutions
to provide all (or even most) of the finance or investment for projects
which is required. Thus cofinancing is of quite central importance.

International Financial Institutions (IFIs)

The policy and practices of the IFIs often seem to discriminate in
favour of the commercial banks and against the Export Credit Agencies. This
is particularly true in the area of cofinancing. No doubt there are his-
torically valid reasons for this but it is, in my view, indisputable that it
has led, and continues to lead, to less credit being made available by the
ECAs than would otherwise be the case.

I would argue that, as a basic position, the IFIs should be willing to
make available to the ECAs whatever facilities or support etc. they make
available to commercial banks -- it need not be better but it is very coun-
ter productive for it to be worse. Neither should the IFIs get sucked into
providing -- ever wider and deeper and increasingly unconditional --
"guarantees" to try to attract commercial bank lending when they (the IFIs)
would need to do less to bring forward ECA financing.

Similarly, it is not helpful for the IFIs to seek to share their pre-
ferred creditor status with commercial banks on projects and expect the ECAs
happily to accept that com-ercial banks will then rank ahead of them in any
creditors queue. The basic fact is the same in all these cases, namely that
the natural cofinancing partners for the IFIs are the ECAs and that discrim-
inating against them produces the worst of all worlds, e.g. it inhibits ECA
finance but does little to bring forward commercial bank finance and risks,
in addition, moral hazard for borrowers.
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For a number of countries, the only way in which credit will be
extended or foreign investment made in a project will be if a commercially
acceptable security package can be established. A key part of this will, in
the case of foreign exchange earning projects, often be the creation of an
offshore Escrow Account to hold some proportion of those earnings of the
project. If countries are not allowed to establish such arrangements due to
Negative Pledges to the IFIs, then projects will simply not be done. ECAs
are increasingly unwilling to contemplate taking a position subordinate to
that of other financiers in a particular project.

A facility under which IFIs provided finance for the 15% downpayment on
a project (which developing countries often have difficulty in raising
either from their own resources or commercial banks) -- leaving the balance
of 85% to be provided by the ECAs on a cofinancing basis -- could be a very
useful "new" facility and could enable projects to take place which are
otherwise blocked. ECAs are not permitted under the OECD Consensus (see
below) to support 100% of a project value. Such a facility might well en-
courage reluctant ECAs to participate where IFI involvement gets closer to a
greater sharing of risks.

The IFIs are an important source of information both on projects and on
countries. This should be shared to the maximm extent with potential
lenders, investors and insurers. This is particularly true where privatisa-
tions etc. are creating new private sector buyers who are not known to
potential creditors and who have no track record or no accounts.

The IFIs have a central role in advice and guidance to debtor coun-
tries. Such advice should include matters of importance to creditors such
as keeping the terms of signed Paris Club Agreements and not seeking any
move of Cut Off Dates, as well as being realistic about the scale and nature
of projects and associated borrowings.

The procurement procedures and international tender reauests of the
IFIs should be realistic -- especially where there IFI share of a cofinanced
project is a minority one. For example, the ECAs are not in the business of
supporting untied lending/credits and so will not normally be willing to
support high levels of finance for procurement other than from their own
countries. What is practical should be the key criteria. The same should
be true of the complexity of procedures and documentation in that the IFIs
should pay more regard to the needs and wishes and practices of their poten-
tial cofinancing partners. The IFIs should nct expect to have the final or
sole authority or say or power of decision in all situations, whatever their
share of the lending.

DeveloRing Countries

The overhang of existinL debt is clearly an inhibiting factor to the
generation of new credits and investments. Thus the extent to which debtor
countries honour Paris Club Agreements will influence the decisions of
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potential creditors and investors. This is particularly true of holding
firmly to Cut Off Dates.

The provision of reliable information to creditors and investors is
also important, especially when, as is now frequently the case, the economic
and commercial scene is subject to rapid change.

New legislation bearing on commercial activity should be framed with
the needs of foreign creditors and investors in mind. This is true not only
of foreign exchange regulations and shareholding requirements as regards
foreign investment but also of company law, legislation bearing on accoun-
tancy standards, bankruptcy regulations etc.

It is helpful to control the level of commissions: high commission
payments not only deter potential lenders and investors but are clearly a
waste of national resources.

'Window ShopRin " on projects etc. is very counter productive. In
other words, countries should be selective and realistic about the projects
they pursue. A reputation for white elephant projects or unrealistic pro-
jects or too many projects takes a very long time to live down and deters
potential lenders/investors/creditors from committing resources etc. even to
considering projects.

Investwent Promotion and Protection Agreements (IPPAs) can be helpful
in developing confidence amongst both potential investors and ECAs who
insure investment. However, it is of course important that they are not an
end in themselves but form part of a general policy framework which is wel-
coming to foreign investment.

It might be possible for two or three developing countries (and even
aid donors) to join together to provide some kind of 'Regional" joint guar-
antee for orojects and investments. This could help to bring forward addi-
tional credit and/or foreign investments.

Export Credit Agencies (ECAs)

As noted earlier, most ECAs are under pressure from their Guardian
authorities. This means, inter alia, that they will underwrite rather more
cautiously than may have been the case in the past.

However, it would be helpful if more ECAs were able and willing to
carry out the analysis and appraisal etc. which is necessary to enable them
to support projects which are structured on a project financing basis (and
where payment guarantees are not required from the Governments of the buying
countries). Resources committed to the development of these skills would be
well worthwhile.

It would also be helpful if cooperation and coordination could be
imoroved between ECAs so as better (from the point of view of buyers,
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exporters and lenders) to structure and administer joint or parallel cover
for projects where procurement is involved from more than one country.

The present terms of ECA cover for medium and long term cover (as
regards size of downpayment, rate of interest and length and profile of
credit) are governed by the OECD Consensus. One result of this is that
interest rate subsidies have to a large extent been phased out of the
system. However, it would enable a number of significant projects to take
place if there could be some flexibility over the other Consensus terms --
and, in particular, the length and profile of the credit -- so as to match
the repayment terms to the amortization needs of the project. For example,
if the viability of a project needs a 12-year (rather than an 8-year) length
of credit and repayments which are, say, larger in the last 8 years than in
the first 4 years, this should be left to the underwriting judgements of the
ECAs concerned and not "forbidden" by the OECD Consensus. Provided no in-
terest rate subsidies are involved, this should not distort competition.

The Consensus should prevent market distortions and unfair/subsidised
competition: it should not become an arbitrary restraint on finance being
provided to match the amortisation needs of projects. The plain fact is
that, as any insurer or investor should know, lengthening the credit need
not mean worsening the risks. Indeed, repayment which matches the cash
flows of the project probably represents a better risk.

ECAs could helpfully revie-w the sources of finance in their countries
to see whether their guarantees might not be structured (without taking new
or increased risks) so as to bring forward finance from non-bank sources.
Some ECAs have already experimented here by trying to tap the Capital
Markets.

Investment Insurance

Investment Insurance is offered by most of the larger ECAs (and in the
USA and Germany by specialist institutions) and by the IBRD and KIGA. It
has been a useful role but it seems to me that it is important both not to
exaggerate what it can achieve quickly or to raise false expectations.
There are various reasons for this.

First and foremost, investment insurance excludes the whole range of
commercial risks and, to this extent, it is unlike other ECA facilities.
Second, investment decisions normally take a long time to come to fruition.
Third, the foreign investment legislation position in many countries is
unclear or undergoing significant change. Finally, the OECD foreign invest-
ment has been heavily concentrated in other OECD countries.

The lessons I would draw from this are:

a. Don't expect too much too quickly of Investment Insurance (all
parties)
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b. Do have "foreign investment friendly" laws and procedures (devel-
oping countries)

c. Do review current policies and terms of cover to see if more and
different things (e.g. syndicated loans) could be done to support
viable investment (ECAs)

d. Do (continue to) be flexible and to work with ECAs: it is essen-
tial that MICA provides facilities which are complimentary and not
competitive with those of the ECAs (MIGA).

Exports from Developing Countries

The establishment of ECAs in developing countries can be useful in
stimulating exports. However, it is not helpful for such institutions to
become vehicles for channeling subsidies into exports or for encouraging
exports to countries (or buyers) which do not pay. A key point seems to me
to be the help which ECAs can give (by taking the commercial risks and
acquiring/monitoring status information on buyers and helping to recover
debts or overdue payments) in increasing exports to OECD countries. For
exports to other developing countries, there are important lessons to be
learned from the experiences and problems that ECAs in OECD countries have
had over the last 10 years and there are roles for all the parties mentioned
above in enabling this "Technology Transfer" to take place.

Summary and Conclusions

This paper is intended to be a practical one. It tries to suggest
certain actions which could be taken or certain practices/procedures/
policies which could be changed by various parties.

There are no simple or magic solutions but my strong view is that, if
some of these points could be acted upon, the flows of credit and investment
to developing countries could be increased with considerable potential bene-
fits to all concerned.

January 1993
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MEASURES FOR ENHANCING THE FLoW OF PRIVATE CAPITA
TO THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ
UNIVERSITY OF STANFORD

1. Introductrior

There appears to be a widespread consensus that many less developed countries (identified as

second tier) could usefully absorb more capital, that is, the expected risk adjusted return to these

investments exceed what should be the cost of capital (given interest rates in more developed countries).

Increased flows of capital from the developed to the less developed countries could substantially benefit

the less developed countries, particularly when that capital is accompanied by a flow of technology.

Ihis brief paper focuses on what might be done to faclitate the flow of private capital. Several

of the proposals-resemble devices which have already been, or are being, tried. It may be possible to

build on these past experiences and learn from the past failures as well as successes. In evaluating these

past experiences, one has to be atrentive both to particular design features as well as to the particular

economic and political environment in which previous experiences have been conducted. The limited

success of an experiment in venture capital firms in Africa does not mean dtat such firms might be more

successful in odLer economic eivironments.

2. Some Prdimiizr Rars

We begin by identifying the barriers, either in the host or source counry. At the onset, it should

be noted dtat even in -the most developed counties, with the most well ftnctioning of capital markets,

there may be significant barriers to the flow of capital. There is evidence of persistent differences in

rates of return across induries. Small and medium size firms often face difficulties in obtzain finnce,

The views presented in this paper are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
any organization with which le is affiliated.
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particularly in periods of economic downturn. Equity markets are able to provide finance to but a small

fraction of firms, and even these firms rely relatively little on equity markets as a source of capital. Even

bond markets are a relatively small source of finance for finms outside a limited number of industries.

Equity has, however, distinct advantages relative to debt financing, because it shares risks more

effectively. In the situations that many less developed countries find themselves, the high degree of risk

makes the fixed obligations associated 'th debt particularly unattractive.

In this, and other respects, bank financing is superior to bond financing. It provides greater

flexibility, and the potential for closer monitoring is also a distinct advantage.

In some countries, specialized firms-venture capital firms-have developed to meet the specialized

needs of capital (and other managerial and financial needs) of new firms. But these firms require

specialized knowledge. In only a few industries have venture capital firms gained the requisite knowledge

to become a major source of funds for new enterprises.

It is imnportant to bear in mnind the distinctions among the forms of capital as well as the uses to

which capital flows may be put. Real investment which carries with it new technology, and which is used

for projects with large spillovers, may contribute in a positive way to the development effort. On the

other hand, some countries have been concerned that large portfolio capital movements have lead to

exchange rate appreciation with adverse macro-economic effects, destabilizing the economy. Equity

capital provides better risk sharing opportunities, avoiding the by now familiar problems associated with

excessive debt. Equity participation by both host and source country investors provides strong incentives

both for the selection of good projects and monitoring.

On the side of both the host and source countries, perhaps the two most important barriers to the

flow of capital relate to risk and information. In the presence of limited information and considerable

risk, even in developed countries, there may be credit rationing. Thus, the fact that LDCs, and particular

firms in LDCs, face credit rationing-limited access to funds-should come as no surprise. These
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difficulties are compounded by the problems posed by sovereign debt.

3. Risk of Real hnerest Rate Variions

With respect to debt instruments, LDCs (and firms within LDCs) have previously been asked to

bear the brunt of variations in the real interest rate. In the period beginning in the late 1970s through

the early 1980s, this cost thern a great deal. This real interest risk should make them reluctant to

encumber themselves with debt of short to medium maturity (or at least shorter maturity than the projects

which it is intended to finance).

The more developed countries should be able to absorb this risk of a variation

in the real interest rate, It should be possible to devise institutiona mechanisms by

which either the internationalfinancial instilutions or source governments can do this.

Such 'real interest' insurance would alleviate another on going problem. Lenders often prefer

to lend for maturities which are of shorter duration than the duration of projects. While short term loans

have distinct advantages from the perspective of the lender-they afford him more control-they expose

the borrower to uncertainty concerning the interest rate that will have to be paid when the loan is

renewed. The real risk that the.borrower faces is variations in the real interest rate. Though the real

interest rate insurance would not eliminate the risk associated with a termination of credit, it could be

used to reduce the risk of real interest rate fluctiations.

4. Risk Diversifcaion for Investors and insurance
Against Global FPuZ ons in the Level of Economic Activity

Investors in source countries face a number of risks, e.g. concerning macro-economic conditions

in particular host countries, world-wide macro-econoniic conditions, policy risks within particular host

countries (such as changes in tax laws and ability to repatriate funds). Some of these risks-those
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pertaining to a particular country- can be reduced by diversification across countries.

Since particular source countries are likely to be more informed about parricular host

countries (often because of long term historical relations), it might be desirable for the

International Fuwancal Insdtutions to take the lead in helping orm internaionalprivate

consortinum (muual fluds), managed jointy by banb from several counries, and

providing portfolio investment on a world-wide scale.

At the same time, the developed countries should recognize that fluctuations in the level of

economic activities within their countries may be exported to the LDCs, and be a major source of

undiversified risk for such a world-wide consortium. Indeed, to the extent that fuids go to finance export

oriented industries, and exports are sensitive to incomes in the more developed countries, the effects of

economic volatility in the more developed countries may be amplified.

Thus, more concerted efforts on the part of the more deweloped countries to maintain

economic stability would have strong beneficial effects in reducng risks in less developed

countrzes and thereby promong th flow of funds to those countrnes.

To be sure, the developed countries may take upon themselves a responsibdility for macro-stability.

But of all the reasons for doing so, this is not liy to be one which weighs heavily in the minds of

policy makers. Given past failures, we should expect future failures as well.

The developed counries can, however, provide a substtute, a kind of macro-stabiity

insurance. Whzen profits (returns) on the investments are low because of a macro-

economic downwn in the more developed counties, the more developed countries or the

International Financial Institutions could provide a compensatory pamt, tied to the

extent of the economic dowur

While working out the instiutional arrangements for this kind of insurance are likely to be somewhat

more complicated than for the previous proposal, even imperfect insurance would be better than none,
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and it should be easy to design simple systems to provide partial insurance.

S. Infonnation bariiers

There is a two sided information problem. Investors in source countries have limited information

with which to judge either particular entrepreneurs or particular projects within host countries; and

entrepreneurs in host countries have limited information concerning technologies and markets overseas.

One of the sources of the rapid growth in South China in recent years has been joint ventures,

which have brought together capital, knowledge, and risk sharing, largely between various investing

enterprises in China and those in Hong Kong. These joint ventures provide two further advanL4ges:

there are multiple monitors, increasing the likelihood that the enterprises are well managed; and the

multiplicity of different interest groups make it perhaps less likely, from the perspective of both the

foreign and domestic investors, that investment will be appropriated. While these arrangements have

increased the flow of infbrmation (e.g. concerning alternative technologies), the flow is circumscribed;

there is not (at least in many cases) a world wide search for the best, or at least most appropriate,

technology.

At the same time, there is limited information on the part of enterprises in many host countries

concerning the range of financial instruments, e.g. equity, bonds, preferred shares, and the advantages

and disadvantages of each.

7he IFIs are perhaps in a unique position tofbznd a set of venture capitalfirms,focusing

on selected seaors, but bringing together industry adfinanidal expertsfrom several of

the more devloped countries. Like the venture capitalfirms of Silicon value, suchfirms

would be able to provide important financial and managerial assistance, marketing

knoowledge, and technological kow-how. The coud bring together projects in the less

developed countries with potential investors in the more developed countries. They could
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help form joint ventues. taking shares in the enterprse damselves.

The intemational basis would make it more likely that the financial structure and the technology provided

would be the most appropriate for the country. The fact that entrepreneurslfinancial institutions within

the less developed countries were willing to risk theirown capital would enhance the likelihood of success

of such projects and provide important assurances to investors in the more developed countries. The

limited availability of equity by private entrepreneurs may prove to be an impediment for any but the

smallest of projects. It may be desirable to undertake a serious effort to seek out entrepreneurs who will

be willing to take significant stake.

An important feature of the venture capital firms is the form in which capital is provided; they

have recognized that initial cash flows may be low, making debt finance inappropriate.

6. Advantages of banks

We noted earlier that bank finance provides several advantages over bond finance. In spite of

these advantages, its role has been diminishing. This may be pardy because of the difficulties that banks

in many of the more developed countries have been experiencing recently, and pardy because of the

troubles that these institutions had with third world lending in earlier years. These difficulties suggest

that these lenders may not have possessed (or exercised) one of the advantages often ascribed to banks,

their superior capacity in monitoring. Banks in the more developed countries naturally focus most of

their attention on investments in their own countries, or investments by firms from their own country

abroad.

This suggests thar there may be scope for the establishment ofprivate banks specializing

in internatonal lending in less developed counries, perhaps organized as joins venures

of already established banks.

There is, as is often the case, a trade-off between the advantages of specialization and risk
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diversification. A bank which is specialized in a single country may develop greater expertise in that

country, but its profits are highly dependent on economic conditions in that country; an international bank

investing both in developed and less developed countries has less specialized knowledge and greater

opportunities for risk diversification. In the spectrum of possibilities, there appears to be a gap; there

is not a set of financial institutions investing in many less developed countries, and therefore accumulating

expertise in the particular problems of these countries, yet able to diversify across countries.2

Establishing these banks as joint ventures of banks in several countries would enlarge the natural

information base upon which the bank could draw.

7. Risk of Panl Expmopriaion

Investors face a risk that their capital be expropriated. Investors can obtain insurance against this

risk. More subtle however is the problem of partial expropriation, through, for instance, increases in

effective tax rates. Sovereign govemrnents are not likely to surrender their right to raise taxes, but they

may be able to sign binding agreements putting upper bounds on the tax rates that they will impose over

various lengths of time. Failure to live up to these agreements would be met with the same ldnd of

responses that are accorded other failures to live up to other agreements with international organizations,

such as the World Bank.

Providing dtiskWd of 'exended coverage' under expropriation insurance might facdife

theflow of capital.

Though partial expropriations can take a variety of forms, some quite subte, it should be possible

to design coverage which would significandy reduce risks facing investors.

2As an aside, we note that in many countries, goverments have had to take the initiative in
establishing financial institutions which, once establisbed, were financially viable on their own. The IFls
would be performing a similar role in this context.
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8. Enhancing the Prwdudvity of Foreign Invetments

So far, I have focused on what might be done to improve the functioning of capital markets. But

there are another set of actions which the developed countries and the IFIs can take to improve the returns

on investments, and which in turn may improve the flow of capital.

First, there is a growing recognition of the complernentarity between publicly provided capital

goods and private investment. Good infra-structure in general and a good transportation system in

particular have strong positive effects on the return to private investment. Beyond that, the government

can help coordinate the provisioin of other aspects of infra-structure which may be provided by private

investors. Thus, another important ingredient for successful private investment is a good

telecormmunications system. This is frequently a natural monopoly; and in any cases govermnent

regulations will inevitably affect the profitability of private investment.

It goes without saying that

governments in host countries need to provide a favorable envronmentfor investment.

But beyond this, governments in developed countres and the IFls can help take a lead

role, in conjuction with the governments of the host countries, in providing (or ensuring

that provide firms provide) the physical conditions, the infra-struceure, which will

enhance the productivity of private invesnent.

A higher quality and healthier labor force is also likely to enhance the returns on investment.

Governments in the more developed counres as well as the IFIs can provide supportfor

the health and education programs.

Beyond that,

the governments of the nore developed countries and the IMs can help create an

understanding of the ingredients whizch make for an attractive investment environment-

such as stable macro-econonic policies and stable political instittons, with a more
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equitable distribsion of income contributing to tht stability.

Secondly, some of the potentially best investments in the less developed countries are in export

sectors. From the perspective of investors in the developed countries, export oriented industries are more

easily monitored. There is also accumulating evidence that the successful NICs grew largely on the basis

of the expansion of their export industries. But exports for the less developed countries are imports for

the more developed countries.

The more developed counries musr be wiling to allow these imports, with a ninimum of

restricizon-non-tariffbarriers as wl as tariffs Providing guarantees to that effect wil

remove a major source of risk to investing in LDCs.

The International Financi Instiutons can play a particulary iEportant role in this

respect, providing a mechanism flike GA T1) wiuch commits the more developed countries

in a way uih they may not be able to commit themsdves.

Some of the non-tariff barriers, such as those on food, are justified on the basis of health

standards.

The more dewloped countries could provide assistance to ensure ta the WDCs can

saisfy these standards.

9. Join Public/Prvate Ventre

There are a number of areas in which there is an international 7public interest," such as in the

environment, where

joit ventures between public aid agencies in the developed countries, privatefinns in the

developed countries, and enterprises in the less developed countres nght be undertaken.
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10. An Internatioi Secuwites and Excange Co_ijn, *nternadonal Audiag Sand , and
International Rating Agencies

In the early years of the development of equities markets, there were repeated instmces of

'scandals," scams in which investors were cheated. The effects of these scandals lastd often for years,

as investors were scared off from putting their money into equities markets. Information problems, more

broadly, are now widely recognized seriously to impair the function of equity, and to a lesser extent,

bond markets.

Within developed countries, these problems have been addressed in three ways: establishing a

set of regulations attempting to ensure full disclosure and to imit the extent of untoward and fraudulent

practices, enforced by a securities and exchange commission; auditing standards, so that outsiders can

have a more accurate picture of what is going on inside the firm; and rating agencies, providing outsiders

with a professional assessment of the firm.

Some of the countries rapidly growing countries which have been most successful in attracting

foreign capital have recognized the importance of these institutions, and have instituted regulatory regimes

which has provided assurances, at least to those investors who are sufficiendy informed about their

practices.

An interwriz-nal convention, seting standards across countries, with compliance

monitored by IFIs. and perhaps by the Securiies and Ewchange Commssions of the

United States and other developing countres would provide assurances to investors in the

more developed countries that they do not presenty have.

Establishing iernauzonal audiing standards, wih audting done by international

auditingfirms (vwth liabiluy extended to inwestors in source countries and enforceable in

courts in the source countries),would likewise prove inportnt, both in establishing a

viable equity market within these counries and in auracting foreign investnent.
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Inenational rating agencies provie ratings comparab to those provided by

domestic rating agencies wthin the deweoped countries miWght enable many ntiionda

investors with fiduciary responsibilities to invest in bonds irsues byforeignfirms.

11. Conduding Remaks

I believe there is considerable scope for Source Country governments and the Intemational

Financial Institution's to promote the private flow of capital to the second tier less developed countries.

Within the existing institutional arrangements, there are undoubtedly a number of areas of potential

improvement. I have touched upon several institutional innvations which would improve risk sharing,

reduce risk to investors or to borrowers, improve the flow of information, and improve the returns to

investments in these countries. In the final analysis, I suspect that only by directly attacking these

fiunamental barriers to the flow of capital will significant and sustained imnprovements in capital flows

be possible.
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PRIVATE CAPITAL FLOWS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES EMERGING FROM RECENT WORK IN THE

DEVELOPMHENT ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE

ALEXANDER R. LOVE
CHAIRNAN OF THE DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE. OECD

The following key orientations flow from the outcome of work over the
last few years in the DAC. A set of the agreed conclusions of the relevant
DAC meetings is being made available to the Development Committee as a
Compendium.

Development Strategies. the Private Sector and the Balance between Official
and Private External Financing

The importance of a dynamic private sector to viable development
strategies in all parts of the developing work is now accepted Financing
the rapid growth of the private sector will create both a need and a basis
for a diversified pattern o. development financing, domestic and external.
As the private sector emphasis is pursued, private capital inflows must and
will increase as a share of total external financing, even (and especially)
in those countries which are now almost totally reliant on official flows.
This link between private sector development and the pattern of external
financing should be a core element in policy thinking about the pattern of
development financing.

Political and Economic Framework in Developing Countries and the Basic
ImDortance of Credibility

The availability of both domestic and external financing for developing
countries depends essentially on the prospects for sustainable, dynamic
growth. Sound market-oriented economic policies and good governance are
basic requirements for sustainable growth. External suppliers of finance,
both official and private, as well as domestic holders of capital, will make
their own assessments of economic and political prospects. The credibility
of a Government's commitment to sound economic policies and good governance
is therefore critical. The experience of a small but growing number of
countries shows that such commitment works, as witnessed by renewed access
to international lending, growing foreign direct investment, and the return
of flight capital.
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The Kae Role of Domestic Private and Financial Sector Develovment

Private Sector

A comprehensive medium-term strategy for the development of the private
sector is essential as a basis for introducing policy reforms to create a
market-oriented economy. Privatization urogrammes will constitute in many
cases an important component of a private sector development strategy.

Financial Sector

A sine quo non of private sector development is the parallel evolution
of intermediation services on a market-oriented basis across the whole range
of enterprises, from microenterprises to large companies. A growing and
diversifying financial sector will create new possibilities for linking into
external sources of financing and expertise. In many developing countries
notably those with serious dysfunctions of their banking systems,
comprehensive reform and rehabilitation of the financial sector is
essential.

Microenterprises

A thriving microenterprises sector plays a key role in private and
financial sector development and in market-oriented development strategies
generally. It is a major source of income and employment for a large
portion of the population. Microenterprise development strategies should be
based on a 'systems approach' to fostering low-cost lending institutions and
technologies and cost-effective training schemes for small entrepreneurs.
Under a systems approach, microenterprise lending should be linked into
mainstream financial sector development, acting to assist both the assembly
and the discremination of a national pool. of loanable funds, as is conceived
in some recent microenterprise support programmes, e.g. by the InterAmerican
Development Bank.

Regional Co-oleration

Private and financial sector development will require in many parts of
the developing world a regional approach which enlarges economic
opportunities, generates competition and fosters regional learning networks
among enterprises which help to spread successful management and innovatory
skills.

Foreign Direct Investment

The best means of attracting foreign direct investment is to create a
climate conducive to domestic private investment. The additional
requirements needed to attract foreign investors are an open investment
regime, equal treatment of foreign and domestic investors, allowing foreign
control and up to 100% foreign ownership, and liberalizing foreign exchange
regimes. Fiscal incentives and protection should be used sparingly it at
all, since they frequently involve a waste of scarce domestic revenues and
economic resources. Efforts to promote inward direct investment by the
developing countries need to be highly professional, well-targeted and
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systematically followed through on the basis of medium term strategies.
Such efforts should be coordinated with the activities of counterpart
agencies in source countries. There is scope for technical assistance from
successful investment promotion agencies in a number of developing
countries.

Domestic Remulatorv Environment

Private and financial sector development strategies will need to
embrace a review and reform of the domestic regulatory environment, to clear
away costly and obstructive laws and administrative requirements, while at
the same time, strengthening competition and prudential supervision of the
finance sector.

The Public Sector

An excessive size and role for the public sector has "crowded out'
private and financial sector development in many developing countries.
down-sizing the public sector is therefore a necessary, if difficult,
priority. At the same time, the role of the state in providing essential
'public goods" is very often too weak and will need to be strengthened.
These 'public goods", which are key to creating an hospitable environment
for investment, both domestic and foreign, include the policy framework, law
and order, efficient provision of administrative and physical
infrastructure, and investment in human capital, i.e. health and education
for all.

Coherence of Policies In Source Countries

The work in the DAC, as is clear above, leads to the conclusion that
the flow of private capital to developing countries depends fundamentally on
factors which go well beyond the narrow financial sphere, where the emphasis
too often is given to guarantee schemes and various kinds of subsidized
incentives. The essential need is for coherent and comprehensive medium and
long-term strategies in both host and source countries. In the source
countries some key elements in this context are noted as follows.

a) Macro-economic and Trade policies

OECD countries have yet to adjust their public sector deficits to a
level which is compatible with an overall savings surplus available to
finance development in non-OECD countries at reasonable real rates of
interest. OECD countries have yet to finalize the Uruguay Round, creating
uncertainty about the future of the world trading system at a times when
many developing countries have liberalized their trade regimes and moved
towards outward oriented economic strategies.

b) Debt alleviation and financial supervision

It is difficult for developing countries who have adopted major
adjustment and policy reform programmes to make progress with private and
financial sector reform if they have debt burdens which are not compatible
with becoming credit-worthy in the near future and if financial supervisory
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authorities in OECD countries discourage new lending. OECD countries need
to recognize more fully this issue of policy coherence as they contlnue the
progress made already in alleviating debt problems.

c) Tied aid credits

OECD countries have adopted measures to increase discipline and limit
the use of tied aid credits. The main thrust of these measures is to
separate as far as possible tied ODA credits from commercial (export credit)
finance in order to ensure that aid funds are truly additional to what the
market can provide. The DAC has therefore agreed not to provide tied aid
credits to the "better-off developing countries and (except in the case of
lLDCs) for projects which are commercially viable under correct pricing
policies and which could attract commercial finance. This agreement is
aimed at preventing the diversion of aid from poorer countries and genuine
aid needs, and avoiding the situation where aid effectively subsidizes sub-
optimal public sector pricing policies in developing countries. The
agreemenc thus envisages greater flows of private capital to sectors and
countries where tied aid credits have been usurping their role.

Aid Policies and Aid Co-ordination

The role of aid in encouraging private capital flows to developing
countries is essentially indirect rather than direct. Donors must give
adequate support to countries adopting structural adjustment and policy
reforms and generally committed to creating the environment of sound
economic policies and good governance which is the basic source of
credibility and confidence,. They can also help in the design and
implementation of strategies for private sector and financial sector
development. Multilateral and bilateral donors needs to think carefully
about the impact of their aid efforts on the balance between the public and
private sectors. Finally, they need to improve aid co-ordination in the
developing countries to ensure that their efforts to promote private and
financial sector development are effective and consistent and to provide
adequate and efficient interaction with host country policy makers.
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NEW EXTERNAL FINANCING SYSTEMS FOR .ATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
PERMANENT SECRETARIAT OF THE LATIN AMERICAN ECONOMICS SYSTEM (SELA)

1. Economic performance of Latin America and the Caribbean and extemal contributions to the
region's effors

In the beginningof the 90s, aftera decade of instability in the main economic variables, a broad
consensus seems to have been reached in Latin America and the Caribbean concerning economic
strategy, and has also begun to spread to some basic aspects of social developmenL

While some countries seem to have gained a stable growth rate, others -the vast majority-still
face the problems inherent in managing the adjustment. It is encouraging, however, that the most
serious inflationaryconditionsseem to be undercontrol, thereby making it easierto reactivatethese
economies on more stable bases and enabling them to cope with the serious social problems being
faced.

Although, obviously, the solutions for Latin America will not come from outside, the new policies
being set in motion by the countries in the region also require a favourable framework of extemal
co-operation. Over the years the Latin American countries have created a great capability for
analysis and proposals conceming the various items on the intemational agenda. Greater
consideration and receptiveness of the Latin American initiatives would make it possible to come
up with solutions that are in keeping with the needs the region itself has identified.

Unfortunately Latin America's efforts are taking place under especially unfavourable
intemational circumstances, characterised by the recession of the main industrialised economies.
The excessive transfer of resources related to the external debt problem persists; protectionist
practices are becoming more deeply rooted and there is uncertainty conceming the outcome of the
Uruguay Round; prices of the main export products have continued to drop and the terms of trade
have deteriorated; there is concem regarding the future prices of hydrocarbons, interest rates, the
fate of direct investments, intemational financial flows and the best means for gaining access to
new technologies.

The crudal problem for the Latin American and Caribbean countries over the short and medium
term is that of being faced with an unfavourable international context and finding the appropriate
extemal financing to supplement the effort made at the domestic level.

Latin America and the Caribbean must determine how much external financing it can actually
expect to receive for development in coming years and what actions the intemational community
could take for these expectations to be feasible.

II. Altemative external financing methods

Elements that should promote investment in Latin America and the Caribbean

Latin American and Caribbean countries will continue to adopt global measures aimed at
achieving a macroeconomic balance at the fiscal and external levels, liberalise, deregulate and
open up their economies, and establish adequate exchange policies. Likewise, continued efforts
will be directed toward the establishment of an infrastructure, education and human resource
training.

The furthering of integration is giving rise to broader economic, trade and investment sectors
for productive agents within Latin America and the Caribbean as well as for foreign investors.
Significant additional effort will be required so that the various bilateral, subregional and regional
hntegraton processes converge toward the establishment of a hemispheric area of free trade,
offering singular trade and investment opportunities.
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Latin America and the Caribbean are developing ample privatisation programmes. These
programmes have attracted important levels of extemal resources, have led to an improvement of
the fiscal accounts and, additionally, have allowed former State-owned enterprises that had no
possibilities of receiving external credits, to gain access to national and extemal capital markets
once they were privatised.

Once important levels of direct foreign investment and extemal investment are maintained on
a long term basis, the govemments of the region will be in a better position to increase social
spending, which, in tum, will result in improved human resource training. This training is a decisive
factor for the efficiency of intemal management and intemational competitiveness.

Among the tasks to be undertaken by Latin America and the Caribbean, emphasis must be
placed on sfimulafing the creation and development of long-term capital markets, in orderto attract
and maintain greater amounts of resources to sustain the growth of productve activities.

Latin America and the Caribbean, with the restructuring and economic openness policies being
carried out, has become increasingly attractive in terms of opportunities for investnent These
policies have led to important reforms in domestic regulations goveming foreign investment, and
to the signing of a number of intemational and bilateral agreements on the subject by countries in
the region in view of the consideration that the environmentfor attractng foreign direct investment
to Latin America is considered especially favourable. Outstanding among the features of this new
policy are the fact that, in general, investments are allowed to enter with no restrictions, greater
clarity as to the areas and activities in which foreign interests are allowed, elimination of restrictions
on the transfer of dividends and the profits from foreign capital, speedier processing of the
applications and paperwork for domestic authonzations permitfing foreign companies to take part
in productive activities and, moreover, laws and regulations that do away with uncertainty
concerning the treatment to which these investments will be subject. In the area of intemational
actions, the most noteworthy are the signing of agreements to eliminate double taxaffon, the
accession by several countries in the region to the World Bank agreements establishing the
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) and the Intemational Centerfor the Settlement
of Investment-related Disputes (ICSID), and the signing of bilateral agreements with govemment
investment promotion and protection agencies.

11.1 Investment

a) Direct foreign investment

- The liarmonisation of industrialised countries' tax systems could help fosterflows of direct
foreign investment and favour that the recipient countries receive a larger share of the benefits.

- Industrialised countries should set up, within theirtrade promotion offices in Latin American
and Caribbean countries, information schemes on investment opportunities and investment
promotion areas in orderto link companies in the country of origin and potential markets n recipient
countries.

- The Intemational Finance Corporation (I FC) and the Inter-American Investment Corporation
(IIC) could promote !he efforts made by the countries and the opportunities offered by these
countries by organising road shows to inform the international financial community of exdsting and
potential opportunites, emphasising national efforts in this regard.
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- The support of multilateral financial organisations is necessaryfor the structuring of national
offices in Latin America and the Caribbean, generating direct foreign Investment projects.

b) Privatisations

- Once the disincorporation operations have taken place, privafisation schemes create
opportunities for additional financial contributfons of private foreign investors for the enterprises'
modemisation and technological development.

- In order to ensure greater private sector participation in infrastructure, involving a large
volume of resources and long-term projects, the State should carry out two important tasks. The
first taskwould be that the State make complementaryinvestments, which entails external financial
contributions. The second task involves the establishment of a transparent and stable regulatory
framework thus providing a sound foundation for private initiative.

c) Foreign portfolio investment

- The growing globalisationof the intemationalfinancial marketsuggests thatthe probabilities
of future expansion of this type of financing are good. Nevertheless, restrictions and conditions
demanded by governments and stock exchanges of industrialised countries could limit access to
these markets, particularly the creation of foreign investment funds and the issuance of shares on
foreign stock exchanges.

- Although securities' markets have actively developed in Latin America and the Caribbean,
attemptingto resolve many of theobstacles limifingthe offeringof shares, thesupport of multilateral
financial organisations is needed in order to develop a mechanism to obtain funds for the region's
countries in a less developed stage in this area.

- The external support of multilateral financial institutions is required for the structuring of
regionally integrated electronic stock exchanges and the creation of binational stock exchanges.

d) Risk capital financing by specdalised organisations

- Industialised countries' govemments could encourage an evaluation and review of MIGA
policies to increase and reorient their capacity to provide guarantees and actively promote
investment projects.

- Anotherelementofinterestis thatof intensyfing International Finai.cs Corporation(IFC) and
lnter-American Investment Corporation (IIC) coinvestment projects for the execution of projects
linked to small and medium-sized businesses.

- It is of interestthat both theWorld Bank and the Inter-Arnerican DevelopmentBank review
the possibility of granting direct loans to the private sectors of the region, without requiring collateral
from the public sector.

- Broad links and greater support for Latin American and Caribbean subregional financing
organisations are required of the IFC and IIC in order to stimulate the obtention of investment
prciects wihin the region.
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e) 1DB Multilateral Investment Fund

- Bearing in mind the catalyst role this Fund would play in encouraging the mobilisation of
financialflows to the region, contributingcountries'promptcompliancewith legislative andoperating
procedures is required in order that the fund may initiate activities as soon as possible.

- The resources of the Multilateral Investment Fund will be destined to granting technical
assistance to promote a free market economy in the region. Within this context, particular attention
should be granted to the technological modemisation process expected to stem from the direct
financial support offered to the joint efforts of the private and public sector.

11.2 Credit and attraction of funding in the intemational capitals market

a) Long-term commercial bank financing

- Efforts of industrialised countriesas well as those of commercial banks must be confinued,
withthesupportof intemationalfinancialorganisations.in ordertoreacharrrangementsfora larger
number of countries of the region leading to a decrease in their external debt and its servicing.

- The governments of industrialised countries should promote the reestablishment of bank
loans. llis objective could be achieved by making the regulations within the framework of the Bank
for International Settements (BIS) more flexible and establishing different risk categories for
countries on the basis of their adjustment efforts and economic behaviour thus reducing bank
requirements for the granfing of loans to countries of the region, moving closerto the less stringent
requirements for operations involving OECD countres.

- Attemptto decreasedifferences in bank capital requirements underthe BI forshort-term
loans and those maturing in more than one year.

- Adopt the recommendations required in order that the World Bank and the Intemational
Monetary Fund play a more active role vis-h-vis commercial banks, endorsing the efforts of the
Latin American and Caribbean countries with adequate economic performance.

- Emphasise the catalyst role of intemationalfinancial organisations in the area of syndicated
bank loans and collateral for transactons.

- With the backing of the IFC and the IIC, establish information mechanisms on legal and
regulatory frameworks of the countries of the region in order to improve country and project
evaluations made by multilateral financial institutions and agencies specialised in risk classification.

- In the case of niche financing, in which the loans have extraordinary extemal security, either
direct or indirect, providing the lender with protection against the overall risk of the country, it is
necessary that multilateral financial institutions review their present negative pledge clause in order
to promote this type of investment, providing for the exception of these clauses under carefully
specified condiffons.

- Uncertainty persists in respect of income from Latin American and Caribbean exports of
basic commodities and the continued deterioration of trade termns. In this regard it would be
advisable to execute a review of the Compensatory Financing Facility of the IMF in orderto ensure
sufficient cash flows toward the countries of the region. Ukewise, and for these same reasons,
finandng by the intemational financial community should be encouraged in those projects where
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the repayment is guaranteed at a fixed price of a raw material or by a buyer assured of a
percentage of the production of same over a number of years.

b) Ihe bond market

- Opportunifies exist for greaterparticipation In bond markets by countries of the region since
prior experiences have been satisfactory for the creditors, given the honoring of these obligations
both before and after the acute debt crisis. The Improved economic indicators of the countries of
the region is proof of improved capability to repay these instruments.

- The World Bank and the IDB should broaden their technical assistance in respect of bond
placements of countries of the region on intemational markets and explore options to guarantee
issuance of bonds by countries of the region interested in such support

- The IFC and IIC could co-operate with the countries of the region in the development of
bond markets at the national, subregional and regional levels and in the structuring of
corresponding legal mechanisms in this regard.

- Both the World Bank and the lDB should offer increased support in order that the reforms
and modemisation of the financial systems of the countries in the region be continued.

c) External trade credits

- Extemal trade credits involve high costs and restrictive conditions, requiring that
industrialised countries' export credits agencies make their criteria more flexible with regard to the
acknowledgement of recent progress of the countries of the region and that they take into account
these countries' favourable perspectives for the future, granting case by case treatment similar to
that granted to OECD countries.

Ill. Financing social development

- To furthereconomic development, attract investment and train human resources and thus
have a more productive region, it is important that due consideration be given to the initiative which
Latin America and the Caribbean placed before the 1991 Annual Meeting of Governors of the World
Bank and the IMF, conceming the adoption of a "Joint Programme in Support of the More
Vulnerable Sectors," aimed at more in-depth action for social development (See Annexe 1).
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ANNEXE

JOINT PROGRAMME IN SUPPORT OF THE MORE VULNERABLE SECTORS

"We wish to propose' .... the adoption of a "Joint Programme in Support of the More Vulnerable
Sectors," aimed basically at consolidatingsocial developmentaction for the more vulnerablesectors
of the population. In implementing this programme, very concrete measures in the area of social
policies on the part of the beneficiary govemments will be demanded. The Programme should
consist of three simultaneous elements:

1. The establishment, at the World Bank, of a "Special Windowfor Social Projects," with financial
terrns midway between those of the International DevelopmentAssociation and those of the Bank
formedium-income countries, to be used in cofinancing, togetherwith the recipient govemmentand
possiblyother bilateral and multilateral sources, projects to improve the living standards of the more
neglected population groups.

2. A mandatory cofinancing share of no less than 25% of the total cost of the project will be set
for the recipient govemments. The prerequisite for disbursement of these loans will be the
adoption, by means of the appropriate legal instruments, of a National Programme in Support of
the More Vulnerable Sectors," that is to consist of:

- The definition of policies and a percentage of the national budget allocated to education,
health and nutriton;

- The restructuring or expansion and improvement of the institutions in charge of the social
sector;

- Manpower training in the area of managing educational and health institons.

- The definition of specific priority projects based on the needs of each country.

3. Simultaneously with this "Special Window" for social projects, a "Permanent Technical
Assistance Facility" would be set up, in keeping with the proposal of the Group of 24 developing
countries, which could provide nonreimbursable financing from the Bank, the UNDP and from
bilateral contrbutions for implementation of the Nafional Programme suggested above".

'Addressbyc hGovrnor forVcnczuelabeforc the Mecting of the Board of Govcrnors oftheWorld Bank and theIMF,
on behalf of the Latin American and Caribbean countries Bangkok, 15 October 1991.
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COMMUNIOUE

1. The Development Committee held ics 46th meeting in Washingeon DC
on May 1, 1993, under the chairmanship of Dr. Ricardo Hausmann of Vene-
zuela. 1/ The Committee recorded irs deep regret ac the violent death of
President Ranasinghe Premadasa and sent its condolences to the Government
and people of Sri Lanka.

2. The Committee devoted most of this meeting to an examination of ways of
encouraging private capital flows, as part of its ongoing review of the
transfer of resources to developing countries. 2/ The Committee reaffirms
its belief that a high level of investment in the private sector is impor-
tant to-sustainable economic growth in developing countries. Ic recognizes
that the majority of this investment comes from these countries' domestic
savings. Private foreign flows and official development assLstance have a
complementary but cruclal role to play. Private foreign flows have been
largely concentrated in a small number of countries. The challenge before
the international community now is to enlarge this number as quickly as
possible.

3. The Committee notes that host countries have the primary responsibility
for creating an environment attractive to foreign investors. This will
require a stable political climate and sound macroeconomic policies; a
healthy, vigorous and competitive domestic private sector; a legal and in-
stitutional framework which encourages investment without discrimination; a
liberal exchange regime; a flexible labor market; improved management capac-
ity in the public sector; and provision of the necessary physical and human

1/ Dr. Hausmann is the Kinister of State and the Head of CORDIPLAN in
Venezuela. Kr. Lewis Prescon, President of the Uorld Bank, Kr. Michel
Camdessus. Managing Director of the Intercational Monetary Fund,
Mr. Mohammed Imady. Kinister of Economy and Foreign Trade of Syria and
Chairman of the Group of 24, and Mr. Pecer Hountfield, Executive Secretary,
took part in the meeting. Observers from a number of international and
regional organizations also actended.

2/ For the purpose of this Comunique the phrase 'developing countriesw
includes economies in transicLon.
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infrastructure. Prompt servicing of deb: will reassure investors. Reduc-
tion of the debe overhang, where appropriate, for reforming countries, will
also help. Because much investment in developing countries is in export
industries, open world markets are essential. Once these measures are in
place, which may take time in some countries, funds wilL tend to flow natu-
rally to profitable ventures.

4. Where unnecessary institutional and regulatory barriers to the supply
of such funds remain, the Committee calls on the industrial countries and
the international financial institutions to do all they can- to remove them,
and to catalyze greater volumes of investment. The IFC in particular can
help by doing more to support investments in poorer countries with less
access to private capital.

Foreign Direct Investment

5. The Committee believes that FDI is the most valuable form of private
external finance, since it brings with it access to the technical know-how,
managerial expertise and wider markets of the industrial countries. Because
it moves in response to perceived market needs, it is much more efficient
than state-directed capital flows. It poses less risk to the host country's
fiscal or balance of payments position. The Committee welcomes the action
taken by most host countries to attract FDI, by reducing discrimination
against foreign investors. It also calls on the industrial countries and
the international institutions to play their part by providing technical
assistance, investment sector lending, fuller information, guarantees and
where appropriate financial support.

Portfolio Investment

6. The Committee welcomes the sharp increase in portfolio investment in
equities and bonds in several developing countries in recent years. Foreign
portfolio investment will add flexibility and depth to domestic capital
markets. These markets should be expanded further. The Bank Group and the
Fund should provide continuing support for market development, through poli-
cy advice, finance and technical assistance. The Committee calls on both
industrial and developing countries to speed up the removal of the remaining
regulatory and other impediments to portfolio flows, particularly by facili-
tating the greater participation of institutional investors.

Bond Markets

7. The Committee also welcomes the reform efforts made by several develop-
ing countries. These have restored confidence and allowed them to encer or
regain access to the international market for bonds and other financial
instruments. It encourages the governments of "source" countries to review
and address the remaining obstacles which prevent access to their securities
markets by creditworthy developing country borrowers.
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Commercial bank lending

8. The Committee recognizes that commercial bank lending is not always a
suitable form of long-term development finance, or available or appropriate
for countries facing severe balance-of-payments deficits. However, the
successful resolution of the debt problems of many middle-income developing
countries has permitted a small increase in commercial bank lending. The
Committee encourages industrial countries which have not already done so to
review their regulatory mechanisms and requirements regularly, and in doing
so to examine the scope for easing constraints on trade and project finance
to developing countries, without weakening proper prudential supervision.
It notes the role of the World Bank's Enhanced Cofinancing program in sup-
porting lending.

Private Sector Develooment

9. The Committee also reviewed a related report by the World Bank Group on
its private sector development strategy which also helps to attract more
foreign investment. It welcomes the emergence of a new generation of loans
through which the World Bank supports policy, regulatory and legal reforms
directed at improving the day-to-day environment in which firms operate. It
commends the work already done or in hand, while calling on the Bank Group
as a whole to make even greater progress by promoting small and medium-scale
industry and the entrepreneurial role of women, in encouraging the private
sector in developing countries, especially the poorest, and in supporting
the necessary underpinning public sector reforms.

Official Flows

10. The Committee recognizes that, for poorer countries and those presently
unable to attract sufficient private capital, official development assis-
tance remains essential. It therefore welcomes the completion of the IDA-10
negotiations, and calls on the donor countries to complete the rarification
process, so that there is no disruption to commitments. It also calls on
the Bank to increase further the focus on poverty reduction and environmen-
tally sustainable development. It welcomes the rapid progress in consider-
ing the operational modalities for a successor to the ESAF, the Fund's conc-
essional facility for its poorer members; it urges that this work be com-
pleted by November 1993, and calls on the Fund to explore all options for
funding. It also notes that a review of the pilot phase, discussions on
restructuring, and negotiations for the replenishment of the Global Environ-
ment Facility are about to commence; it agrees on the importance of a pro-
ductive outcome by December 1993. It notes that other negotiations are in
hand to replenish the concessional funds of other multilateral agencies, and
hopes they can be concluded as soon as possible. It calls on industrial
countries to consider further ways of increasing flows of officially sup-
ported export finance. Finally, it points to the continued stagnation in
flows of official development assistance, despite the increased needs, and
invites donor countries to do their best to increase their aid as circum-
stances permit, particularly where it still falls short of 0.7% of GNP.
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Ministers also underscored the critical importance of ODA achieving ics
intended developmental impact. They called on all donors and recipients to
strengthen efforts to improve the quality and effectiveness of assistance.
Ministers commended the World Bank's effort to undertake a frank and criti-
cal self-evaluation of its project performance, and stressed the importance
of a vigorous action program. they also urged all development agencies
which have not already done so to undertake similar efforts to improve the
development impact of their assistance, and to concentrate aid operations on
the poorest countries and those where aid can be most effective.

Trade

11. The Committee records its increasing concern about the continued delays
and risk of breakdown in the Uruguay Round negotiations. Failure could
easily lead, not to continuation of the status quo, but to a downward spiral
of increasing protectionism. This would be extremely serious for the growth
of the world economy and particularly for the developing countries, leading
to a progressive reduction in the markets for their exports and a consequent
fall in the living standards of their citizens. It would weaken the devel-
oping countries' resolve to liberalize trade further, and to undertake stru-
ctural reforms. On the other hand, an early agreement will benefit all
countries. The Committee asked that all countries firmly resist protection-
ist pressures. It calls on all the parties for a prompt and successful
conclusion to the Round by the end of 1993, and ics early implementation.

Next meeting

12. The Committee agreed to meet again in Washington DC on September 27,
1993, when it will concentrate its discussion on two topics: long-term
social policy reforms and short-term safety nets; and adjustment experience
in low-income countries and their financing needs. IC-will also review ac-
tion taken, or in hand, to follow up the suggestions made at today's meet-
ing.
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Appendix A. Agenda for the 46th Meeting of the Development Committee
Washington. D.C., May 1, 1993

1. Main Paper for discussion:

Developing Country Access to Private Capital Flows (DC/93-4) I/ 2L

2. Progress Reports: (To take note)

a) Private Sector Development (DC/93-6) 2/

b) Outcome of the IDA-10 Negotiations i/

3. Other Business

.1/ This joint World Bank/IMEF issues paper was requested by the Committee
in paragraph 8 of the September 1992 Communique.

2/ The Chairman has commissioned a number of supplementary papers for
this item from individual Members and outside experts. These are
listed, together with a summary of their main recommendations, in a
separate Note by the Secretariat. (DC/93-3)

3/ This report, to be prepared by tl-' World Bank, was requested by the
Committee in paragraph 11 of the October 1991 Communique.

i/ This and other recent developments will be covered in the report by
the President of the World Bank. (DC/93-5)
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Minister of Finance Frank Potter Belize. Canada. Dominica.

Canada (Bank) Grenada. Ireland. Jamaica.
St. Kitts and Nevis.
St. Lucia. St. Vincent
and the Grenadines
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18. Festus G. Mogao L. J. MuaunhiIku Angola. Botmonan. Burundi.
Vice President and Minister (rund) Ethiopia. The Gmbia.

of Finance and Development O.K. Notebo Konya. Lesotho. Liberia.
Planning (Monk) Malawi. Muozaombique. Namibla.

Botsana Nigeria. Sierra Leone.
Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania.
Uganda. Zambia. Zimbabwe

19. Torrin Nimmanaho.ainda J. E. -I sm Fiji. Indonesia. Lao People's
Minister of Finance (Fund) Democrotic Republic.
Thailand Aria Ottmn Malaysia. Myanmar. Nepal.

(Bank) Singapore. Thailand.
Tonga. Viet Nam

Alternate Meaber:
Tralrong Suwankirl
Deputy Minister of Finance
Thailand

20. Guilormao Ortiz Roberto Morino Costa Rica. El Salvador.
Deputy Secretary of Finance (Fund) Guatemala. Honduras.
and Public Credit Angel Torres Mexico. Nicaragua. Spain.

Mexico (lank) Venezuela

21. Alexandr N. Shokhin Konstantin 0. Kgeglovsky Russlan Federation
Deputy Pr ii Minister (Fund)
Russian Federatlon Boris Fedorov

(Bank)

22. Manmohan Singh K.P. Goethakrimhnn Bangladerh. Bhutan. India.
Minister of Finance (Fund) Sri Lanka
India alof Jalon

(Bank)

23. Carl-Dieter Spranger Staten Schoonberg Cormany
Federal Minister for Economic (Fuod)
Cooperation and Development Fritz Fischer

Germany (Bank)

24. Luis F. Toral Cordova Alexandre Kafka Brazil. Colombia. Dominican
Governor (Fund) Republic. Ecuador. Guyana.
Banco Central de la Padro Sapolo Malmn Haiti. Panama. Suriname.
Republica Dominicana (Bank) Trinidad and Tobago

Dominican Republic

Alternate Umber-
Luis M. Plantini
Deputy General Manager
Banco Central de la
Republica Dominicana

Dominican Republic
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AppendiSz C. Observers of the Development Committee

African Development Bank (AfDB)

Associate: Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA)

Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development (AFESD)

Asian Development Bank (AsDB)

Commission of the European Communities (CEC)

Associate: European Investment Bank (EIB)

Commonwealth Secretariat (CONSEC)

General Agreement of Tariffs and TRade (GATT)

inter-American Development Bank (IDB)

Internatlonal Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)

Islamic Development Bank (laDB)

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

Associate: Development Assistance Committee (DAC)

OPEC Fund for International Development (OPEC FUND)

United Nations (UN)

Associates: UNCTAD (UNCTAD)
UNDP (UNDP)
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